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Abstract
This is the last in a series on configurations in an abelian category A. Given a finite poset (I,),
an (I,)-configuration (σ, ι,π) is a finite collection of objects σ(J ) and morphisms ι(J,K) or
π(J,K) :σ(J ) → σ(K) in A satisfying some axioms, where J,K are subsets of I . Configurations de-
scribe how an object X in A decomposes into subobjects.
The first paper defined configurations and studied moduli spaces of configurations in A, using Artin
stacks. It showed well-behaved moduli stacks ObjA,M(I,)A of objects and configurations in A exist
when A is the abelian category coh(P ) of coherent sheaves on a projective scheme P , or mod-KQ of
representations of a quiver Q. The second studied algebras of constructible functions and stack functions
on ObjA.
The third introduced stability conditions (τ, T ,) on A, and showed the moduli space Objαss(τ ) of
τ -semistable objects in class α is a constructible subset in ObjA, so its characteristic function δαss(τ )
is a constructible function. It formed algebras Hpaτ , Htoτ , H¯paτ , H¯toτ of constructible and stack functions
on ObjA, and proved many identities in them.
In this paper, if (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are stability conditions on A we write δαss(τ˜ ) in terms of the
δ
β
ss(τ ), and deduce the algebras Hpaτ , . . . , H¯toτ are independent of (τ, T ,). We study invariants Iαss(τ ) or
Iss(I,, κ, τ ) ‘counting’ τ -semistable objects or configurations inA, which satisfy additive and multiplica-
tive identities. We compute them completely when A = mod-KQ or A = coh(P ) for P a smooth curve.
We also find invariants with special properties when A= coh(P ) for P a smooth surface with K−1
P
nef, or
a Calabi–Yau 3-fold.
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1. Introduction
This is the fourth in a series of papers [29–31] on configurations. Given an abelian category
A and a finite partially ordered set (poset) (I,), we define an (I,)-configuration (σ, ι,π) in
A to be a collection of objects σ(J ) and morphisms ι(J,K) or π(J,K) : σ(J ) → σ(K) in A
satisfying certain axioms, for J,K ⊆ I .
The first paper [29] defined configurations, developed their basic properties, and studied mod-
uli spaces of configurations inA, using the theory of Artin stacks. It proved well-behaved moduli
stacks ObjA,M(I,)A of objects and configurations exist when A is the abelian category
coh(P ) of coherent sheaves on a projective K-scheme P , or mod-KQ of representations of a
quiver Q. The second [30] studied algebras of constructible functions CF(ObjA) and stack func-
tions SF(ObjA) on ObjA, motivated by Ringel–Hall algebras.
The third paper [31] studied (weak) stability conditions (τ, T ,) on A, which include slope
stability on mod-KQ and Gieseker stability on coh(P ). If (τ, T ,) is permissible then the mod-
uli space Objαss(τ ) of τ -semistable objects X in A with [X] = α in K(A) is a constructible set
in ObjA, so its characteristic function δαss(τ ) is a constructible function. We used this to define
interesting algebras Hpaτ , Htoτ , H¯paτ , H¯toτ and Lie algebras Lpaτ , Ltoτ , L¯paτ , L¯toτ in CF(ObjA) and
SF(ObjA), and prove many identities in them.
The first goal of this paper is to understand how moduli spaces Objαss(τ ) transform as we
change the (weak) stability condition (τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,). We express this as the following
identity in CF(ObjA), which is Eq. (44) below:
δαss(τ˜ )=
∑
A-data({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ )
· δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ δκ(2)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δκ(n)ss (τ ). (1)
Here S(∗, τ, τ˜ ) are explicit combinatorial coefficients equal to 1, 0 or −1, and ‘∗’ is the associa-
tive, noncommutative multiplication on CF(ObjA) studied in [30].
Roughly speaking, (1) characterizes whether X ∈A is τ˜ -semistable in terms of τ -semistability,
via an inclusion–exclusion process upon filtrations 0 = A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An = X with τ -semistable
factors Si = Ai/Ai−1. Writing κ(i) = [Si] in K(A), the coefficient S(· · ·) depends on the or-
derings of τ ◦ κ(i) and τ˜ ◦ κ(i) for i = 1, . . . , n in the total orders (T ,) and (T˜ ,), and this
determines whether a filtration is included, if S(· · ·)= 1, or excluded, if S(· · ·)= −1.
We say that (τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominates (τ, T ,) if τ(α) τ(β) implies τ˜ (α) τ˜ (β) for all α,β ∈
C(A). In this case (1) follows easily from the facts that each X ∈ A has a unique Harder–
Narasimhan filtration 0 = A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An = X with Si = Ai/Ai−1 τ -semistable and τ([S1]) >
· · · > τ([Sn]), and then X is τ˜ -semistable if and only if τ˜ ([Si]) = τ˜ (α) for all i. For the general
case we go via a weak stability condition (τˆ , Tˆ ,) dominating both (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,). For
A= coh(P ), Eq. (1) may have infinitely many nonzero terms, and converges in a suitable sense.
The second goal of the paper is to study systems of invariants ofA and (τ, T ,) which ‘count’
τ -semistable objects or configurations in A. Obviously there are many ways of doing this, so we
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view we take is that the invariants are interesting if they satisfy natural identities, and the more
identities the better. Such identities are powerful tools for calculating the invariants in examples,
as we shall see.
We obtain our invariants Iαss(τ ) by applying some invariant Υ of constructible sets in Artin
stacks to the moduli spaces Objαss(τ ). If Υ takes values in a vector space Λ and Υ (S ∪ T ) =
Υ (S) + Υ (T ) when S,T are constructible sets with S ∩ T = ∅, then constructible function
identities such as (1) and many more in [31] translate to additive identities on the invariants, such
as transformation laws under change of (weak) stability condition. This is our basic assumption,
and holds for Euler characteristics, virtual Poincaré polynomials, and so on.
If also Λ is a commutative algebra and Υ has multiplicative properties such as Υ (S × T ) =
Υ (S)Υ (T ) or Υ ([X/G]) = Υ (X)Υ (G)−1 then we can derive extra multiplicative identities
on the Iαss(τ ). Usually these multiplicative identities require extra conditions on the groups
Exti (X,Y ) for X,Y ∈ A and i > 1, and can be interpreted in terms of morphisms from a
stack (Lie) algebra in SF(ObjA) to some explicit algebra, as in [30, §6]. These assumptions
on Exti (X,Y ) mean that our invariants have good properties in special cases which we focus on,
namely, when A= mod-KQ, or A= coh(P ) for P a smooth curve, or P a smooth surface with
K−1P nef, or P a Calabi–Yau 3-fold.
Here is an overview of the paper. Section 2 gives background material on Artin stacks, con-
structible functions and stack functions from [27,28], and Section 3 briefly reviews the first three
papers [29–31]. Section 4 defines and studies the transformation coefficients S(∗, τ, τ˜ ) appearing
in (1), and related coefficients T ,U(∗, τ, τ˜ ); this part of the paper is wholly combinatorial.
In Section 5 we prove (1), its stack function analogue, and transformation laws for other fam-
ilies of constructible and stack functions δss, δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ) and α, ¯α(τ ). When A= mod-KQ,
Eq. (1) has only finitely many terms, but whenA= coh(P ) for P a projective K-scheme it might
have infinitely many nonzero terms, and holds with an appropriate notion of convergence. We
show there are only finitely many nonzero terms in (1) if P is a smooth surface.
Section 6 studies some families of invariants Iss(I,, κ, τ )Λ, Iαss(τ )Λ, Jα(τ)Λ
◦
, Jα(τ)Ω tak-
ing values in Q-algebras Λ,Λ◦,Ω which ‘count’ τ -semistable objects or configurations in A.
We determine their transformation laws under change of stability condition, and additive and
multiplicative identities they satisfy under conditions on Exti (X,Y ) for i > 1 and X,Y ∈A.
We compute the invariants completely when A = mod-KQ or A = coh(P ) for P a smooth
curve, recovering results of Reineke and Harder–Narasimhan–Atiyah–Bott. We also find invari-
ants with special multiplicative transformation laws when A = coh(P ) for P a smooth surface
with K−1P nef or a Calabi–Yau 3-fold. For surfaces P with c1(P ) = 0, such as K3 surfaces, we
define invariants J¯ α(τ )Λ which are independent of the choice of Gieseker stability condition
(τ, T ,) on P . We discuss the connection of our invariants with Donaldson invariants of sur-
faces and Donaldson–Thomas invariants of Calabi–Yau 3-folds, and make some conjectures on
the existence of invariants combining good features of the various sets of invariants.
Finally, Section 7 suggests problems for future research: extending the whole programme
to triangulated categories, combining the invariants in generating functions, with applications
to Mirror Symmetry, and use of esoteric kinds of stacks to weaken the assumptions we need
on Exti (X,Y ).
A sequel [32] explains how to encode some of the invariants we study into holomorphic
generating functions on the complex manifold of stability conditions. These satisfy an interesting
p.d.e., that can be interpreted as the flatness of a connection. This will be discussed in Section 7.
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We begin with some background material on Artin stacks, constructible functions, ‘stack func-
tions,’ and motivic invariants. Sections 2.1–2.3 are drawn from [27,28], and Section 2.4 is new.
2.1. Artin K-stacks and constructible functions
Let K be an algebraically closed field. There are four main classes of ‘spaces’ over K used in
algebraic geometry, in increasing order of generality:
K-varieties ⊂ K-schemes ⊂ algebraic K-spaces ⊂ algebraic K-stacks.
Algebraic stacks (also known as Artin stacks) were introduced by Artin, generalizing Deligne–
Mumford stacks. For a good introduction to algebraic stacks see Gómez [20], and for a thorough
treatment see Laumon and Moret-Bailly [35]. We make the convention that all algebraic K-stacks
in this paper are locally of finite type, and K-substacks are locally closed.
We define the set of K-points of a stack.
Definition 2.1. Let F be a K-stack. Write F(K) for the set of 2-isomorphism classes [x] of
1-morphisms x : SpecK → F. Elements of F(K) are called K-points, or geometric points, of F.
If φ :F → G is a 1-morphism then composition with φ induces a map of sets φ∗ :F(K) → G(K).
For a 1-morphism x : SpecK → F, the stabilizer group IsoK(x) is the group of 2-morphisms
x → x. When F is an algebraic K-stack, IsoK(x) is an algebraic K-group. We say that F
has affine geometric stabilizers if IsoK(x) is an affine algebraic K-group for all 1-morphisms
x : SpecK → F.
As an algebraic K-group up to isomorphism, IsoK(x) depends only on the isomorphism class
[x] ∈ F(K) of x in Hom(SpecK,F). If φ :F → G is a 1-morphism, composition induces a mor-
phism of algebraic K-groups φ∗ : IsoK([x]) → IsoK(φ∗([x])), for [x] ∈ F(K).
The theory of constructible functions on K-stacks was developed in [27].
Definition 2.2. Let F be an algebraic K-stack. We call C ⊆ F(K) constructible if C =⋃
i∈I Fi (K), where {Fi : i ∈ I } is a finite collection of finite type algebraic K-substacks Fi of F.
We call S ⊆ F(K) locally constructible if S ∩C is constructible for all constructible C ⊆ F(K).
A function f :F(K) → Q is called constructible if f (F(K)) is finite and f−1(c) is a con-
structible set in F(K) for each c ∈ f (F(K)) \ {0}. A function f :F(K) → Q is called locally
constructible if f · δC is constructible for all constructible C ⊆ F(K), where δC is the character-
istic function of C. Write CF(F) and LCF(F) for the Q-vector spaces of Q-valued constructible
and locally constructible functions on F.
Following [27, Def.s 4.8, 5.1 & 5.5] we define pushforwards and pullbacks of constructible
functions along 1-morphisms. We need charK = 0.
Definition 2.3. Let K have characteristic zero and F be an algebraic K-stack with affine geo-
metric stabilizers and C ⊆ F(K) be constructible. Then [27, Def. 4.8] defines the naïve Euler
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f ∈ CF(F), define
χna(F, f )=
∑
c∈f (F(K))\{0}
cχna
(
f−1(c)
)
in Q.
Let F, G be algebraic K-stacks with affine geometric stabilizers, and φ :F → G a repre-
sentable 1-morphism. Then for any x ∈ F(K) we have an injective morphism φ∗ : IsoK(x) →
IsoK(φ∗(x)) of affine algebraic K-groups. Define mφ :F(K) → Z by mφ(x) = χ(IsoK(φ∗(x))/
φ∗(IsoK(x))). For f in CF(F), define CFstk(φ)f :G(K) → Q by CFstk(φ)f (y) = χna(F,mφ ·
f ·δ
φ−1∗ (y)) for y in G(K), where δφ−1∗ (y) is the characteristic function of φ
−1∗ ({y})⊆ G(K). Then
CFstk(φ) : CF(F)→ CF(G) is a Q-linear map called the stack pushforward.
Let θ :F → G be a finite type 1-morphism. If C ⊆ G(K) is constructible then so is θ−1∗ (C) ⊆
F(K). It follows that if f ∈ CF(G) then f ◦ θ∗ lies in CF(F). Define the pullback θ∗ : CF(G) →
CF(F) by θ∗(f )= f ◦ θ∗. It is a linear map.
Here [27, Th.s 5.4, 5.6 & Def. 5.5] are some properties of these.
Theorem 2.4. Let E, F, G, H be algebraic K-stacks with affine geometric stabilizers, and
β :F → G, γ :G → H be 1-morphisms. Then
CFstk(γ ◦ β)= CFstk(γ ) ◦ CFstk(β) : CF(F) → CF(H), (2)
(γ ◦ β)∗ = β∗ ◦ γ ∗ : CF(H)→ CF(F), (3)
supposing β , γ representable in (2), and of finite type in (3). If
E
η
θ
G
ψ
F
φ
H
is a Cartesian square with
η,φ representable and
θ,ψ of finite type, then
the following commutes:
CF(E)
CFstk(η)
CF(G)
CF(F)
CFstk(φ)
θ∗
CF(H).
ψ∗ (4)
As discussed in [27, §3.3] for the K-scheme case, Eq. (2) is false for algebraically closed
fields K of characteristic p > 0. In [27, §5.3] we extend Definition 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 to
locally constructible functions LCF(F). The main differences are in which 1-morphisms must be
of finite type.
2.2. Stack functions
Stack functions are a universal generalization of constructible functions introduced in [28].
Here [28, Def. 3.1] is the basic definition. Throughout K is algebraically closed of arbitrary
characteristic, except when we specify charK = 0.
Definition 2.5. Let F be an algebraic K-stack with affine geometric stabilizers. Consider pairs
(R, ρ), where R is a finite type algebraic K-stack with affine geometric stabilizers and ρ :R → F
is a representable 1-morphism. We call two pairs (R, ρ), (R′, ρ′) equivalent if there exists a
1-isomorphism ι :R → R′ such that ρ′ ◦ ι and ρ are 2-isomorphic 1-morphisms R → F. Write
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of R then (S, ρ|S), (R\S, ρ|R\S) are pairs of the same kind. Define SF(F) to be the Q-vector
space generated by equivalence classes [(R, ρ)] as above, with for each closed K-substack S of
R a relation
[
(R, ρ)
]= [(S, ρ|S)]+ [(R \S, ρ|R\S)].
Define SF(F) in the same way, but without requiring the 1-morphisms ρ to be representable.
Then SF(F)⊆ SF(F).
In [28, Def. 3.2] we relate CF(F) and SF(F).
Definition 2.6. Let F be an algebraic K-stack with affine geometric stabilizers and C ⊆
F(K) be constructible. Then C =∐ni=1 Ri (K), for R1, . . . ,Rn finite type K-substacks of F.
Let ρi :Ri → F be the inclusion 1-morphism. Then [(Ri , ρi)] ∈ SF(F). Define δ¯C =∑n
i=1[(Ri , ρi)] ∈ SF(F). We think of this stack function as the analogue of the character-
istic function δC ∈ CF(F) of C. Define a Q-linear map ιF : CF(F) → SF(F) by ιF(f ) =∑
0=c∈f (F(K)) c · δ¯f−1(c). For K of characteristic zero, define a Q-linear map π stkF : SF(F) →
CF(F) by
π stkF
(
n∑
i=1
ci
[
(Ri , ρi)
])= n∑
i=1
ci CFstk(ρi)1Ri ,
where 1Ri is the function 1 in CF(Ri ). Then [28, Prop. 3.3] shows π stkF ◦ ιF is the identity on
CF(F). Thus, ιF is injective and π stkF is surjective. In general ιF is far from being surjective, and
SF(F) is much larger than CF(F).
All the operations of constructible functions in Section 2.1 extend to stack functions.
Definition 2.7. Define multiplication ‘·’ on SF(F) by
[
(R, ρ)
] · [(S, σ )]= [(R×ρ,F,σ S, ρ ◦ πR)].
This extends to a Q-bilinear product SF(F) × SF(F) → SF(F) which is commutative and asso-
ciative, and SF(F) is closed under ‘·’. Let φ :F → G be a 1-morphism of algebraic K-stacks with
affine geometric stabilizers. Define the pushforward φ∗ : SF(F) → SF(G) by
φ∗ :
m∑
i=1
ci
[
(Ri , ρi)
] → m∑
i=1
ci
[
(Ri , φ ◦ ρi)
]
.
If φ is representable then φ∗ maps SF(F) → SF(G). For φ of finite type, define pullbacks
φ∗ : SF(G)→ SF(F), φ∗ : SF(G)→ SF(F) by
φ∗ :
m∑
ci
[
(Ri , ρi)
] → m∑ ci[(Ri ×ρi ,G,φ F,πF)].
i=1 i=1
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(
m∑
i=1
ci
[
(Ri , ρi)
])⊗
(
n∑
j=1
dj
[
(Sj , σj )
])=∑
i,j
cidj
[
(Ri ×Sj , ρi × σj )
]
.
Here [28, Th. 3.5] is the analogue of Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 2.8. Let E, F, G, H be algebraic K-stacks with affine geometric stabilizers, and
β :F → G, γ :G → H be 1-morphisms. Then
(γ ◦ β)∗ = γ∗ ◦ β∗ : SF(F)→ SF(H), (γ ◦ β)∗ = γ∗ ◦ β∗ : SF(F) → SF(H),
(5)
(γ ◦ β)∗ = β∗ ◦ γ ∗ : SF(H)→ SF(F), (γ ◦ β)∗ = β∗ ◦ γ ∗ : SF(H)→ SF(F),
for β , γ representable in the second equation, and of finite type in the third and fourth. If f,g ∈
SF(G) and β is finite type then β∗(f · g)= β∗(f ) · β∗(g). If
E
η
θ
G
ψ
F
φ
H
is a Cartesian square with
η,φ representable and
θ,ψ of finite type, then
the following commutes:
SF(E)
η∗
SF(G)
SF(F)
φ∗
θ∗
SF(H).
ψ∗ (6)
The same applies for SF(E), . . . ,SF(H), without requiring η,φ representable.
In [28, Prop. 3.7 & Th. 3.8] we relate pushforwards and pullbacks of stack and constructible
functions using ιF,π stkF .
Theorem 2.9. Let K have characteristic zero, F, G be algebraic K-stacks with affine geometric
stabilizers, and φ :F → G be a 1-morphism. Then
(a) φ∗ ◦ ιG = ιF ◦ φ∗ : CF(G)→ SF(F) if φ is of finite type;
(b) π stkG ◦ φ∗ = CFstk(φ) ◦ π stkF : SF(F) → CF(G) if φ is representable; and
(c) π stkF ◦ φ∗ = φ∗ ◦ π stkG : SF(G)→ CF(F) if φ is of finite type.
In [28, §5.2] we define projections Πvin : SF(F) → SF(F) and SF(F) → SF(F) which project
to stack functions whose stabilizer groups have ‘virtual rank’ n.
In [28, §3] we define local stack functions LSF,LSF(F), the analogue of locally constructible
functions. Analogues of Definitions 2.6–2.7 and Theorems 2.8–2.9 hold for LSF,LSF(F), with
differences in which 1-morphisms are required to be of finite type.
2.3. Motivic invariants of Artin stacks
In [28, §4] we extend motivic invariants of quasiprojective K-varieties to Artin stacks. We
need the following data, [28, Assumptions 4.1 & 6.1].
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Υ :
{
isomorphism classes [X] of quasiprojective K-varieties X}→ Λ
a map for K an algebraically closed field, satisfying the following conditions:
(i) If Y ⊆X is a closed subvariety then Υ ([X])= Υ ([X \ Y ])+Υ ([Y ]);
(ii) If X,Y are quasiprojective K-varieties then Υ ([X × Y ]) = Υ ([X])Υ ([Y ]);
(iii) Write  = Υ ([K]) in Λ, regarding K as a K-variety, the affine line (not the point SpecK).
Then  and k − 1 for k = 1,2, . . . are invertible in Λ.
Suppose Λ◦ is a Q-subalgebra of Λ containing the image of Υ and the elements −1 and (k +
k−1 + · · · + 1)−1 for k = 1,2, . . . , but not containing ( − 1)−1. Let Ω be a commutative
Q-algebra, and π :Λ◦ → Ω a surjective Q-algebra morphism, such that π()= 1. Define
Θ :
{
isomorphism classes [X] of quasiprojective K-varieties X}→Ω
by Θ = π ◦Υ . Then Θ([K]) = 1.
We chose the notation ‘’ as in motivic integration [K] is called the Tate motive and written L.
We have Υ ([GL(m,K)]) = m(m−1)/2∏mk=1(k −1), so (iii) ensures Υ ([GL(m,K)]) is invertible
in Λ for all m 1. Here [28, Ex.s 4.3 & 6.3] is an example of suitable Λ,Υ, . . . ; more are given
in [28, §4.1 & §6.1].
Example 2.11. Let K be an algebraically closed field. Define Λ = Q(z), the algebra of rational
functions in z with coefficients in Q. For any quasiprojective K-variety X, let Υ ([X])= P(X; z)
be the virtual Poincaré polynomial of X. This has a complicated definition in [28, Ex. 4.3] which
we do not repeat, involving Deligne’s weight filtration when charK = 0 and the action of the
Frobenius on l-adic cohomology when charK > 0. If X is smooth and projective then P(X; z)
is the ordinary Poincaré polynomial
∑2 dimX
k=0 bk(X)zk , where bk(X) is the kth Betti number in
l-adic cohomology, for l coprime to charK. Also = P(K; z) = z2.
Let Λ◦ be the subalgebra of P(z)/Q(z) in Λ for which z ± 1 do not divide Q(z). Here are
two possibilities for Ω,π . Assumption 2.10 holds in each case.
(a) Set Ω = Q and π :f (z) → f (−1). Then Θ([X]) = π ◦ Υ ([X]) is the Euler characteristic
of X.
(b) Set Ω = Q and π :f (z) → f (1). Then Θ([X]) = π ◦ Υ ([X]) is the sum of the virtual Betti
numbers of X.
We need a few facts about algebraic K-groups. A good reference is Borel [8]. Following
Borel, we define a K-variety to be a K-scheme which is reduced, separated, and of finite type,
but not necessarily irreducible. An algebraic K-group is then a K-variety G with identity 1 ∈ G,
multiplication μ :G × G → G and inverse i :G → G (as morphisms of K-varieties) satisfying
the usual group axioms. We call G affine if it is an affine K-variety. Special K-groups are studied
by Serre and Grothendieck in [12, §1, §5].
Definition 2.12. An algebraic K-group G is called special if every principal G-bundle is locally
trivial. Properties of special K-groups can be found in [12, §§1.4, 1.5 & 5.5] and [28, §2.1]. In
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in Λ.
In [28, Th. 4.9] we extend Υ to Artin stacks, using Definition 2.12.
Theorem 2.13. Let Assumption 2.10 hold. Then there exists a unique morphism of Q-algebras
Υ ′ : SF(SpecK) → Λ such that if G is a special algebraic K-group acting on a quasiprojective
K-variety X then Υ ′([[X/G]]) = Υ ([X])/Υ ([G]).
Thus, if R is a finite type algebraic K-stack with affine geometric stabilizers the theorem
defines Υ ′([R]) ∈ Λ. Taking Λ,Υ as in Example 2.11 yields the virtual Poincaré function
P(R; z) = Υ ′([R]) of R, a natural extension of virtual Poincaré polynomials to stacks. In
[28, §6] we overcome the restriction that Υ ([G])−1 exists for all special K-groups G by defining
a finer extension of Υ to stacks that keeps track of maximal tori of stabilizer groups, and allows
Υ = χ . This can then be used with Θ,Ω in Assumption 2.10.
In [28, §§4–6] we define other classes of stack functions SF, SF, SF(F,Υ,Λ), SF,
SF(F,Υ,Λ◦), SF, SF(F,Θ,Ω) ‘twisted’ by the motivic invariants Υ,Θ of Assumption 2.10;
the basic facts are explained in [30, §2.5]. All the material of Section 2.2 applies to these spaces,
except that π stkF ,Π
vi
n are not always defined. For the purposes of this paper the differences be-
tween these spaces are unimportant, so we shall not explain them.
2.4. Essential stack functions and convergent sums
Motivated by ideas in Behrend and Dhillon [2], we extend the theory of Sections 2.2–2.3 to
include certain local stack functions, and convergent infinite series. This is new material, not
contained in [28]. It will be applied in Section 6.3. We develop it only for SF,LSF(F), but the
extensions to SF,LSF(F) are obvious.
Definition 2.14. Let K be algebraically closed and F an algebraic K-stack with affine stabilizers.
As in [35, pp. 98–99] a K-stack R has a dimension dimR in Z ∪ {−∞,∞}, with dim[X/G] =
dimX − dimG for a global quotient. For m ∈ Z define SF, LSF(F)m to be the subspaces of
SF, LSF(F) spanned by [(R, ρ)] with dimR  m, where for LSF(F)m we allow infinite sums∑
i∈I ci[(Ri , ρi)] with dimRi m for all i ∈ I . Then SF(F)m ⊆ SF(F)n if m n, and
SF(F) =
⋃
m∈Z
SF(F)m,
⋂
m∈Z
LSF(F)m = {0}, SF(F)m = SF(F)∩ LSF(F)m. (7)
Behrend and Dhillon [2, Def. 2.2] define an algebraic K-stack R to be essentially of finite type
if R =∐n1 Rn for finite type K-substacks Rn with dimRn → −∞ as n→ ∞. This motivates
our next definition, as [(R, ρ)] ∈ LSF(F) lies in ESF(F) if and only if R is essentially of finite
type.
Definition 2.15. For F as above define ESF(F) to be the subspace of f ∈ LSF(F) such
that for each m ∈ Z we may write f = g + h for g ∈ SF(F) and h ∈ LSF(F)m. Then
SF(F) ⊆ ESF(F) ⊆ LSF(F). Elements of ESF(F) will be called essential stack functions. Write
ESF(F)m = ESF(F)∩ LSF(F)m.
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Definition 2.16. Let F be as above. A possibly infinite sum
∑
i∈I fi with fi ∈ LSF(F) is called
convergent if for all finite type K-substacks G in F, the restriction of fi to G is nonzero for only
finitely many i ∈ I . Write fi =∑a∈Ai cai [(Rai , ρai )] for each i ∈ I , where [(Rai , ρai )] is supported
on the support of fi for each a ∈Ai . One can then show f =∑i∈I∑a∈Ai cai [(Rai , ρai )] is a well-
defined element of LSF(F). We call f the limit of
∑
i∈I fi , and write
∑
i∈I fi = f . Note that
LSF(F)m for m ∈ Z are closed under limits. The same notion of convergence and limits also
works for infinite sums in LCF(F).
A sum
∑
i∈I fi with fi ∈ ESF(F) is called strongly convergent if it is convergent, and for all
m ∈ Z we have fi ∈ ESF(F)m for all but finitely many i ∈ I . Write f =∑i∈I fi as above, and let
m ∈ Z. Then fi ∈ ESF(F)m for all i ∈ I \ J , for finite J ⊆ I . As fj ∈ ESF(F) for j ∈ J we have
fj = gj + hj with gj ∈ SF(F) and hj ∈ LSF(F)m. Define g =∑j∈J gj and h =∑j∈J hj +∑
i∈I\J fi . Then g lies in SF(F) as gj does and J is finite, and h lies in LSF(F)m as hj for j ∈ J
and fi for i ∈ I \ J do and LSF(F)m is closed under limits. Therefore f ∈ ESF(F), and ESF(F)
is closed under strongly convergent limits.
We modify the first part of Assumption 2.10.
Assumption 2.17. Let Λ be a commutative Q-algebra and Λm ⊂Λ for m ∈ Z a vector subspace,
such that Λm ⊆ Λn when m  n and Λm · Λn ⊆ Λm+n for all m,n, with 1 ∈ Λ0, and Λ =⋃
m∈ZΛm,
⋂
m∈ZΛm = {0}. Suppose
Υ :
{
isomorphism classes [X] of quasiprojective K-varieties X}→ Λ
is a map for K an algebraically closed field, with Υ ([X]) ∈ ΛdimX , satisfying:
(i) If Y ⊆X is a closed subvariety then Υ ([X])= Υ ([X \ Y ])+Υ ([Y ]).
(ii) If X,Y are quasiprojective K-varieties then Υ ([X × Y ]) = Υ ([X])Υ ([Y ]).
(iii) Write = Υ ([K]) in Λ. Then  is invertible in Λ, with −1 ∈Λ−1.
(iv) Suppose we are given elements λm ∈ Λ/Λm for m ∈ Z, such that λm +Λn = λn whenever
m < n, using the inclusion Λm ⊂ Λn. Then there exists λ ∈ Λ with λ + Λm = λm for all
m ∈ Z. This λ is unique as ⋂m∈Z Λm = {0}.
Here are two examples of suitable Υ,Λ, the first modifying Example 2.11.
Example 2.18. Let K be an algebraically closed field. Define Λ to be the Q-algebra of Q-Laurent
series of the form
∑n
k=−∞ ckzk for ck ∈ Q and n ∈ Z, that is, power series in zk where k ∈ Z
is bounded above but not necessarily below. For m ∈ Z define Λm to be the vector subspace
of series
∑2m
k=−∞ ckzk involving powers of z bounded above by 2m. For any quasiprojective
K-variety X, let Υ ([X])= P(X; z) be the virtual Poincaré polynomial of X, as in Example 2.11.
Then Assumption 2.17 holds, with = z2.
Example 2.19. Let K be an algebraically closed field. As in Craw [14, §2.3] and Behrend and
Dhillon [2, §2.1] we define the Grothendieck ring K0(VarK) of the category of K-varieties VarK.
Setting  = [K] ∈ K0(VarK) we form the ring of fractions K0(VarK)[−1] by inverting . For
m ∈ Z define K0(VarK)[−1]m to be the subspace generated by elements −n[X] for n 0 and
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to be the completion of K0(VarK)[−1] with respect to this filtration. It is naturally filtered by
subspaces Kˆ0(VarK)m for m ∈ Z.
Define a Q-algebra Λuni = Kˆ0(VarK)⊗Z Q, and set Λunim = Kˆ0(VarK)m ⊗Z Q for m ∈ Z. De-
fine Υ uni to be the natural map taking a K-variety X to its class [X] in K0(VarK) projected to Λ.
Then Assumption 2.17 holds for Υ uni,Λuni, and they are universal in that any Υ,Λ satisfying
Assumption 2.17 factor via a filtered algebra morphism Λuni → Λ. Note that the ring Kˆ0(VarK)
is used all the time in the subject of motivic integration, as in Craw [14].
There is a natural notion of convergence of infinite sums in Λ.
Definition 2.20. Let Assumption 2.17 hold. A possibly infinite sum
∑
i∈I λi with λi ∈Λ is called
convergent if for all m ∈ Z we have λi ∈ Λm for all but finitely many i ∈ I . For m ∈ Z define
λm ∈ Λ/Λm by λm =∑j∈Jm λj + Λm, where Jm is the finite subset of j ∈ I with λj /∈ Λm.
Then λm + Λn = λn whenever m < n, so Assumption 2.17(iv) gives a unique λ ∈ Λ such that
λ+Λm = λm for all m ∈ Z. We call λ the limit of ∑i∈I λi , and write ∑i∈I λi = λ.
For k  1, the usual geometric series proof shows
∑
n1 
−nk converges in Λ and its limit is
(k − 1)−1. Therefore Assumption 2.10(i)–(iii) hold, which implies Theorem 2.13. We can also
strengthen it: as −1 ∈ Λ−1 and (k − 1)−1 ∈ Λ−k we deduce from [28, Lem.s 4.5 & 4.6] that
Υ ([G])−1 ∈ Λ−dimG for all special K-groups G. Thus in Υ ′([[X/G]]) = Υ ([X])/Υ ([G]) we
have Υ ([X]) ∈ ΛdimX and Υ ([G])−1 ∈ Λ−dimG, so Υ ′([[X/G]]) ∈ ΛdimX−dimG = Λdim[X/G].
As any finite type R with affine stabilizers is a disjoint union of [X/G] we deduce:
Theorem 2.21. Let Assumption 2.17 hold. Then there exists a unique morphism of Q-algebras
Υ ′ : SF(SpecK) → Λ such that if G is a special algebraic K-group acting on a K-variety X
then Υ ′([[X/G]]) = Υ ([X])/Υ ([G]), and if R is a finite type algebraic K-stack with affine
geometric stabilizers then Υ ′([R]) ∈ ΛdimR.
The next definition was suggested to the author by Behrend and Dhillon’s definition [2, §2.2]
of the motive of an essentially of finite type K-stack.
Definition 2.22. Let Assumption 2.17 hold, Υ ′ be as in Theorem 2.21, F be as above, and
Π :F → SpecK be the projection 1-morphism. Then Π∗ maps SF(F) → SF(SpecK), so
Υ ′ ◦Π∗ : SF(F)→ Λ, with Υ ′ ◦Π∗ : [(R, ρ)] → Υ ′([R]). Since SF(F)m is spanned by [(R, ρ)]
with dimR  m, so that Υ ′([R]) ∈ Λm by Theorem 2.21, we have Υ ′ ◦ Π∗ : SF(F)m → Λm
for m ∈ Z.
Let f ∈ ESF(F). For m ∈ Z write f = gm + hm for gm ∈ SF(F) and hm ∈ LSF(F)m. Set
λm = Υ ′ ◦Π∗(gm)+Λm in Λ/Λm. If g′m,h′m are alternative choices of gm,hm then gm + hm =
g′m + h′m, so gm − g′m = h′m − hm, which lies in SF(F) ∩ LSF(F)m = SF(F)m by (7). Thus
Υ ′ ◦ Π∗(gm − g′m) ∈ Λm, so Υ ′ ◦ Π∗(gm) + Λm = Υ ′ ◦ Π∗(g′m) + Λm, and λm is independent
of choices.
If m< n then we may define λn using gm,hm instead of gn,hn, giving λm +Λn = λn. Thus
Assumption 2.17(iv) gives a unique λ ∈ Λ with λ+Λm = λm for all m ∈ Z. Define ΠΛ(f )= λ.
This gives a Q-linear map ΠΛ : ESF(F)→ Λ. If f ∈ SF(F) we may take gm = f and hm = 0 for
all m ∈ Z, giving λm = Υ ′ ◦Π∗(f )+Λm, so λ= Υ ′ ◦Π∗(f ) by uniqueness. Thus ΠΛ = Υ ′ ◦Π∗
on SF(F). It is easy to show ΠΛ maps ESF(F)m → Λm for m ∈ Z.
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Proposition 2.23. Let Assumption 2.17 hold, F be an algebraic K-stack with affine geometric
stabilizers, and
∑
i∈I fi be a strongly convergent sum in ESF(F) with limit f . Then
∑
i∈I ΠΛ(fi)
is convergent in Λ with limit ΠΛ(f ).
Proof. Let m ∈ Z. As ∑i∈I fi is strongly convergent we have fi ∈ ESF(F)m for all i ∈ I \ J ,
where J ⊆ I is finite. But ΠΛ maps ESF(F)m → Λm, so ΠΛ(fi) ∈ Λm for all i ∈ I \ J with
J finite, and thus
∑
i∈I ΠΛ(fi) converges in Λ. Let the limits be f =
∑
i∈I fi in ESF(F) and
λ =∑i∈I ΠΛ(fi) in Λ. For each j ∈ J write fj = gj + hj for gj ∈ SF(F) and hj ∈ LSF(F)m.
Define g =∑j∈J gj and h =∑j∈J hj +∑i∈I\J fi . Then f = g + h with g ∈ SF(F) and h ∈
LSF(F)m. Therefore using Definitions 2.16, 2.20 and 2.22 we have
ΠΛ(f )+Λm =ΠΛ(g)+Λm =
∑
j∈J
ΠΛ(gj )+Λm =
∑
j∈J
ΠΛ(fj )+Λm = λ+Λm,
for all m ∈ Z. As ⋂m∈ZΛm = {0} this forces ΠΛ(f )= λ. 
3. Background on configurations from [29–31]
We now recall in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 the main definitions and results from [29] on (I,)-
configurations and their moduli stacks that we will need later, in Section 3.3 some facts about
algebras of constructible and stack functions from [30], and in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 some material
on (weak) stability conditions from [31].
3.1. Basic definitions
Here is some notation for finite posets, taken from [29, Def.s 3.2, 4.1 & 6.1].
Definition 3.1. A finite partially ordered set or finite poset (I,) is a finite set I with a partial
order I . Define J ⊆ I to be an f-set if i ∈ I and h, j ∈ J and h  i  j implies i ∈ J . Define
F(I,) to be the set of f -sets of I . Define G(I,) to be the subset of (J,K) ∈ F(I,) × F(I,)
such that J ⊆ K , and if j ∈ J and k ∈ K with k  j , then k ∈ J . Define H(I,) to be the subset
of (J,K) ∈F(I,) ×F(I,) such that K ⊆ J , and if j ∈ J and k ∈K with k  j , then j ∈ K .
Let I be a finite set and ,  partial orders on I such that if i  j then i  j for i, j ∈ I .
Then we say that  dominates . A partial order  on I is called a total order if i  j or j  i
for all i, j ∈ I . Then (I,) is canonically isomorphic to ({1, . . . , n},) for n= |I |.
We define (I,)-configurations, [29, Def. 4.1].
Definition 3.2. Let (I,) be a finite poset, and use the notation of Definition 3.1. Define
an (I,)-configuration (σ, ι,π) in an abelian category A to be maps σ :F(I,) → Obj(A),
ι :G(I,) → Mor(A), and π :H(I,) → Mor(A), where
(i) σ(J ) is an object in A for J ∈F(I,), with σ(∅)= 0.
(ii) ι(J,K) :σ(J ) → σ(K) is injective for (J,K) ∈ G(I,), and ι(J, J )= idσ(J ).
(iii) π(J,K) :σ(J ) → σ(K) is surjective for (J,K) ∈H(I,), and π(J,J )= idσ(J ).
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(A) Let (J,K) ∈ G(I,) and set L =K \ J . Then the following is exact in A:
0 → σ(J ) ι(J,K)−−−−→ σ(K) π(K,L)−−−−→ σ(L)→ 0. (8)
(B) If (J,K) ∈ G(I,) and (K,L) ∈ G(I,) then ι(J,L) = ι(K,L) ◦ ι(J,K).
(C) If (J,K) ∈H(I,) and (K,L) ∈H(I,) then π(J,L)= π(K,L) ◦ π(J,K).
(D) If (J,K) ∈ G(I,) and (K,L) ∈H(I,) then
π(K,L) ◦ ι(J,K) = ι(J ∩L,L) ◦ π(J,J ∩L).
A morphism α : (σ, ι,π) → (σ ′, ι′,π ′) of (I,)-configurations in A is a collection of mor-
phisms α(J ) :σ(J ) → σ ′(J ) for each J ∈F(I,) satisfying
α(K) ◦ ι(J,K) = ι′(J,K) ◦ α(J ) for all (J,K) ∈ G(I,), and
α(K) ◦ π(J,K)= π ′(J,K) ◦ α(J ) for all (J,K) ∈H(I,).
It is an isomorphism if α(J ) is an isomorphism for all J ∈F(I,).
In [29, Prop. 4.7] we relate the classes [σ(J )] in K0(A).
Proposition 3.3. Let (σ, ι,π) be an (I,)-configuration in an abelian category A. Then there
exists a unique map κ : I →K0(A) such that [σ(J )] =∑j∈J κ(j) in K0(A) for all f-sets J ⊆ I .
Here [29, Def.s 5.1, 5.2] are two ways to construct new configurations.
Definition 3.4. Let (I,) be a finite poset and J ∈ F(I,). Then (J,) is also a finite poset,
and F(J,),G(J,),H(J,) ⊆ F(I,),G(I,),H(I,). Let (σ, ι,π) be an (I,)-configuration in
an abelian category A. The (J,)-subconfiguration (σ ′, ι′,π ′) of (σ, ι,π) is defined by σ ′ =
σ |F(J,) , ι′ = ι|G(J,) and π ′ = π |H(J,) .
Let (I,), (K,) be finite posets, and φ : I → K be surjective with i  j implies
φ(i)  φ(j). Using φ−1 to pull subsets of K back to I maps F(K,),G(K,),H(K,) →
F(I,),G(I,),H(I,). Let (σ, ι,π) be an (I,)-configuration inA. Define the quotient (K,)-
configuration (σ˜ , ι˜, π˜) by σ˜ (A)= σ(φ−1(A)) for A ∈F(K,), ι˜(A,B) = ι(φ−1(A),φ−1(B)) for
(A,B) ∈ G(K,), and π˜(A,B) = π(φ−1(A),φ−1(B)) for (A,B) ∈H(K,).
3.2. Moduli stacks of configurations
Here [29, Assumptions 7.1 & 8.1] is the data we require.
Assumption 3.5. Let K be an algebraically closed field and A a K-linear noetherian abelian
category with Exti (X,Y ) finite-dimensional vector spaces over K for all X,Y ∈ A and i  0.
Let K(A) be the quotient of the Grothendieck group K0(A) by some fixed subgroup. Suppose
that if X ∈A with [X] = 0 in K(A) then X ∼= 0.
To define moduli stacks of objects or configurations in A, we need some extra data, to tell
us about algebraic families of objects and morphisms in A, parametrized by a base scheme U .
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made into a site with the étale topology. The K,A,K(A),FA must satisfy some complex addi-
tional conditions [29, Assumptions 7.1 & 8.1], which we do not give.
In [29, §§9–10] we define the dataA,K(A),FA in some large classes of examples, and prove
Assumption 3.5 holds in each case. Note that [29,30] did not assumeA noetherian, but as in [31]
we need this to make τ -semistability well-behaved. All the examples of [29, §§9–10] have A
noetherian.
To apply the constructible functions material of Section 2.1 we need the ground field K to
have characteristic zero, but the stack functions of Sections 2.2–2.4 work for K of arbitrary
characteristic. As we develop the two strands in parallel, in this section for brevity we make
the convention that charK = 0 in the parts dealing with CF,LCF(ObjA) and charK is arbitrary
otherwise.
Definition 3.6. We work in the situation of Assumption 3.5. Define
C(A)= {[X] ∈K(A): X ∈A, X ∼= 0}⊂K(A). (9)
That is, C(A) is the collection of classes in K(A) of nonzero objects X ∈A. Note that C(A) is
closed under addition, as [X ⊕ Y ] = [X] + [Y ]. Note also that 0 /∈ C(A), as by Assumption 3.5
if X ∼= 0 then [X] = 0 in K(A).
In [29,30] we worked mostly with C¯(A) = C(A) ∪ {0}, the collection of classes in K(A) of
all objects X ∈ A. But here and in [31] we find C(A) more useful, as stability conditions will
be defined only on nonzero objects. We think of C(A) as the ‘positive cone’ and C¯(A) as the
‘closed positive cone’ in K(A).
Define a set of A-data to be a triple (I,, κ) such that (I,) is a finite poset and κ : I →
C(A) a map. We extend κ to the set of subsets of I by defining κ(J ) =∑j∈J κ(j). Then κ(J ) ∈
C(A) for all ∅ = J ⊆ I , as C(A) is closed under addition. Define an (I,, κ)-configuration
to be an (I,)-configuration (σ, ι,π) in A with [σ({i})] = κ(i) in K(A) for all i ∈ I . Then
[σ(J )] = κ(J ) for all J ∈F(I,), by Proposition 3.3.
In the situation above, we define the following K-stacks [29, Def.s 7.2 & 7.4]:
• The moduli stacks ObjA of objects inA, and ObjαA of objects inA with class α in K(A), for
each α ∈ C¯(A). They are algebraic K-stacks. The underlying geometric spaces ObjA(K),
ObjαA(K) are the sets of isomorphism classes of objects X inA, with [X] = α for ObjαA(K).• The moduli stacks M(I,)A of (I,)-configurations and M(I,, κ)A of (I,, κ)-
configurations in A, for all finite posets (I,) and κ : I → C¯(A). They are alge-
braic K-stacks. Write M(I,)A, M(I,, κ)A for the underlying geometric spaces
M(I,)A(K), M(I,, κ)A(K). Then M(I,)A and M(I,, κ)A are the sets of iso-
morphism classes of (I,)- and (I,, κ)-configurations in A, by [29, Prop. 7.6].
In [29, Def. 7.7 & Prop. 7.8] we define 1-morphisms of K-stacks, as follows:
• For (I,) a finite poset, κ : I → C¯(A) and J ∈F(I,), we define σ (J ) :M(I,)A → ObjA
or σ (J ) :M(I,, κ)A → Objκ(J )A . The induced maps σ (J )∗ :M(I,)A → ObjA(K) or
M(I,, κ)A → Objκ(J )(K) act by σ (J )∗ : [(σ, ι,π)] → [σ(J )].A
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uration 1-morphism S(I,, J ) :M(I,, κ)A → M(J,, κ|J )A. Then S(I,, J )∗ takes
[(σ, ι,π)] → [(σ ′, ι′,π ′)], for (σ, ι,π) an (I,, κ)-configuration in A, and (σ ′, ι′,π ′) its
(J,)-subconfiguration.
• Let (I,), (K,) be finite posets, κ : I → C¯(A), and φ : I → K be surjective with i  j
implies φ(i)  φ(j) for i, j ∈ I . We define the quotient (K,)-configuration 1-morphism
Q(I,,K,, φ) :M(I,, κ)A → M(K,,μ)A, where μ :K → C¯(A) is given by μ(k)=
κ(φ−1(k)). Then Q(I,,K,, φ)∗ takes [(σ, ι,π)] → [(σ˜ , ι˜, π˜ )], where (σ, ι,π) is an
(I,, κ)-configuration in A, and (σ˜ , ι˜, π˜) its quotient (K,)-configuration.
3.3. Algebras of constructible and stack functions
Next we summarize parts of [30], which define and study associative multiplications ∗ on
CF(ObjA) and SF(ObjA), based on Ringel–Hall algebras.
Definition 3.7. Let Assumption 3.5 hold with K of characteristic zero. Write δ[0] ∈ CF(ObjA)
for the characteristic function of [0] ∈ ObjA(K). Following [30, Def. 4.1], using the diagrams of
1-morphisms and pullbacks, pushforwards
ObjA×ObjA M({1,2},)A
σ ({1})×σ ({2}) σ ({1,2})
ObjA,
CF(ObjA)× CF(ObjA) (σ ({1}))∗·(σ ({2}))∗
⊗
CF(ObjA×ObjA)
(σ ({1})×σ ({2}))∗
CF(M({1,2},)A)
CFstk(σ ({1,2}))
CF(ObjA),
define a bilinear operation ∗ : CF(ObjA)× CF(ObjA)→ CF(ObjA) by
f ∗ g = CFstk(σ ({1,2}))[σ ({1})∗(f ) · σ ({2})∗(g)]. (10)
Then [30, Th. 4.3] shows ∗ is associative, and CF(ObjA) is a Q-algebra, with identity δ[0] and
multiplication ∗.
This extends to locally constructible functions, [30, §4.2]. Write ˙LCF(ObjA) for the subspace
of f ∈ LCF(ObjA) supported on
∐
α∈S ObjαA(K) for S ⊂ C¯(A) a finite subset. Then ∗ in (10) is
well-defined on ˙LCF(ObjA), and makes ˙LCF(ObjA) into a Q-algebra containing CF(ObjA) as
a subalgebra.
Following [30, Def. 4.8], write CFind, ˙LCFind(ObjA) for the vector subspaces of f in
CF, ˙LCF(ObjA) supported on indecomposables, that is, f ([X]) = 0 implies 0 ∼= X is inde-
composable. Define bilinear brackets [ , ] on CF, ˙LCF(ObjA) by [f,g] = f ∗ g − g ∗ f . Then
[30, Th. 4.9] shows CFind, ˙LCFind(ObjA) are closed under [ , ], and so are Q-Lie algebras.
In [30, §5] we extend much of the above to stack functions, as in Section 2.2. Here are a few
of the basic definitions and results.
Definition 3.8. Suppose Assumption 3.5 holds. Define ˙LSF(ObjA) to be the subspace of f ∈
LSF(ObjA) supported on
∐
α∈S Objα (K) for S ⊂ C¯(A) finite. By analogy with (10), usingA
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SF(ObjA) and ∗ : ˙LSF(ObjA)× ˙LSF(ObjA)→ ˙LSF(ObjA) by
f ∗ g = σ ({1,2})∗[(σ ({1})× σ ({2}))∗(f ⊗ g)].
Write δ¯[0] ∈ SF(ObjA) for δ¯C in Definition 2.6 with C = {[0]}. Then [30, Th. 5.2] shows
SF, ˙LSF(ObjA) are Q-algebras with associative multiplication ∗ and identity δ¯[0]. When K has
characteristic zero there are Q-algebra morphisms
π stkObjA : SF(ObjA)→ CF(ObjA), π stkObjA : ˙LSF(ObjA)→ ˙LCF(ObjA). (11)
As in [30, Def. 5.5] write SFal, ˙LSFal(ObjA) for the subspaces of SF, ˙LSF(ObjA) spanned by
[(R, ρ)] such that for all r ∈ R(K) with ρ∗(r) = [X], the K-subgroup ρ∗(IsoK(r)) in Aut(X) is
the K-group of invertible elements in a K-subalgebra of End(X). Then ιObjA in Definition 2.6
maps CF(ObjA) → SFal(ObjA) and ˙LCF(ObjA) → ˙LSFal(ObjA), and [30, Prop. 5.6] shows
SFal, ˙LSFal(ObjA) are closed under ∗ and so are Q-subalgebras.
Definition 3.9. Suppose Assumption 3.5 holds. Following [30, Def. 5.13], define SFindal ,
˙LSFindal (ObjA) to be the subspaces of f ∈ SFal, ˙LSFal(ObjA) with Πvi1 (f ) = f , where Πvi1
is the operator of [28, §5.2], interpreted as projecting to stack functions ‘supported on virtual
indecomposables.’ Write [f,g] = f ∗ g − g ∗ f for f,g ∈ SFal, ˙LSFal(ObjA). As ∗ is associa-
tive [ , ] satisfies the Jacobi identity, and makes SFal, ˙LSFal(ObjA) into Q-Lie algebras. Then
[30, Th. 5.17] shows SFindal , ˙LSFindal (ObjA) are closed under [ , ], and are Lie subalgebras. When
charK = 0, (11) restricts to Lie algebra morphisms
π stkObjA : SF
ind
al (ObjA)→ CFind(ObjA), π stkObjA : ˙LSF
ind
al (ObjA)→ ˙LCFind(ObjA).
All this also works for other stack function spaces on ObjA, in particular for SF(ObjA,Υ,Λ),
SF(ObjA,Υ,Λ◦) and SF(ObjA,Θ,Ω), giving algebras SF,SFal(ObjA,∗,∗) and Lie algebras
SFindal (ObjA,∗,∗). In [30, §6] under extra conditions on A, we define (Lie) algebra morphisms
from SFal,SFindal (ObjA,∗,∗) to explicit algebras A(A,Λ,χ), . . . ,C(A,Ω,χ), which will be
important in Section 6.
3.4. (Weak) stability conditions
We now summarize the material of [31, §4], beginning with [31, Def.s 4.1–4.3].
Definition 3.10. Let A be an abelian category, K(A) be the quotient of K0(A) by some fixed
subgroup, and C(A) as in (9). Suppose (T ,) is a totally ordered set, and τ :C(A) → T a
map. We call (τ, T ,) a stability condition on A if whenever α,β, γ ∈ C(A) with β = α + γ
then either τ(α) < τ(β) < τ(γ ), or τ(α) > τ(β) > τ(γ ), or τ(α) = τ(β) = τ(γ ). We call
(τ, T ,) a weak stability condition on A if whenever α,β, γ ∈ C(A) with β = α + γ then
either τ(α)  τ(β)  τ(γ ), or τ(α)  τ(β)  τ(γ ). The alternative τ(α)  τ(β)  τ(γ ) or
τ(α) τ(β) τ(γ ) is called the weak seesaw inequality.
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configurations, and now total orders (T ,) for stability conditions. As the number of order
symbols is limited, we will always use ‘’ for the total order, so that (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) may
denote two different stability conditions, with two different total orders on T , T˜ both denoted
by ‘’.
Definition 3.11. Let (τ, T ,) be a weak stability condition on A,K(A) as above. Then we say
that a nonzero object X in A is
(i) τ -semistable if for all S ⊂X with S ∼= 0,X we have τ([S]) τ([X/S]);
(ii) τ -stable if for all S ⊂ X with S ∼= 0,X we have τ([S]) < τ([X/S]); and
(iii) τ -unstable if it is not τ -semistable.
Definition 3.12. Let (τ, T ,) be a weak stability condition on A,K(A). We say A is τ -artinian
if there exist no infinite chains of subobjects · · · ⊂ A2 ⊂ A1 ⊂ X in A with An+1 = An and
τ([An+1]) τ([An/An+1]) for all n.
Here is [31, Th. 4.4], based on Rudakov [39, Th. 2]. We call 0 = A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An = X in
Theorem 3.13 the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of X.
Theorem 3.13. Let (τ, T ,) be a weak stability condition on an abelian category A. Suppose
A is noetherian and τ -artinian. Then each X ∈ A admits a unique filtration 0 = A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂
An = X for n  0, such that Sk = Ak/Ak−1 is τ -semistable for k = 1, . . . , n, and τ([S1]) >
τ([S2]) > · · ·> τ([Sn]).
We define some notation, [31, Def.s 4.6, 8.1, 4.7 & 4.10].
Definition 3.14. Let Assumption 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,) be a weak stability condition onA. Then
ObjαA is an algebraic K-stack for α ∈ C(A), with ObjαA(K) the set of isomorphism classes of
X ∈A with class α in K(A). Define
Objαss(τ ) =
{[X] ∈ ObjαA(K): X is τ -semistable}⊂ ObjA(K),
Objαst(τ ) =
{[X] ∈ ObjαA(K): X is τ -stable}.
For A-data (I,, κ), define Mss(I,, κ, τ )A = {[(σ, ι,π)] ∈ M(I,, κ)A: σ({i}) is τ -
semistable for all i ∈ I }. Then Objαss,Objαst(τ ) and Mss(I,, κ, τ )A are open sets in the nat-
ural topologies, and so are locally constructible sets in the stacks ObjA,M(I,, κ)A. Write
δαss, δ
α
st(τ ) :ObjA(K) → {0,1} and δss(I,, κ, τ ) :M(I,, κ)A → {0,1} for their characteris-
tic functions. Define local stack functions δ¯αss(τ ) = δ¯Objαss(τ ) and δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ) = δ¯Mss(I,,κ,τ )A ,
using the local generalization [28, Def. 3.10] of Definition 2.6. Then
δαss, δ
α
st(τ ) ∈ ˙LCF(ObjA), δss(I,, κ, τ ) ∈ LCF
(
M(I,, κ)A
)
,
(12)
δ¯αss(τ ) ∈ ˙LSFal(ObjA), δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ) ∈ LSF
(
M(I,, κ)A
)
.
Definition 3.15. Let Assumption 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,) be a weak stability condition on A. We
call (τ, T ,) permissible if:
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(ii) Objαss(τ ) is a constructible subset in ObjαA for all α ∈ C(A).
Examples of (weak) stability conditions on A = mod-KQ and A = coh(P ) are given in
[31, §§4.3–4.4].
Definition 3.16. Let (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be weak stability conditions on an abelian cate-
gory A, with the same K(A). We say (τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominates (τ, T ,) if τ(α)  τ(β) implies
τ˜ (α) τ˜ (β) for all α,β ∈ C(A).
If (τ, T ,) is permissible then [31, Th. 4.8] implies Mss(I,, κ, τ )A is constructible. To-
gether with Definition 3.15(ii) this gives, following (13),
δαss, δ
α
st(τ ) ∈ CF(ObjA), δss(I,, κ, τ ) ∈ CF
(
M(I,, κ)A
)
,
(13)
δ¯αss(τ ) ∈ SFal(ObjA), δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ) ∈ SF
(
M(I,, κ)A
)
.
Now [30] also studies other locally constructible sets: Objαsi(τ ) of τ -semistable indecomposable
objects in class α, andMsi,Mst,Mbss,Mbsi,Mbst(I,, κ, τ )A of (best) (I,, κ)-configurations
(σ, ι,π) whose smallest objects σ({i}) are τ -(semi)stable (indecomposable). Write δαsi(τ ), δsi,
δst, δ
b
ss, δ
b
si, δ
b
st(I,, κ, τ ) for their characteristic functions. We also define local stack function
versions δ¯αsi(τ ) and δ¯si, . . . , δ¯
b
st(I,, κ, τ ). When (τ, T ,) is permissible these sets and functions
are all constructible, and the local stack functions are stack functions.
In [31, §§5–8] we prove many identities relating these functions under pushforwards. For
example, if (τ, T ,) is a permissible stability condition then
δαst(τ ) =
∑
iso. classes
of finite sets I
1
|I |! ·
∑
,κ: (I,,κ) is A-data,
κ(I )=α, τ◦κ≡τ(α)
CFstk
(
σ (I )
)
δss(I,, κ, τ )
·
[ ∑
p.o.son I dominating 
n(I,,)N(I,)
]
, (14)
with only finitely many nonzero terms in the sum. This follows from [31, Th.s 6.3 & 6.12], with
integers n(I,,), N(I,) defined in [31, Def.s 6.1 & 6.9].
3.5. Algebras Htoτ , Hpaτ , H¯toτ , H¯paτ and elements α(τ ), ¯α(τ )
In [31, §§7–8] we study subalgebras Hpaτ , Htoτ , H¯paτ , H¯toτ in CF, SFal(ObjA).
Definition 3.17. Let Assumption 3.5 hold, and (τ, T ,) be a permissible weak stability condition
on A. As in [31, Def.s 7.1 & 8.4], define Hpaτ ,Htoτ when charK = 0 and H¯paτ , H¯toτ for all K by
Hpaτ =
〈
CFstk
(
σ (I )
)
δss(I,, κ, τ ): (I,, κ) is A-data
〉
Q ⊆ CF(ObjA), (15)
Htoτ =
〈
δ[0], δα1ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δαnss (τ ): α1, . . . , αn ∈ C(A)
〉
Q ⊆ CF(ObjA), (16)
H¯paτ =
〈
σ (I )∗δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ): (I,, κ) is A-data
〉
Q ⊆ SFal(ObjA), (17)
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〈
δ¯[0], δ¯α1ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯αnss (τ ): α1, . . . , αn ∈ C(A)
〉
Q ⊆ SFal(ObjA). (18)
Here 〈· · ·〉Q is the set of all finite Q-linear combinations of the elements ‘· · ·’.
To relate Hpaτ , H¯paτ and Htoτ , H¯toτ , let ({1, . . . , n},, κ) be A-data. Then
δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δκ(n)ss (τ )= CFstk
(
σ
({1, . . . , n}))δss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ),
(19)
δ¯κ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(n)ss (τ )= σ
({1, . . . , n})∗δ¯ss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ).
Thus Hpaτ , H¯paτ are the spans of CFstk(σ (I ))δss(I,, κ, τ ),σ (I )∗δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ) for A-data
(I,, κ) with  a partial order, and Htoτ , H¯toτ the spans with  a total order. Hence Htoτ ⊆Hpaτ
and H¯toτ ⊆ H¯paτ . By [31, Prop. 7.2 & Th. 8.5], Hpaτ , Htoτ are subalgebras of CF(ObjA) and
H¯paτ , H¯toτ subalgebras of SFal(ObjA), and π stkObjA induces surjective morphisms H¯
pa
τ → Hpaτ
and H¯toτ →Htoτ .
Equation (14) implies that δαst(τ ) ∈ Hpaτ . Other identities in [31, §5–§8] imply that the five
families of functions CFstk(σ (I ))δsi, δst, δ bss, δ bsi, δ
b
st(∗, τ ) lie in Hpaτ and are alternative spanning
sets, so that the identities yield basis change formulae inHpaτ , and similarly for H¯paτ . One moral is
that Hpaτ , H¯paτ contain information on both τ -stability and τ -semistability, and so are good tools
for studying invariants counting τ -stable and τ -semistable objects, whereas the smaller algebras
Htoτ , H¯toτ only really contain information about τ -semistability.
In [31, Def.s 7.6 & 8.1] we define interesting elements α(τ ), ¯α(τ ).
Definition 3.18. Let Assumption 3.5 hold, and (τ, T ,) be a permissible weak stability condition
on A. For α ∈ C(A) define α(τ ) in CF(ObjA) for charK = 0, and ¯α(τ ) in SFal(ObjA) for
all K, by
α(τ )=
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α, τ◦κ≡τ(α)
(−1)n−1
n
δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ δκ(2)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δκ(n)ss (τ ), (20)
¯α(τ )=
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α, τ◦κ≡τ(α)
(−1)n−1
n
δ¯κ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ δ¯κ(2)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(n)ss (τ ). (21)
Then π stkObjA(¯
α(τ )) = α(τ ), and [31, Th.s 7.8 & 8.7] show α(τ ) ∈ CFind(ObjA) and ¯α(τ ) ∈
SFindal (ObjA). In [31, Th.s 7.7 & 8.2] we invert (20) and (21), giving
δαss(τ )=
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α, τ◦κ≡τ(α)
1
n!
κ(1)(τ ) ∗ κ(2)(τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ κ(n)(τ ), (22)
δ¯αss(τ )=
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
1
n! ¯
κ(1)(τ ) ∗ ¯κ(2)(τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ ¯κ(n)(τ ). (23)
κ({1,...,n})=α, τ◦κ≡τ(α)
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α(τ )
([X])=
⎧⎨
⎩
1, X is τ -stable,
in Q, X is strictly τ -semistable and indecomposable,
0, X is τ -unstable or decomposable,
(24)
so α(τ ) interpolates between δαss, δαst(τ ). In [31, eq.s (95) & (123)] we show that
Htoτ =
〈
δ[0], α1(τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ αn(τ ): α1, . . . , αn ∈ C(A)
〉
Q, (25)
H¯toτ =
〈
δ¯[0], ¯α1(τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ ¯αn(τ ): α1, . . . , αn ∈ C(A)
〉
Q. (26)
Thus α , ¯α(τ ) are alternative generators for Htoτ , H¯toτ in CFind, SFindal (ObjA).
In [31, Def.s 7.1 & 8.9] we define Lie algebras Lpaτ , Ltoτ , L¯paτ , L¯toτ .
Definition 3.19. Let Assumption 3.5 hold, and (τ, T ,) be a permissible weak stability con-
dition on A. Define Lpaτ = Hpaτ ∩ CFind(ObjA), Ltoτ = Htoτ ∩ CFind(ObjA) and L¯paτ = H¯paτ ∩
SFindal (ObjA). Then Lpaτ , Ltoτ , L¯paτ are Lie subalgebras of CFind, SFindal (ObjA). We also define
L¯toτ to be the Lie subalgebra of SFindal (ObjA) generated by the ¯α(τ ) for all α ∈ C(A). Then
Ltoτ ⊆ Lpaτ , L¯toτ ⊆ L¯paτ , and π stkObjA induces surjective morphisms L¯
pa
τ → Lpaτ and L¯toτ → Ltoτ .
In [31, Prop. 7.5 & Def. 8.9] we show Lpaτ , L¯paτ are spanned by elements CFstk(σ (I ))δbsi(I,,
κ, τ ), σ (I )∗δ¯bsi(I,, κ, τ ) for connected (I,), and deduce that Lpaτ , L¯paτ generate Hpaτ , H¯paτ as
algebras. This induces surjective morphisms Φpaτ :U(Lpaτ ) →Hpaτ , Φ¯paτ :U(L¯paτ ) → H¯paτ , where
U(Lpaτ ), U(L¯paτ ) are the universal enveloping algebras of Lpaτ , L¯paτ . Moreover Φpaτ is an isomor-
phism.
In [31, Cor. 7.9] we show Ltoτ is the Lie subalgebra of CFind(ObjA) generated by the α(τ )
for α ∈ C(A). So from (25)–(26) we see Ltoτ , L¯toτ generateHtoτ , H¯toτ as algebras, giving surjective
algebra morphisms Φ toτ :U(Ltoτ )→Htoτ and Φ¯ toτ :U(L¯toτ )→ H¯toτ . Again, Φ toτ is an isomorphism.
4. Transformation coefficients S, T , U(∗, τ, τ˜ )
Let A satisfy Assumption 3.5 and (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be permissible weak stability condi-
tions on A. In Section 5 we shall prove transformation laws from (τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) of the
form, for all α ∈ C(A) and A-data (K,,μ),
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜)
· δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ δκ(2)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δκ(n)ss (τ )= δαss(τ˜ ), (27)∑
iso.
classes
of finite
sets I
1
|I |! ·
∑
,κ,φ: (I,,κ) is A-data,
(I,,K,φ) is dominant,
=P(I,,K,φ),
κ(φ−1(k))=μ(k) for k∈K
T (I,, κ,K,φ, τ, τ˜ )
· CFstk(Q(I,,K,, φ))δss(I,, κ, τ )= δss(K,,μ, τ˜ ), (28)
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A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
U
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜) · κ(1)(τ ) ∗ κ(2)(τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ κ(n)(τ ) = α(τ˜ ), (29)
and analogues of these for stack functions δ¯αss(τ˜ ), δ¯ss(K,,μ, τ˜ ), ¯α(τ˜ ). Here S, T , U(∗, τ, τ˜ )
are explicit transformation coefficients in Q, and ∗ is as in Section 3.3. This section will define
and study the S, T , U(∗, τ, τ˜ ), in preparation for Section 5. Its definitions and results are all
combinatorial in nature.
Suppose Assumption 3.5 holds, and (τ, T ,) is a weak stability condition on A. Then from
Section 3 the following hold:
Condition 4.1.
(i) K(A) is an abelian group.
(ii) C(A) is a subset of K(A), closed under addition and not containing zero.
(iii) A set of A-data (I,, κ) is by definition a finite poset (I,) and a map κ : I → C(A). For
J ⊆ I we define κ(J ) =∑j∈J κ(j).
(iv) (T ,) is a total order.
(v) τ :C(A)→ T is a map such that if α,β, γ ∈ C(A) with β = α+γ then τ(α) τ(β) τ(γ )
or τ(α) τ(β) τ(γ ).
More generally, if we have more than one weak stability condition we shall say that ‘Condi-
tion 4.1 holds for (τ˜ , T˜ ,), (τˆ , Tˆ ,), . . .’ if (T˜ ,), (Tˆ ,), . . . are total orders, and (v) holds
for τ˜ :C(A)→ T˜ , τˆ :C(A)→ Tˆ , . . . .
These are the only properties of A,K(A), (τ, T ,) that we will use in this section. We shall
not use Assumption 3.5, or suppose (τ, T ,) is permissible.
4.1. Basic definitions and main results
We begin by defining transformation coefficients S, T , U(∗, τ, τ˜ ).
Definition 4.2. Suppose Condition 4.1 holds for (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and let ({1, . . . , n},
, κ) be A-data. If for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1 we have either
(a) τ ◦ κ(i) τ ◦ κ(i + 1) and τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) > τ˜ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n}) or
(b) τ ◦ κ(i) > τ ◦ κ(i + 1) and τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) τ˜ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n}),
then define S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = (−1)r , where r is the number of i = 1, . . . , n− 1 satisfy-
ing (a). Otherwise define S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ )= 0.
If (I,, κ) is A-data with  a total order, there is a unique bijection φ : {1, . . . , n} → I
with n = |I | and φ∗() = , and ({1, . . . , n},, κ ◦ φ) is A-data. Define S(I,, κ, τ, τ˜ ) =
S({1, . . . , n},, κ ◦ φ, τ, τ˜ ).
Definition 4.3. Let (I,) be a finite poset, K a finite set, and φ : I → K a surjective map. We
call (I,,K,φ) dominant if there exists a partial order on K such that (φ−1({k}),) is a total
order for all k ∈ K , and if i, j ∈ I with φ(i) = φ(j) then i  j if and only if φ(i) φ(j). Then
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implies φ(i) φ(j) for i, j ∈ I . We use the notation ‘dominant’ as if  is a partial order on I
dominating  with i  j implies φ(i)  φ(j), then  = . That is, the partial order  is as
strong as it can be, given I , K , φ, .
Now suppose Condition 4.1 holds for (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and let (I,, κ) beA-data and
(I,,K,φ) be dominant. Define
T (I,, κ,K,φ, τ, τ˜ )=
∏
k∈K
S
(
φ−1
({k}), |φ−1({k}), κ|φ−1({k}), τ, τ˜). (30)
Definition 4.4. Suppose Condition 4.1 holds for (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and let ({1, . . . , n},
, κ) be A-data. Define
U
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜)= ∑
1lmn
∑
surjective ψ : {1,...,n}→{1,...,m}
and ξ : {1,...,m}→{1,...,l}:
ij implies ψ(i)ψ(j), ij implies ξ(i)ξ(j).
Define λ : {1,...,m}→C(A) by λ(b)=κ(ψ−1(b)).
Define μ : {1,...,l}→C(A) by μ(a)=λ(ξ−1(a)).
Then τ◦κ≡τ◦λ◦μ : I→T and τ˜◦μ≡τ˜ (α)
l∏
a=1
S
(
ξ−1
({a}),, λ, τ, τ˜ ) · (−1)l−1
l
·
m∏
b=1
1
|ψ−1(b)|! . (31)
If (I,, κ) is A-data with  a total order, there is a unique bijection φ : {1, . . . , n} → I
with n = |I | and φ∗() = , and ({1, . . . , n},, κ ◦ φ) is A-data. Define U(I,, κ, τ, τ˜ ) =
U({1, . . . , n},, κ ◦ φ, τ, τ˜ ).
Then S, T (∗, τ, τ˜ ) are 1, 0 or −1, and U(∗, τ, τ˜ ) lies in Q. Here is our main result on the
properties of the S(∗, τ, τ˜ ). It is easy to see (32) and (33) are necessary if (27) is to hold: (32)
means (27) reduces to δαss(τ ) = δαss(τ ) when (τ˜ , T˜ ,) = (τ, T ,), and (33) is the condition for
transforming from (τ, T ,) to (τˆ , Tˆ ,) and then from (τˆ , Tˆ ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) using (27) to give
the same answer as transforming from (τ, T ,) directly to (τ˜ , T˜ ,).
Theorem 4.5. Let Condition 4.1 hold for (τ, T ,), (τˆ , Tˆ ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,). Suppose ({1, . . . , n},
, κ) is A-data. Then
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ)= {1, n= 1,
0, otherwise,
(32)
n∑
m=1
∑
ψ : {1,...,n}→{1,...,m}:
ψ is surjective,
1ijn implies ψ(i)ψ(j),
define λ : {1,...,m}→C(A)
by λ(k)=κ(ψ−1(k))
S
({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τˆ , τ˜)
·
m∏
k=1
S
(
ψ−1
({k}),, κ|ψ−1({k}), τ, τˆ)= S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜). (33)
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maximum values of the τ ◦ κ(i).
Theorem 4.6. Suppose Condition 4.1 holds for (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and ({1, . . . , n},, κ)
is A-data for n 1 with S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0. Then there exist k, l = 1, . . . , n such that
τ ◦ κ(k) τ ◦ κ(i) τ ◦ κ(l) for all i = 1, . . . , n, and τ˜ ◦ κ(k) τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , n}) τ˜ ◦ κ(l).
Here are the analogues of Theorem 4.5 for the T ,U(∗, τ, τ˜ ). Again, it is easy to see (34)–(35)
and (36)–(37) are necessary if (28) and (29) are to hold.
Theorem 4.7. Let Condition 4.1 hold for (τ, T ,), (τˆ , Tˆ ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,). Suppose (I,, κ)
is A-data, and φ : I → K is surjective with (I,,K,φ) dominant. Then
T (I,, κ,K,φ, τ, τ ) =
{1, φ is a bijection,
0, otherwise,
(34)
∑
iso.
classes
of finite
sets J
1
|J |! ·
∑
ψ : I→J, ξ : J→K surjective: φ=ξ◦ψ,
(I,,J,ψ) is dominant,=P(I,,J,ψ),
define λ : J→K(A) by λ(j)=κ(ψ−1(j))
T (I,, κ, J,ψ, τ, τˆ )
· T (J,, λ,K, ξ, τˆ , τ˜ )= T (I,, κ,K,φ, τ, τ˜ ). (35)
This follows immediately from Theorem 4.5: to get (34) and (35) we take the product over
k ∈K of Eqs. (32) and (33) with ({1, . . . , n},, κ) replaced by (φ−1({k}), |φ−1({k}), κ|φ−1({k})),
and use (30) and some simple combinatorics. We leave the details to the reader.
Theorem 4.8. Let Condition 4.1 hold for (τ, T ,), (τˆ , Tˆ ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,). Suppose ({1, . . . , n},
, κ) is A-data. Then
U
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ)= {1, n= 1,
0, otherwise,
(36)
n∑
m=1
∑
ψ : {1,...,n}→{1,...,m}:
ψ is surjective,
ij implies ψ(i)ψ(j),
define λ : {1,...,m}→C(A)
by λ(k)=κ(ψ−1(k))
U
({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τˆ , τ˜ )
·
m∏
k=1
U
(
ψ−1
({k}),, κ|ψ−1({k}), τ, τˆ)=U({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ). (37)
Theorem 4.8 follows directly from Theorem 4.5 and the following proposition, which is a
combinatorial consequence of the proof in [31, Th. 7.7] that (22) is the inverse of (20).
Proposition 4.9. Let 1 l  n and φ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , l} be surjective with 1 i  j  n
implies φ(i) φ(j). Then
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m=l
∑
ψ : {1,...,n}→{1,...,m}
and ξ : {1,...,m}→{1,...,l}
surjective with φ=ξ◦ψ :
ij implies ψ(i)ψ(j),
ij implies ξ(i)ξ(j)
l∏
a=1
1
|ξ−1(a)|! ·
m∏
b=1
(−1)|ψ−1(b)|−1
|ψ−1(b)| =
{1, l = n,
0, otherwise,
n∑
m=l
∑
ψ : {1,...,n}→{1,...,m}:
and ξ : {1,...,m}→{1,...,l}
surjective with φ=ξ◦ψ :
ij implies ψ(i)ψ(j),
ij implies ξ(i)ξ(j)
l∏
a=1
(−1)|ξ−1(a)|−1
|ξ−1(a)| ·
m∏
b=1
1
|ψ−1(b)|! =
{1, l = n,
0, otherwise.
In the remainder of the section we prove Theorems 4.5 and 4.6.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.6 and Eq. (32)
In the situation of Theorem 4.6, as S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0 one of Definition 4.2(a) or (b)
holds for each i = 1, . . . , n−1. If n= 1 the result is trivial, so suppose n > 1. Let k = 1, . . . , n be
the unique value such that τ ◦ κ(k) is minimal amongst all τ ◦ κ(i) in the total order (T ,), and
k is least with this condition. Then τ ◦ κ(k) τ ◦ κ(i) for all i = 1, . . . , n. To prove τ˜ ◦ κ(k)
τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , n}), we divide into three cases (i) k = 1, (ii) k = n, and (iii) 1 < k < n.
In case (i) we have τ ◦ κ(1) τ ◦ κ(2), which excludes (b) for i = 1. Hence (a) holds, giving
τ˜ ◦κ({1}) > τ˜ ◦κ({2, . . . , n}), so τ˜ ◦κ(1) τ˜ ◦κ({1, . . . , n}) by Condition 4.1(v), as we want. In
(ii) we have τ ◦ κ(n− 1) > τ ◦ κ(n), since k = n is least with the minimal value of τ ◦ κ(i). This
excludes (a) for i = n−1, so (b) holds, giving τ˜ ◦κ({1, . . . , n−1}) τ˜ ◦κ({n}). Condition 4.1(v)
then gives τ˜ ◦ κ(n) τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , n}), as we want.
Case (iii) implies that τ ◦ κ(k − 1) > τ ◦ κ(k)  τ ◦ κ(k + 1), since k is least with the
minimal value of τ ◦ κ(i). Therefore (b) holds for i = k − 1 and (a) holds for i = k, giv-
ing τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , k − 1})  τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , n}) < τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , k}) by Condition 4.1(v). As
τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , k − 1}) < τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , k}) Condition 4.1(v) gives τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , k})  τ˜ ◦ κ(k),
and so τ˜ (k) τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , n}), as we want. For the second part, let l = 1, . . . , n be the unique
value such that τ ◦ κ(l) is maximal amongst all τ ◦ κ(i) in the total order (T ,), and l is greatest
with this condition, and argue in the same way. This proves Theorem 4.6.
The first line of (32) is immediate from Definition 4.2. For the second, suppose for a
contradiction that n > 1 and S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ ) = 0. Then Theorem 4.6 gives k, l with
τ ◦ κ(k)  τ ◦ κ(i)  τ ◦ κ(l) for all i and τ ◦ κ(k)  τ ◦ κ({1, . . . , n})  τ ◦ κ(l). Thus
τ ◦ κ(k)= τ ◦ κ(l) and all τ ◦ κ(i) are equal. Condition 4.1(v) and induction on i, j then implies
that τ ◦ κ({i, . . . , j}) are equal for all 1 i  j  n. So neither of Definition 4.2(a),(b) apply for
any i, as the strict inequalities do not hold. This proves (32).
4.3. An alternative formula for S(∗, τ, τ˜ )
We will need the following notation.
Definition 4.10. Let Condition 4.1 hold, and (I,, κ) be A-data. We say
(i) (I,, κ) is τ -semistable if τ(κ(J )) τ(κ(I \ J )) for all (I,) s-sets J = ∅, I .
(ii) (I,, κ) is τ -reversing if i  j implies τ ◦ κ(i) < τ ◦ κ(j) for i, j ∈ I .
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configuration with σ(I) τ -semistable, then Definition 3.11 implies (I,, κ) is τ -semistable.
In (ii), if (I,, κ) is τ -reversing then (I,) is a total order, and i → τ ◦ κ(i) reverses the order
of (I,).
Proposition 4.11. Suppose Condition 4.1 holds for (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and ({1, . . . , n},
, κ) is A-data. Then
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜)
=
∑
1ban
∑
surjective α : {1,...,n}→{1,...,a}, β : {1,...,a}→{1,...,b}:
1ijn implies α(i)α(j),1ija implies β(i)β(j),
(α−1(j),,κ) τ-reversing, j=1,...,a. Define ν : {1,...,b}→C(A)
by ν(k)=κ((β◦α)−1(k)). Then ({1,...,b},,ν) is τ˜-semistable
(−1)a−b. (38)
Proof. The τ -reversing, τ˜ -semistable conditions in (38) may be rewritten:
• 1 i < n and α(i) = α(i + 1) implies τ ◦ κ(i) > τ ◦ κ(i + 1),
• 1 i < n and β ◦ α(i) = β ◦ α(i + 1) implies τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) τ˜ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n}).
Suppose first that each 1  i < n satisfies Definition 4.2(a) or (b), and a, b,α,β are as in (38).
If i satisfies (a) then α(i) = α(i + 1), so α(i + 1) = α(i) + 1, and β ◦ α(i + 1) = β ◦ α(i). If i
satisfies (b) there are three possibilities:
(i) α(i + 1)= α(i) and β ◦ α(i + 1)= β ◦ α(i),
(ii) α(i + 1)= α(i)+ 1 and β ◦ α(i + 1)= β ◦ α(i), or
(iii) α(i + 1)= α(i)+ 1 and β ◦ α(i + 1)= β ◦ α(i)+ 1.
Let r be the number of i = 1, . . . , n−1 satisfying (a), and s1, s2, s3 be the numbers of i satisfying
(b) and (i), (ii) or (iii). Then r + s1 + s2 + s3 = n− 1.
It is not difficult to see that for all of the n − 1 − r values of i satisfying (b), any of (i)–
(iii) is possible independently, and these choices of (i)–(iii) determine a, b,β,α uniquely. Hence
there are 3n−1−r possible quadruples a, b,α,β in (38). Furthermore, as a − 1 is the number of
i with α(i + 1) = α(i) + 1 and b − 1 the number of i with β ◦ α(i + 1) = β ◦ α(i) + 1, we see
that a = 1 + r + s2 + s3 and b = 1 + s3, so that (−1)a−b = (−1)r · (−1)s2 . Therefore the sum
over all 3n−1−r possibilities of (−1)r · (−1)s2 equals (−1)r · (1 − 1 + 1)n−1−r = (−1)r , since
(1− 1+ 1)n−1−r is the sum over all (n− 1− r)-tuples of choices of (i), (ii) or (iii) of the product
(−1)s2 of 1 for each choice of (i), −1 for each (ii) and 1 for each (iii). Hence both sides of (38)
are (−1)r .
Now suppose some i does not satisfy Definition 4.2(a) or (b). Then either
(c) τ ◦ κ(i) τ ◦ κ(i + 1) and τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) τ˜ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n}), or
(d) τ ◦ κ(i) > τ ◦ κ(i + 1) and τ˜ ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) > τ˜ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n}).
We shall show both sides of (38) are zero in each case.
Suppose i satisfies (c), and let a, b,α,β be as in (38). Then τ ◦κ(i) τ ◦κ(i+1) implies that
α(i) = α(i+1). Let j = α(i), so that j+1 = α(i+1), and suppose β(j)= β(j +1). Define b′ =
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for j + 1 k  a. Then a, b′, α,β ′ satisfy the conditions in (38), with β ′(j) = β ′(j + 1).
This establishes a 1–1 correspondence between quadruples (a, b,α,β) in (38) with β ◦α(i) =
β ◦ α(i + 1), and (a, b′, α,β ′) in (38) with β ′ ◦ α(i) = β ′ ◦ α(i + 1). Each such pair contributes
(−1)a−b + (−1)a−b′ = 0 to (38), as b′ = b + 1, so both sides are zero. In the same way, if i
satisfies (d) then β ◦ α(i) = β ◦ α(i + 1) for any a, b,α,β in (38). We construct a 1–1 corre-
spondence between quadruples (a, b,α,β) in (38) with α(i) = α(i + 1) and (a′, b,α′, β ′) with
α(i) = α(i + 1), where a′ = a+ 1. The contribution of each pair to (38) is zero, so both sides are
zero. This completes the proof. 
4.4. Proof of Eq. (33)
We begin with two propositions.
Proposition 4.12. Let Condition 4.1 hold, ({1, . . . , b},,μ) be A-data, and γ : {1, . . . , b} →
{1, . . . , c} be surjective with i  j implies γ (i)  γ (j). Then there exist unique m = c, . . . , b
and surjective φ : {1, . . . , b} → {1, . . . ,m} and χ : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , c} with γ = χ ◦ φ and
i  j implies φ(i)  φ(j) and χ(i)  χ(j), such that if λ : {1, . . . ,m} → C(A) is given by
λ(i) = μ(φ−1(i)) then (φ−1(i),,μ) is τ -semistable for all i = 1, . . . ,m, and (χ−1(j),, λ)
is τ -reversing for all j = 1, . . . , c.
Proof. First consider the case c = 1. By induction choose a unique sequence k0, . . . , km with 0 =
k0 < k1 < · · · < km = b, as follows. Set k0 = 0. Having chosen ki , if ki = b then put m = i and
finish. Otherwise, let ki+1 be largest such that ki < ki+1  b and ({ki +1, ki +2, . . . , ki+1},,μ)
is τ -semistable. As ({ki +1},,μ) is τ -semistable, this is the maximum of a nonempty finite set,
and ki+1 is well-defined. Now define φ : {1, . . . , b} → {1, . . . ,m} by φ(j) = i if ki−1 < j  ki .
Clearly φ is surjective with 1 i  j  b implies φ(i) φ(j). Define λ as above, and χ ≡ 1.
By definition (φ−1(i),,μ) = ({ki−1 +1, . . . , ki},,μ) is τ -semistable for all i, as we want.
We shall show ({1, . . . ,m},, λ) is τ -reversing. Suppose for a contradiction that 1 i < m and
τ ◦ λ(i) τ ◦ λ(i + 1). This implies that
τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki}) τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki+1}) τ ◦μ({ki + 1, . . . , ki+1}), (39)
by Condition 4.1(v). Now ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki+1},,μ) is not τ -semistable by choice of ki , so by
Condition 4.1(v) there exists ki−1 < j < ki+1 such that
τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , j}) τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki+1}) τ ◦μ({j + 1, . . . , ki+1}), (40)
with at least one of these inequalities strict. Divide into cases
(i) j = ki ;
(ii) ki−1 < j < ki and τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , j}) > τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki+1});
(iii) ki−1 < j < ki and τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki+1}) > τ ◦μ({j + 1, . . . , ki+1});
(iv) ki < j < ki+1 and τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , j}) > τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki+1});
(v) ki < j < ki+1 and τ ◦μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki+1}) > τ ◦μ({j + 1, . . . , ki+1}).
In case (i), (39) and (40) are contradictory, as (40) has a strict inequality. In (ii), (39) gives
τ ◦ μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , j}) > τ ◦ μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki}), implying τ ◦ μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , j}) >
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τ -semistable. For (iii), as τ ◦ μ({j + 1, . . . , ki+1}) lies between τ ◦ μ({j + 1, . . . , ki}) and
τ ◦ μ({ki + 1, . . . , ki+1}) by Condition 4.1(v) we have either τ ◦ μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki+1}) >
τ ◦ μ({j + 1, . . . , ki}), giving τ ◦ μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , j}) > τ ◦ μ({j + 1, . . . , ki}) by (40)
contradicting ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki},,μ) τ -semistable, or τ ◦ μ({ki−1 + 1, . . . , ki+1}) > τ ◦
μ({ki + 1, . . . , ki+1}), contradicting (39). Similarly (iv), (v) give contradictions, using
({ki + 1, . . . , ki+1},,μ) τ -semistable. Therefore ({1, . . . ,m},, λ) is τ -reversing.
This proves existence of m, φ, χ , λ. For uniqueness, suppose m′, φ′, χ ′, λ′ also satisfy
the conditions. Then φ′−1({1, . . . , i}) = {1, . . . , k′i} for unique 0 = k′0 < k′1 < · · · < k′m = b. As
({1, . . . , k′1},,μ) is τ -semistable we have k′1  k1 by choice of k1. Suppose k′1 < k1. Then τ ◦
μ({1, . . . , k1}) τ ◦ μ({1, . . . , k′1}) by Condition 4.1(v), as 1 k′1 < k1 and ({1, . . . , k1},,μ)
is τ -semistable. Also
τ ◦μ({1, . . . , k′1})> τ ◦μ({k′1 + 1, . . . , k′2})> · · ·> τ ◦μ({k′m−1 + 1, . . . , k′m})
as ({1, . . . ,m′},, λ′) is τ -reversing. Now k′i < k1  k′i+1 for some 1  i < m′, and using the
inequalities above and Condition 4.1(v) gives τ ◦μ({1, . . . , k1}) > τ ◦μ({1, . . . , k′i}), so that
τ ◦μ({k′i + 1, . . . , k1})> τ ◦μ({1, . . . , k′i})> τ ◦μ({k′i + 1, . . . , k′i+1}),
contradicting both k1 = k′i+1, and τ -semistability of ({k′i + 1, . . . , k′i+1},,μ) if k1 < k′i+1 by
Condition 4.1(v). Therefore k′1 = k1. Extending this argument shows k′i = ki for i = 1,2, . . . and
m=m′, proving uniqueness of m,φ,χ , and the proposition for c = 1.
For c > 1 we apply the c = 1 case to (γ−1({j}),,μ) for j = 1, . . . , c. This gives unique
mj , φj :γ
−1({j}) → {1, . . . ,mj } and λj such that (φ−1j (i),,μ) is τ -semistable for i =
1, . . . ,mj , and ({1, . . . ,mj },, λj ) is τ -reversing for j = 1, . . . , c. Define m = m1 + · · · + mc
and φ : {1, . . . , b} → {1, . . . ,m} by φ(i) = m1 + · · · + mj−1 + φj (i) when γ (i) = j , and
χ : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , c} by χ(i) = j when m1 + · · · + mj−1 < i  m1 + · · · + mj . Then
m,φ,χ satisfy the proposition. Uniqueness of m,φ,χ follows easily from that of the mj ,φj . 
Proposition 4.13. Let 1 d  b and  : {1, . . . , b} → {1, . . . , d} be surjective with 1 i  j  b
implies (i) (j). Then
b∑
c=d
∑
surjective γ : {1,...,b}→{1,...,c} and
δ : {1,...,c}→{1,...,d} with =δ◦γ :
ij implies γ (i)γ (j), ij implies δ(i)δ(j)
(−1)b−c =
{1, d = b,
0, otherwise.
(41)
Proof. The first line of (41) is immediate as if d = b the only possibility is c = b and  = γ =
δ = id. So suppose d < b. Define S = {i = 1, . . . , b− 1: (i + 1)= (i)}. Then |S| = b− d . For
γ, δ as in (41), define T = {i ∈ S: γ (i + 1) = γ (i)}. Then |T | = c − d , and T determines γ by
γ (1)= 1, γ (i + 1)= γ (i) if i ∈ T and γ (i + 1)= γ (i)+ 1 if i ∈ {1, . . . , b− 1} \ T . Also c, , γ
determine δ by  = δ ◦ γ . This establishes a 1–1 correspondence between choices of c, γ , δ in
(41) and subsets T ⊆ S with |T | = c − d . Hence the left-hand side of (41) becomes
∑
subsets T⊆S
(−1)|S\T | =
b−d∑
j=0
(
b − d
j
)
(−1)b−d−j = (1 − 1)b−d = 0,
as there are
(
b−d) subsets T ⊆ S with |T | = j . 
j
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{1, . . . , n} α
ψ
{1, . . . , a} β {1, . . . , b} φ γ{1, . . . ,m} χ

{1, . . . , c} δ {1, . . . , d},
and maps κ : {1, . . . , n} → C(A), λ : {1, . . . ,m} → C(A), μ : {1, . . . , b} → C(A) and ν :
{1, . . . , d} → C(A). We deduce (33) from Propositions 4.11–4.13 by:
n∑
m=1
∑
ψ : {1,...,n}→{1,...,m}:
ψ is surjective,
1ijn implies ψ(i)ψ(j),
define λ : {1,...,m}→C(A)
by λ(k)=κ(ψ−1(k))
S
({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τˆ , τ˜)
·
m∏
k=1
S
(
ψ−1
({k}),, κ|ψ−1({k}), τ, τˆ)
=
∑
m=1,...,n and
ψ : {1,...,n}→{1,...,m}:
ψ is surjective,
ij implies ψ(i)ψ(j),
define λ : {1,...,m}→C(A)
by λ(k)=κ(ψ−1(k))
[ ∑
1dcm
∑
surjective χ : {1,...,m}→{1,...,c}
and δ : {1,...,c}→{1,...,d}:
ij implies χ(i)χ(j), ij implies δ(i)δ(j),
(χ−1(j),,λ) τˆ-reversing,1jc.
Let ν : {1,...,d}→C(A) be ν : k →λ((δ◦χ)−1(k)).
Then ({1,...,d},,ν) is τ˜-semistable
(−1)c−d
]
·
[ ∑
mban
∑
surjective α : {1,...,n}→{1,...,a}, β : {1,...,a}→{1,...,b}
and φ : {1,...,b}→{1,...,m} with ψ=φ◦β◦α:
ij implies α(i)α(j), ij implies β(i)β(j),
ij implies φ(i)φ(j), (α−1(j),,κ) τ-reversing,1ja.
Let μ : {1,...,b}→C(A) be μ : k →κ((β◦α)−1(k)).
Then (φ−1(i),,μ) is τˆ-semistable,1im
(−1)a−b
]
=
∑
dban
∑
surjective α : {1,...,n}→{1,...,a},
β : {1,...,a}→{1,...,b} and  : {1,...,b}→{1,...,d}:
ij implies α(i)α(j), ij implies β(i)β(j),
ij implies (i)(j), (α−1(j),,κ) τ-reversing,1ja.
Let ν : {1,...,d}→C(A) be ν : k →κ((◦β◦α)−1(k)).
Then ({1,...,d},,ν) is τ˜-semistable
(−1)a−d
·
[ ∑
dcb
∑
surjective γ : {1,...,b}→{1,...,c} and
δ : {1,...,c}→{1,...,d} with =δ◦γ :
ij implies γ (i)γ (j), ij implies δ(i)δ(j)
(−1)b−c
]
= S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜). (42)
Here the term [· · ·] on the third line is S({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τˆ , τ˜ ) by (38), and [· · ·] on the
fourth line is
∏m
k=1 S(ψ−1({k}),, κ|ψ−1({k}), τ, τˆ ) by (38), where we have relabelled and com-
bined the product over k = 1, . . . ,m of sums over ak , αk :ψ−1({k}) → {1, . . . , ak} and bk ,
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and b = b1 + · · · + bm.
To deduce the fifth and sixth lines of (42) from the third and fourth, we set γ = χ ◦ φ. Then
the conditions i  j implies χ(i) χ(j) and (χ−1(j),, λ) τ -reversing for j = 1, . . . , c in the
third line, and i  j implies φ(i)  φ(j), (φ−1(i),,μ) τˆ -semistable for i = 1, . . . ,m in the
fourth line, are the hypotheses of Proposition 4.12 with τˆ in place of τ . Thus Proposition 4.12
shows that for all choices of b, c, γ and μ there are unique choices of m, φ, χ satisfying the
conditions involving τˆ . So we drop the sums over m, φ, χ , ψ and the τˆ conditions, and also
rearrange the sums.
To deduce the seventh and last line of (42), note that the term [· · ·] on the sixth line is 1 if
d = b and 0 otherwise, by Proposition 4.13. If d = b then  is the identity, and the fifth line of (42)
reduces to S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) by (38). This completes the proofs of (33) and Theorem 4.5.
5. Transforming between stability conditions
We now prove the transformation laws (27)–(29) from (τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and their stack
function analogues. For most of the section we do not suppose (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are permis-
sible. Therefore our equations are identities in ˙LCF, ˙LSFal(ObjA) rather than CF, SFal(ObjA),
which may have infinitely many nonzero terms, and must be interpreted using a notion of conver-
gence.
This is partly for greater generality, but mostly because even when (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are
permissible, to prove (27)–(29) we may need to go via an intermediate weak stability condition
(τˆ , Tˆ ,) which is not permissible, which happens when A= coh(P ). It is far from obvious that
(27)–(29) have only finitely many nonzero terms even for permissible (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,). We
prove this for A= coh(P ) when P is a smooth surface and τ , τ˜ Gieseker stability conditions.
The (locally) constructible functions material below needs the ground field K to have char-
acteristic zero, but the (local) stack function versions work for K of arbitrary characteristic. As
we develop the two strands in parallel, for brevity we make the convention that charK = 0 in the
parts dealing with CF, ˙LCF(ObjA) and charK is arbitrary otherwise, and will mostly not remark
on it.
5.1. Basic definitions and main results
We will need the following finiteness conditions.
Definition 5.1. Let Assumption 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be weak stability condi-
tions on A. We say the change from (τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) is locally finite if for all con-
structible U ⊆ ObjA(K), there are only finitely many sets ofA-data ({1, . . . , n},, κ) for which
S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0 and
U ∩ σ ({1, . . . , n})∗(Mss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ)A) = ∅. (43)
We say the change from (τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) is globally finite if this holds for U = ObjαA(K)
(which is not constructible, in general) for all α ∈ C(A). Since any constructible U ⊆ ObjA(K)
is contained in a finite union of ObjαA(K), globally finite implies locally finite.
When we say the changes between (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,), we mean both the change from
(τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) and the change from (τ˜ , T˜ ,) to (τ, T ,).
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Theorem 5.2. Let Assumption 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,), (τˆ , Tˆ ,) be weak stability
conditions on A with (τˆ , Tˆ ,) dominating (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and suppose the change from
(τˆ , Tˆ ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) is locally finite. Then the change from (τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) is locally
finite.
Let α ∈ C(A) and (K,,μ) be A-data. Then
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜)
· δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ δκ(2)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δκ(n)ss (τ )= δαss(τ˜ ), (44)∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜)
· δ¯κ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ δ¯κ(2)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(n)ss (τ )= δ¯αss(τ˜ ), (45)∑
iso.
classes
of finite
sets I
1
|I |! ·
∑
,κ,φ: (I,,κ) is A-data,
(I,,K,φ) is dominant,
=P(I,,K,φ),
κ(φ−1(k))=μ(k) for k∈K
T (I,, κ,K,φ, τ, τ˜ )
· CFstk(Q(I,,K,, φ))δss(I,, κ, τ ) = δss(K,,μ, τ˜ ), (46)∑
iso.
classes
of finite
sets I
1
|I |! ·
∑
,κ,φ: (I,,κ) is A-data,
(I,,K,φ) is dominant,
=P(I,,K,φ),
κ(φ−1(k))=μ(k) for k∈K
T (I,, κ,K,φ, τ, τ˜ )
·Q(I,,K,, φ)∗δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ )= δ¯ss(K,,μ, τ˜ ). (47)
If also (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are permissible then
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
U
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜)
· κ(1)(τ ) ∗ κ(2)(τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ κ(n)(τ )= α(τ˜ ), (48)∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
U
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜)
· ¯κ(1)(τ ) ∗ ¯κ(2)(τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ ¯κ(n)(τ )= ¯α(τ˜ ). (49)
Here (44)–(49) are equations in ˙LCF, ˙LSFal(ObjA), LCF, LSF(M(K,,μ)A),CF,SFal(ObjA)
respectively, with charK = 0 in (44), (46), (48). There may be infinitely many nonzero terms on
the left hand sides of (44)–(49), but they hold as convergent sums in LCF, LSF(· · ·) in the sense
of Definition 2.16.
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nonzero terms in (44)–(49), and they hold as finite sums.
We assume (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) permissible in (48)–(49), as we defined α(τ ), ¯α(τ ) this way
in [31, §§7–8]. But (48)–(49) also hold in ˙LCF, ˙LSFal(ObjA) if (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are stability
conditions and A is τ - and τ˜ -artinian.
Suppose (48) holds as a finite sum. Then α(τ˜ ) lies in Htoτ and CFind(ObjA), so by Defi-
nition 3.19 it lies in the Lie algebra Ltoτ , which is generated by the β(τ ). That is, α(τ˜ ) is a
Q-linear combination of multiple commutators such as
[[
. . .
[[
κ(1)(τ ), κ(2)(τ )
]
, κ(3)(τ )
]
, . . .
]
, κ(n)(τ )
]
.
Thus it is natural to ask whether we can rewrite (48) as a sum of commutators of κ(i)(τ ) rather
than a sum of products, so that it becomes an identity in the Lie algebra CFind(ObjA) rather than
the algebra CF(ObjA). The next theorem shows that we can. First we introduce some notation.
Definition 5.3. For I a finite set, write Q[I ] for the associative, noncommutative Q-algebra
generated by i ∈ I . That is, elements of Q[I ] are finite linear combinations of words i1i2 · · · im
for m 0 and i1, . . . , im ∈ I , with multiplication given by juxtaposition. If J ⊆ I and is a total
order on J , write
∏
j∈J in order 
j = j1j2 · · · jn if J = {j1, . . . , jn} with j1  j2  · · · jn.
We can regard Q[I ] as a Lie algebra, with commutator [i1 · · · im, j1 · · · jn] = i1 · · · imj1 · · · jn −
j1 · · · jni1 · · · im. Define L[I ] to be the Lie subalgebra of Q[I ] generated by i ∈ I . Then L[I ] is
the free Q-Lie algebra generated by I , and Q[I ] is naturally isomorphic to U(L[I ]).
Theorem 5.4. Let Condition 4.1 hold for (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and I be a finite set and
κ : I → C(A). Then the expression in Q[I ]
∑
total orders  on I
U(I,, κ, τ, τ˜ ) ·
∏
i∈I in order 
i lies in L[I ]. (50)
The author has a purely combinatorial proof of Theorem 5.4, but it is long and complicated,
so we instead give a shorter constructible functions proof. By an easy combinatorial argument
(48)–(49) may be rewritten
α(τ˜ )=
∑
iso. classes
of finite
sets I
1
|I |!
∑
κ : I→C(A):
κ(I )=α
[ ∑
total orders  on I.
Write I={i1,...,in},
i1i2···in
U(I,, κ, τ, τ˜ )
· κ(i1)(τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ κ(in)(τ )
]
, (51)
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∑
iso. classes
of finite
setsI
1
|I |!
∑
κ : I→C(A) :
κ(I )=α
[ ∑
total orders on I.
Write I={i1,...,in},
i1i2···in
U(I,, κ, τ, τ˜ )
· ¯κ(i1)(τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ ¯κ(in)(τ )
]
. (52)
By Theorem 5.4, the terms [· · ·] are linear combinations of commutators of κ(i), ¯κ(i) for i ∈ I ,
so (51)–(52) are identities in the Lie algebras CFind(ObjA) and SFindal (ObjA). We can now de-
duce:
Corollary 5.5. Let Assumption 3.5 hold, (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,), (τˆ , Tˆ ,) be weak stability con-
ditions on A with (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) permissible, and (τˆ , Tˆ ,) dominate (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,).
Suppose the changes from (τˆ , Tˆ ,) to (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are locally finite, and the changes
between (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are globally finite. Then in the notation of Section 3.5 we have
Hpaτ =Hpaτ˜ , Htoτ =Htoτ˜ , H¯paτ = H¯paτ˜ , H¯toτ = H¯toτ˜ , (53)
Lpaτ = Lpaτ˜ , Ltoτ = Ltoτ˜ , L¯paτ = L¯paτ˜ , L¯toτ = L¯toτ˜ .
Proof. Theorem 5.2 implies (44)–(49) hold as finite sums in CF, SFal(ObjA) and CF,
SF(M(K,,μ)A). Thus δαss(τ˜ ) ∈ Htoτ , δ¯αss(τ˜ ) ∈ H¯toτ , and applying CFstk(σ (K)),σ (K)∗ to
(46)–(47) gives CFstk(σ (K))δss(K,,μ, τ˜ ) ∈ Hpaτ and σ (K)∗δ¯ss(K,,μ, τ˜ ) ∈ H¯paτ . Hence
Hpa
τ˜
⊆ Hpaτ , . . . , H¯toτ˜ ⊆ H¯toτ . Exchanging τ, τ˜ proves the top line of (54). The first three equa-
tions of the bottom line follow from Definition 3.19. For the last, (52) and Theorem 5.4 imply
¯α(τ˜ ) ∈ L¯toτ , so L¯toτ˜ ⊆ L¯toτ , and exchanging τ, τ˜ gives the result. 
In [29, Ex.s 10.5–10.9] we define data A,K(A),FA satisfying Assumption 3.5 with A =
mod-KQ or nil-KQ for Q = (Q0,Q1, b, e) a quiver, and A = mod-KQ/I or nil-KQ/I for
(Q, I) a quiver with relations, and A = mod-A for A a finite-dimensional K-algebra. The last
case A= mod-A also has an associated quiver, the Ext-quiver Q of A, and K(A) ∼= ZQ0 in each
case. All weak stability conditions on these A are permissible on by [31, Cor. 4.13], and as for
each α ∈ C(A) there are only finitely many β,γ ∈ C(A) with α = β + γ , the changes between
any two weak stability conditions are globally finite.
For any such A we have the trivial stability condition (0, {0},), mapping α → 0 for all
α ∈ C(A). This dominates all weak stability conditions on A. So applying Theorem 5.2 with
(τˆ , Tˆ ,)= (0, {0},) and Corollary 5.5 gives:
Corollary 5.6. Let A, K(A), FA be as in one of the quiver examples [29, Ex.s 10.5–10.9], and
let (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be any two weak stability conditions on A, such as the slope functions
of [31, Ex. 4.14]. Then (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are permissible, and the changes between them are
globally finite, and (44)–(49) hold as finite sums in CF, SFal(ObjA) or CF, SF(M(K,,μ)A),
and (54) holds. Thus Hpaτ , . . . , L¯toτ are independent of the weak stability condition (τ, T ,).
In [31, §4.4] we studied weak stability conditions on A = coh(P ), the category of coherent
sheaves on a projective K-scheme P , with data K(coh(P )),Fcoh(P ) as in [29, Ex. 9.1 or 9.2].
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from Gieseker stability, a permissible weak stability condition (μ,Mm,) from μ-stability, and
a non-permissible weak stability condition (δ,Dm,) from purity and the torsion filtration,
which dominates (γ,Gm,) and (μ,Mm,).
Proposition 5.7. In the situation of [31, §4.4] with A= coh(P ), the changes from (δ,Dm,) to
(γ,Gm,), (μ,Mm,) are locally finite.
Proof. We first verify Definition 5.1 with (τ, T ,) = (δ,Dm,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) = (γ,Gm,) and
U = {[X]} with [X] = α ∈ C(A). If ({1, . . . , n},, κ) is A-data with κ({1, . . . , n})= α then the
argument of (60) below shows that
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, δ, γ )=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(−1)n−1, γ ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) > γ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n})
for all 1 i < n, and δ ◦ κ ≡ δ(α),
0, otherwise.
Suppose S({1, . . . , n},, κ, δ, γ ) = 0 and [(σ, ι,π)] ∈ Mss({1, . . . , n},, κ, δ)A with
σ({1, . . . , n}) = X. As the σ({i}) are δ-semistable and δ ≡ δ(α) = δ([X]), by [31, Ex. 4.18]
the σ({i}) are all pure with dimσ({i})= dimX.
By induction we see that σ({i + 1, . . . , n}) is pure of dimension dimX for all 1 i < n. But
we have an exact sequence
0 → σ ({1, . . . , i}) ι({1,...,i},{1,...,n})−−−−−−−−−−→ X π({1,...,n},{i+1,...,n})−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ ({i + 1, . . . , n})→ 0,
so σ({i + 1, . . . , n}) is a quotient sheaf of X. Also, γ ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) > γ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n})
implies γ (α)  γ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n}) by the weak seesaw inequality, and as degγ (α) =
degγ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n}) this implies that μˆ(σ ({i + 1, . . . , n}))  μˆ(X), where μˆ is the slope
of [23, Def. 1.6.8], basically the second coefficient in the γ polynomial.
Now Huybrechts and Lehn [23, Lem. 1.7.9 & Rem. 1.7.10] prove that if X ∈ coh(P ) if fixed
and μ0 ∈ R, the family of all pure quotient sheaves Y of X with dimY = dimX and μˆ([Y ]) μ0
is constructible, and hence realizes only finitely many classes in C(A). Applying this with μ0 =
μˆ(X) shows there are only finitely many possibilities for κ({i + 1, . . . , n}) in C(A). It easily
follows that there are only finitely many possibilities for n,κ , as we want.
This extends to arbitrary constructible U ⊆ ObjA(K) using a families version of
[23, Lem. 1.7.9 & Rem. 1.7.10], so the change from (δ,Dm,) to (γ,Gm,) is locally fi-
nite. The proof for (μ,Mm,) is the same, since μ(α) μ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n}) and degμ(α) =
degμ ◦ κ({i + 1, . . . , n}) also imply μˆ(σ ({i + 1, . . . , n})) μˆ(X). 
In Theorem 5.2 choose (τˆ , Tˆ ,) = (δ,Dm,) and (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) arbitrary from
[31, §4.4]. Then (τˆ , Tˆ ,) dominates (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and the change from (τˆ , Tˆ ,) to
(τ˜ , T˜ ,) is locally finite. So Theorem 5.2 implies:
Corollary 5.8. Let P be a projective K-scheme and A= coh(P ), K(coh(P )), Fcoh(P ) be as in
[29, Ex. 9.1 or 9.2]. Suppose (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are any two weak stability conditions on
coh(P ) from [31, §4.4], which may be defined using different ample line bundles E, E˜ on P .
Then (44)–(47) hold for coh(P ), as infinite convergent sums. If (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are chosen
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convergent sums.
For surfaces changes between Gieseker stability conditions are globally finite.
Theorem 5.9. Let P be a smooth projective surface, and A = coh(P ),K(A),FA as in
[29, Ex. 9.1]. Suppose (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are any two permissible weak stability conditions
on A from [31, Ex.s 4.16–4.17], which may be defined using different ample line bundles E, E˜.
Then the changes between (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are globally finite in the sense of Defini-
tion 5.1. So (44)–(49) hold as finite sums in CF,SFal(ObjA) and CF, SF(M(K,,μ)A), and
(54) holds.
The author can prove some partial results on global finiteness of changes between permissible
weak stability conditions on A = coh(P ) when dimP  3, but we will not give them as they
are complicated and inelegant. The main conclusion is this. Suppose (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are
any two permissible weak stability conditions on A from [31, §4.4]. Then we can construct a
finite sequence (τ, T ,) = (τ0, T0,), (τ1, T1,), . . . , (τn, Tn,) = (τ˜ , T˜ ,) of permissible
weak stability conditions onA, such that the changes between (τi−1, Ti−1,) and (τi, Ti,) are
globally finite for i = 1, . . . , n. This implies that (54) holds, so Hpaτ , . . . , L¯toτ are independent of
choice of (τ, T ,).
We show the locally finite condition in Theorem 5.2 is necessary.
Example 5.10. Take P to be the projective space KP2, with A= coh(KP2) and K(A),FA as in
[29, Ex. 9.1]. Define (τ, T ,) to be the trivial stability condition (0, {0},) on A and (τ˜ , T˜ ,)
the Gieseker stability condition (γ,G2,) of [31, Ex. 4.16], defined using OKP2(1). Suppose
x1, . . . , xn are distinct points in KP2(K). Then there is an exact sequence
0 → Yx1,...,xn →OKP2(−1)⊕OKP2(0)→OKP2(−1)⊕
n⊕
i=1
Oxi → 0, (54)
whereOxi is the structure sheaf of xi . Define X =OKP2(−1)⊕OKP2(0) inA, α = [X] in K(A),
and κ : {1,2} → C(A) by κ(1) = [Yx1,...,xn ] = [OKP2(0)] − n[Ox1] and κ(2) = [OKP2(−1)] +
n[Ox1], so that κ({1,2})= α.
Calculation shows X,Yx1,...,xn have Hilbert polynomials pX(t) = t2 + 2t + 1 and pYx1,...,xn =
1
2 t
2 + 32 t + 1 − n. Thus γ ◦ κ(1) = t2 + 3t + 2 − 2n and γ ◦ κ(2) = t2 + t + 2n, so that γ ◦
κ(1) > γ ◦ κ({2}) and S({1,2},, κ,0, γ ) = −1. As all sheaves are 0-semistable, (54) implies
δ¯
κ(1)
ss (0) ∗ δ¯κ(2)ss (0) = 0 over [X].
Hence for each n  0 we have distinct ({1,2},, κ) giving nonzero terms over [X] in (45).
Therefore (45) does not make sense, even with the notion of convergence in Definition 2.16. This
works because the change from (0, {0},) to (γ,G2,) is not locally finite.
The rest of the section proves Theorems 5.2, 5.4 and 5.9.
5.2. Transforming to a dominant weak stability condition
Let Assumption 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be weak stability conditions on A with
(τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominating (τ, T ,) in the sense of Definition 3.16. Suppose ({1, . . . , n},, κ) is
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and τ˜ ◦ κ(k)  τ˜ ◦ κ(l). But as (τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominates (τ, T ,), τ ◦ κ(k)  τ ◦ κ(l) implies τ˜ ◦
κ(k) τ˜ ◦ κ(l), and so τ˜ ◦ κ(k) = τ˜ ◦ κ(l). Therefore all τ˜ ◦ κ(i) are equal, by Theorem 4.6.
Using this and Definition 4.2 we see that if (τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominates (τ, T ,) and ({1, . . . , n},
, κ) is A-data with κ({1, . . . , n})= α then
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜)= {1, τ ◦ κ(1) > · · ·> τ ◦ κ(n), τ˜ ◦ κ ≡ τ˜ (α),
0, otherwise.
(55)
In our next theorem, (55) shows (56)–(57) are special cases of (44)–(45).
Theorem 5.11. Let Assumption 3.5 hold, (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be weak stability conditions on A
with (τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominating (τ, T ,), and α ∈ C(A). Then
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ): τ˜◦κ≡τ˜ (α),
τ◦κ(1)>···>τ◦κ(n), κ({1,...,n})=α
δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ δκ(2)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δκ(n)ss (τ ) = δαss(τ˜ ), (56)
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ): τ˜◦κ≡τ˜ (α),
τ◦κ(1)>···>τ◦κ(n), κ({1,...,n})=α
δ¯κ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ δ¯κ(2)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(n)ss (τ ) = δ¯αss(τ˜ ). (57)
These are potentially infinite sums, converging as in Definition 2.16.
Proof. Consider A-data ({1, . . . , n},, κ) with τ ◦ κ(1) > · · · > τ ◦ κ(n) and δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗
· · · ∗ δκ(n)ss (τ ) = 0 at [X] ∈ ObjA(K). By (20) CFstk(σ ({1, . . . , n}))δss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ ) = 0
at [X], so there exists [(σ, ι,π)] ∈ Mss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ )A with σ({1, . . . , n}) = X. From
[29, Cor. 4.4], such [(σ, ι,π)] are in 1–1 correspondence with filtrations 0 =A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂An =X
with Si = Ai/Ai−1 ∼= σ({i}) for i = 1, . . . , n. Thus Si is τ -semistable and τ([S1]) > · · · >
τ([Sn]). Theorem 3.13 now shows that 0 = A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An = X is the unique Harder–
Narasimhan filtration of X. So n,κ and [(σ, ι,π)] are unique for fixed [X].
Now IsoK([(σ, ι,π)]) ∼= Aut((σ, ι,π)) ∼= Aut(A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂An =X) and IsoK([X])∼= Aut(X).
But Aut(A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An = X) = Aut(X) as X determines A0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An = X by Theo-
rem 3.13. Thus σ ({1, . . . , n})∗ : IsoK([(σ, ι,π)]) → IsoK([X]) is an isomorphism of K-groups,
and mσ ({1,...,n})([(σ, ι,π)]) = 1 in Definition 2.3. Equation (20) then gives δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗
δ
κ(n)
ss (τ )= 1 at [X].
As (τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominates (τ, T ,) we have τ˜ ◦ κ(1)  · · ·  τ˜ ◦ κ(n), and the σ({i}) are τ˜ -
semistable by [31, Lem. 4.11]. It easily follows that X is τ˜ -semistable if and only if τ˜ ◦κ ≡ τ˜ (α).
Thus, if X is τ˜ -semistable and [X] = α there exist unique n,κ in (56) with δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗
δ
κ(n)
ss (τ ) = 1 at [X] and all other terms zero at [X], and otherwise all terms in (56) are zero
at [X]. That is, the left-hand side of (56) is 1 at [X] if [X] ∈ Objαss(τ˜ ), and 0 otherwise. This
proves (56).
Consider the map on ObjA(K) taking [X] to (n, κ) constructed from the Harder–Narasimhan
filtration as above. In the natural topology on ObjA(K), it is easy to see n is an upper semicon-
tinuous function of [X], and κ is locally constant on the subset of ObjA(K) with fixed n. Thus
the map [X] → (n, κ) is locally constructible. Hence if G ⊂ ObjA is a finite type substack then
[X] → (n, κ) takes only finitely many values on G(K), and the restriction of (56) to G has only
finitely many nonzero terms, so (56) converges.
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Objαss(τ˜ ) if and only if [X] = σ ({1, . . . , n})∗([(σ, ι,π)]) for some [(σ, ι,π)] ∈Mss({1, . . . , n},
, κ, τ )A and n, κ as in (57), which are then unique. This gives a disjoint union
Objαss(τ˜ )=
∐
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ): τ˜◦κ≡τ˜ (α),
τ◦κ(1)>···>τ◦κ(n), κ({1,...,n})=α
σ
({1, . . . , n})∗(Mss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ)A),
where for any finite type substack G ⊆ ObjA, only finitely many sets on the right-hand side
intersect G(K). This translates into an identity in ˙LSF(ObjA):
δ¯αss(τ˜ )=
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ): τ˜◦κ≡τ˜ (α),
τ◦κ(1)>···>τ◦κ(n), κ({1,...,n})=α
δ¯σ ({1,...,n})∗(Mss({1,...,n},,κ,τ )A), (58)
which is a potentially infinite convergent sum.
Now for n,κ as in (57), the argument above shows that σ ({1, . . . , n})∗ :Mss({1, . . . , n},,
κ, τ )A → σ ({1, . . . , n})∗(Mss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ )A) is a bijection, inducing isomorphisms of
stabilizer groups. Here each side is the set of K-points in a locally closed K-substack of
M({1, . . . , n},, κ)A and ObjA, and one can strengthen the argument to show that σ ({1, . . . , n})
induces a 1-isomorphism of these substacks. Therefore
σ
({1, . . . , n})∗(δ¯Mss({1,...,n},,κ,τ )A)= δ¯σ ({1,...,n})∗(Mss({1,...,n},,κ,τ )A).
Combining this with Definition 3.14 and (20) gives
δ¯κ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(n)ss (τ )= δ¯σ ({1,...,n})∗(Mss({1,...,n},,κ,τ )A). (59)
Equation (57), and its convergence, then follow from (58) and (59). 
5.3. Inverting Eqs. (56)–(57)
In the situation of Section 5.2, if (τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominates (τ, T ,) and ({1, . . . ,m},, λ) is
A-data with λ({1, . . . ,m})= α then a similar argument to (55) shows that
S
({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τ˜ , τ)=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(−1)m−1, τ ◦ λ({1, . . . , i}) > τ ◦ λ({i + 1, . . . ,m})
for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, and τ˜ ◦ λ≡ τ˜ (α),
0, otherwise.
(60)
Equation (60) shows (61)–(62) are special cases of (44)–(45).
Theorem 5.12. Let Assumption 3.5 hold, (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be weak stability conditions on A
with (τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominating (τ, T ,) and the change from (τ˜ , T˜ ,) to (τ, T ,) locally finite,
and α ∈ C(A). Then
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A-data ({1,...,m},,λ): τ˜◦λ≡τ˜ (α),
τ◦λ({1,...,i})>τ◦λ({i+1,...,m})
for 1i<m,λ({1,...,m})=α
(−1)m−1δλ(1)ss (τ˜ ) ∗ δλ(2)ss (τ˜ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δλ(m)ss (τ˜ )= δαss(τ ), (61)
∑
A-data ({1,...,m},,λ): τ˜◦λ≡τ˜ (α),
τ◦λ({1,...,i})>τ◦λ({i+1,...,m})
for 1i<m,λ({1,...,m})=α
(−1)m−1δ¯λ(1)ss (τ˜ ) ∗ δ¯λ(2)ss (τ˜ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯λ(m)ss (τ˜ )= δ¯αss(τ ). (62)
These are potentially infinite sums, converging as in Definition 2.16.
Proof. As the change from (τ˜ , T˜ ,) to (τ, T ,) is locally finite, (60) implies that (61)–(62)
converge. Equation (61) follows from
∑
A-data ({1,...,m},,λ): τ˜◦λ≡τ˜ (α),
τ◦λ({1,...,i})>τ◦λ({i+1,...,m})
for 1i<m,λ({1,...,m})=α
(−1)m−1δλ(1)ss (τ˜ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δλ(m)ss (τ˜ )
=
∑
A-data
({1,...,m},,λ):
λ({1,...,m})=α
S
({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τ˜ , τ)
·
∑
A-data
({1,...,ni },,κi ),
i=1,...,m:
κi ({1,...,ni })=λi ,
all i=1,...,m
m∏
i=1
S
({1, . . . , ni},, κi, τ, τ˜) · (δκ1(1)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δκ1(n1)ss (τ )) ∗ · · ·
∗ (δκm(1)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δκm(nm)ss (τ ))
=
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
δκ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δκ(n)ss (τ )
·
[
n∑
m=1
∑
ψ : {1,...,n}→{1,...,m}:
ψ is surjective,
1ijn implies ψ(i)ψ(j),
define λ : {1,...,m}→C(A)
by λ(k)=κ(ψ−1(k))
S
({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τ˜ , τ)
·
m∏
k=1
S
(
ψ−1
({k}),, κ|ψ−1({k}), τ, τ˜)
]
= δαss(τ ). (63)
Here in the first step we use (55) and (60) and substitute (56) in for δλ(i)ss (τ˜ ), and in the second
we replace the sums over m,λ and ni, κi for 1 i m by sums over n,κ and m,ψ,λ, where n=
n1 + · · · + nm, and κ : {1, . . . , n} → C(A) is given by κ(j) = κi(k) if j = m1 + · · · +mi−1 + k,
1 k mi , and ψ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . ,m} is given by ψ(j)= i if m1 +· · ·+mi−1 < j m1 +
· · · +mi , and use associativity of ∗. For the third and final step we note that [· · ·] in the last two
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the only contribution is n= 1 and κ(1) = α, giving δαss(τ ).
As (63) involves infinite sums, we must also check our rearrangements of these are valid. Let
G ⊆ ObjA be a finite type K-substack. We shall show that the restriction of (63) to G has only
finitely many nonzero terms at every stage, so our argument above just rearranges finite sums over
G, and (63) holds as a convergent sum. Since the change from (τ˜ , T˜ ,) to (τ, T ,) is locally
finite and G(K) is constructible, by Definition 5.1 there are only finitely many ({1, . . . ,m},, λ)
with S({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τ˜ , τ ) = 0 and
G(K)∩ σ ({1, . . . ,m})∗(Mss({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τ˜ )A) = ∅. (64)
Thus there are finitely many nonzero terms over G in the first step of (63).
The second and third steps of (63) are equivalent as they are a relabelling. Suppose n, κ ,
m, ψ , λ give a nonzero term over G in the third step. Then S({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τ˜ , τ ) = 0 and
S(ψ−1({k}),, κ|ψ−1({k}), τ, τ˜ ) = 0 for k = 1, . . . ,m, and
G(K)∩ σ ({1, . . . , n})∗(Mss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ)A) = ∅. (65)
Let [(σ, ι,π)] ∈Mss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ )A. Then σ({i}) is τ -semistable for all i, so that σ({i})
is τ˜ -semistable by [31, Lem. 4.11] as (τ˜ , T˜ ,) dominates (τ, T ,). Also, S(ψ−1({k}),,
κ|ψ−1({k}), τ, τ˜ ) = 0 implies that τ˜ ◦ κ is constant on ψ−1({k}) by (55). It follows that
σ(ψ−1({k})) is τ˜ -semistable for k = 1, . . . ,m, which implies that Q({1, . . . , n},, {1, . . . ,m},
,ψ)∗ maps Mss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ )A →Mss({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τ˜ )A.
As σ ({1, . . . , n}) = σ ({1, . . . ,m}) ◦ Q({1, . . . , n},, {1, . . . ,m},,ψ), this and (65) imply
(64). Thus from the previous part, there are only finitely many possibilities for m,λ giv-
ing nonzero terms in the second and third steps of (63). Fix one such choice. Then any
({1, . . . , ni},, κi) for i = 1, . . . ,m giving a nonzero term in the second step comes from the
(unique) τ -Harder–Narasimhan filtration of some point [Xi] in
σ
({i})∗[σ ({1, . . . ,m})−1∗ (G(K))∩Mss({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τ˜ )A]. (66)
Since σ ({1, . . . ,m}) here is of finite type by [29, Th. 8.4(b)] and G(K) is constructible,
σ ({1, . . . ,m})−1∗ (G(K)) is constructible, and so (66) is constructible. As in the proof of The-
orem 5.2 the map [Xi] → (ni, κi) is locally constructible, and so takes only finitely many values
on (66). Therefore there are only finitely many choices for ni , κi giving nonzero terms, and the
restriction of (63) to G has only finitely many nonzero terms at each step. This proves (61). The
proof of (62) is the same, substituting (57) in for δ¯λ(i)ss (τ˜ ). 
5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.2
Let U ⊆ ObjA(K) be constructible, and suppose ({1, . . . , n},, κ) is A-data for which
S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0 and (43) holds. Then by (33) there exist A-data ({1, . . . ,m},, λ)
and surjective ψ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . ,m} with i  j implies ψ(i)  ψ(j) and λ(k) =
κ(ψ−1(k)) for k = 1, . . . ,m, such that S({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τˆ , τ˜ ) = 0 and S(ψ−1({k}),,
κ|ψ−1({k}), τ, τˆ ) = 0 for all k.
Since (τˆ , Tˆ ,) dominates (τ, T ,), the argument of Theorem 5.12 shows that Q({1, . . . , n},
, {1, . . . ,m},,ψ)∗ maps Mss({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ )A →Mss({1, . . . ,m},, λ, τˆ )A, and U ∩
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locally finite, by Definition 5.1 there are only finitely many possibilities for m,λ. The argument
of Theorem 5.12 then shows there are only finitely many possibilities for n,κ . Hence the change
from (τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) is locally finite, as we want. This implies (44)–(45) are convergent in
the sense of Definition 2.16.
To prove (44)–(45) we now substitute (56)–(57) with τˆ , λ(i) in place of τ˜ , α for i = 1, . . . ,m
into (61)–(62) with τˆ , τ˜ in place of τ˜ , τ respectively. We then rearrange these equations using
(33) exactly as for (63), but without using (32). The argument of Theorem 5.12 shows that for
finite type G ⊆ ObjA there are only finitely many nonzero terms over G at each stage, so the
rearrangements are valid and (44)–(45) hold.
Next we prove (46)–(47). Let I,, κ,φ be as in (46), and set nk = |φ−1({k})| for k ∈ K . By
Definition 4.3, (φ−1({k}),) is a total order, so there exists a unique bijection ψk : {1, . . . , nk} →
φ−1({k}) with ψ∗k () =. Since δss(K,,μ, τ˜ )=
∏
k∈K σ ({k})∗(δμ(k)ss (τ˜ )), taking the product
over k ∈K of σ ({k})∗ applied to (44) with μ(k) in place of α and using (20) gives
δss(K,,μ, τ˜ )=
∏
k∈K
∑
A-data
({1,...,nk},,κk):
κk({1,...,nk})=μ(k)
S
({1, . . . , nk},, κk, τ, τ˜)
· σ ({k})∗ ◦ CFstk(σ ({1, . . . , nk}))δss({1, . . . , nk},, κk, τ)
=
∑
iso.
classes
of finite
sets I
1
|I |! ·
∑
,κ,φ: (I,,κ) is A-data,
(I,,K,φ) is dominant,
=P(I,,K,φ),
κ(φ−1(k))=μ(k) for k∈K
∏
k∈K
S
(
φ−1
({k}),, κ, τ, τ˜)
·
∏
k∈K
[
σ
({k})∗ ◦ CFstk(σ (φ−1({k})))δss(φ−1({k}),, κ, τ)]. (67)
Here in the last two lines of (67) we note that as above, to each choice of I , , κ , φ in (46)
we can associate nk , ψk as above and κk = κ ◦ψk as in the first two lines of (67). Conversely, the
data nk , κk for k ∈K determine I ,, κ , φ uniquely up to isomorphism. However, the sum in (67)
is not over isomorphism classes of quadruples (I,, κ,φ), but rather over isomorphism classes
of I , followed by a sum over all , κ , φ. It is easy to see that (I,, κ,φ) and (I,′, κ ′, φ′)
are isomorphic if and only if (′, κ ′, φ′) = π∗(, κ,φ) for some permutation π : I → I , and
different π give different (′, κ ′, φ′). So we include the factor 1/|I |! to cancel the number |I |!
of permutations of I .
As (67) involves infinite sums, we must also consider the convergence issues, and whether
our rearrangements of sums are valid. Let G ⊆ M(K,,μ)A be a finite type K-substack. Then
G(K) is constructible, so σ ({k})∗(G(K)) is constructible in ObjA(K) for each k ∈ K , so by the
convergence of (44)–(45) there are only finitely many choices of nk, κk giving nonzero terms
over G in (67), and so only finitely many choices up to isomorphism of I,, κ,φ. This proves
(67), as a convergent infinite sum in LCF(M(K,,μ)A).
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that the following is a Cartesian square:
M(I,, κ)A
∏
k∈K S(I,,φ−1({k}))
Q(I,,K,,φ)
M(K,,μ)A
∏
k∈K σ ({k})∏
k∈K M(φ−1({k}),, κ)A
∏
k∈K σ (φ−1({k})) ∏
k∈K Obj
μ(k)
A .
(68)
By [29, Th. 8.4] the rows of (68) are representable and the right 1-morphism is finite type, so the
left 1-morphism is too as (68) is Cartesian. Applying Theorem 2.4 then shows that
∏
k∈K
[
σ
({k})∗ ◦ CFstk(σ (φ−1({k})))δss(φ−1({k}),, κ, τ)]
=
(∏
k∈K
σ
({k}))∗ ◦ CFstk(∏
k∈K
σ
(
φ−1
({k})))[∏
k∈K
δss
(
φ−1
({k}),, κ, τ)]
= CFstk(Q(I,,K,, φ)) ◦(∏
k∈K
S
(
I,, φ−1
({k})))∗[∏
k∈K
δss
(
φ−1
({k}),, κ, τ)]
= CFstk(Q(I,,K,, φ))δss(I,, κ, τ ).
Substituting this into the last line of (67) and using (30) then proves (46), and its con-
vergence. For (47) we use the same argument with (45) instead of (44), (· · ·)∗ instead of
CFstk(· · ·), Theorem 2.8 instead of Theorem 2.4, and replacing products of functions such as∏
k∈K σ ({k})∗(δμ(k)ss (τ˜ )) by expressions like (
∏
k∈K σ ({k}))∗(
⊗
k∈K δ¯
μ(k)
ss (τ˜ )).
To prove (48)–(49), let (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be permissible. Substituting (31) into the left
hand side of (48) and rewriting gives
∑
A-data
({1,...,m},,λ):
λ({1,...,m})=α
∑
1lm
(−1)l−1
l
·
∑
surjective
ξ : {1,...,m}→{1,...,l}:
ij implies ξ(i)ξ(j).
Define μ : {1,...,l}→C(A) by
μ(a)=λ(ξ−1(a)). Then τ˜◦μ≡τ˜ (α)
l∏
a=1
S
(
ξ−1
({a}),, λ, τ, τ˜ )
· δλ(1)ss (τ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δλ(m)ss (τ )
=
∑
A-data ({1,...,l},,μ):
μ({1,...,l})=α, τ˜◦μ≡τ˜ (α)
(−1)l−1
l
· δμ(1)ss (τ˜ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δμ(l)ss (τ˜ )= α(τ˜ ),
using (22) at the first step, (44) at the second, and (20) at the third. These rearrangements are
valid, and the equation holds as an infinite convergent sum, since (44) is convergent and (20),
(22) have only finitely many nonzero terms. This proves (48) and its convergence, and (49) is the
same, using (23), (45) and (21). The final part of Theorem 5.2 is immediate.
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Let Condition 4.1 hold for (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,). When |I | = 1 Eq. (50) is trivial. Suppose by
induction that n > 1 and (50) holds whenever |I | < n, and let κ : I → C(A) with |I | = n. We
shall prove (50) for I, κ .
As in [31, Ex. 7.10], define a quiver Q = (Q0,Q1, b, e) to have vertices I and an edge
i• → j• for all i, j ∈ I . Consider the abelian category nil-CQ of nilpotent C-representations
of Q, with data K(nil-CQ), Fnil-CQ satisfying Assumption 3.5 as in [29, Ex. 10.6]. Then
K(nil-CQ) = ZI and C(nil-CQ) = NI \ {0}. Write elements of ZI as γ : I → Z. For i ∈ I
define ei ∈ C(nil-CQ) by ei(j) = 1 if j = i and ei(j) = 0 otherwise. Then ∑i∈I ei = 1 in
C(nil-CQ). Define τ ′ :C(nil-CQ) → T and τ˜ ′ :C(nil-CQ) → T˜ by τ ′(γ ) = τ(∑i∈I γ (i)κ(i))
and τ˜ ′(γ )= τ˜ (∑i∈I γ (i)κ(i)). Then Condition 4.1(iv), (v) imply (τ ′, T ,), (τ˜ ′, T˜ ,) are weak
stability conditions on nil-CQ, which are permissible by [31, Cor. 4.13].
Apply (51) in nil-CQ with α = 1 ∈ C(nil-CQ) and τ ′, τ˜ ′, J , λ in place of τ , τ˜ , I , κ . By
[31, Prop. 7.11(a)], if J is finite and λ : J → C(nil-CQ) with λ(J ) = 1 then |J | |I | = n, and
if |J | = n then there is a unique bijection ı : J → I with λ(j) = eı(j) ∈ C(A) for all j ∈ J . The
number of λ :J → C(nil-CQ) is the number |I |! of bijections ı, which cancels the factor 1/|I |!
in (51). Taking J = I and λ : i → ei , the definition of τ ′, τ˜ ′ implies that U(I,, λ, τ ′, τ˜ ′) =
U(I,, κ, τ, τ˜ ). Thus we may rewrite (51) as
∑
total orders  on I.
Write I={i1,...,in},
i1i2···in
U(I,, κ, τ, τ˜ ) · ei1 (τ ′) ∗ · · · ∗ ein (τ ′)
= 1(τ˜ ′)−
∑
iso. classes of
finite sets J
with |J |<n
1
|J |!
∑
λ : J→C(nil-CQ):
λ(J )=1
[ ∑
total orders  on J.
Write J={j1,...,jm},
j1j2···jm
U(J,, λ, τ ′, τ˜ ′)
· λ(j1)(τ ′) ∗ · · · ∗ λ(jm)(τ ′)
]
. (69)
Now 1(τ˜ ′), λ(ja)(τ ′) lie in CFind(Objnil-CQ) by [31, Th. 7.8]. By induction, as |J | < n
the term [· · ·] is a sum of commutators of λ(ja)(τ ′) and so lies in CFind(Objnil-CQ). So every
term on the right of (69) lies in CFind(Objnil-CQ), and thus so does the left-hand side. However,
[31, Prop. 7.11(c)] implies the subalgebra AI,τ ′ of CF(Objnil-CQ) generated by the ei (τ ′) for
i ∈ I is freely generated, so that AI,τ ′ ∼= Q[I ]. We can then deduce from [30, Prop. 4.14] that
the Lie algebra AI,τ ′ ∩ CFind(Objnil-CQ) is freely generated by the ei (τ ′) for i ∈ I , so that
AI,τ ′ ∩CFind(Objnil-CQ)∼= L[I ]. Equation (50) for I, κ follows, as the left-hand side of (69) lies
in AI,τ ′ ∩ CFind(Objnil-CQ). This completes the proof.
5.6. Proof of Theorem 5.9
Let P be a smooth projective K-scheme of dimension m and define A= coh(P ),K(A),FA
satisfying Assumption 3.5 as in [29, Ex. 9.1]. We allow m arbitrary for our first two propositions,
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homomorphism
ch :K
(
coh(P )
)→ m⊕
i=1
H 2i (P ,Z). (70)
Here H ∗(P,Z) makes sense when K = C. For general K we can instead use the Chow ring
A(P ), but we will not worry about this. Write chi (α) for the component of ch(α) in H 2i (P ,Z).
These may be written in terms of the Chern classes ci(X) and the rank rk(X) as on [22, p. 432]
by
ch0
([X])= rk(X), ch1([X])= c1(X), ch2([X])= 12
(
c1(X)
2 − 2c2(X)
)
, (71)
and so on. Now let E be an ample line bundle on P . Then by the Riemann–Roch Theorem
[22, Th. A.4.1] the Hilbert polynomial pX of X w.r.t. E is
pX(n)= χ
(
X ⊗En)= ∫
P
(
1 + c1(E)
)n · ch([X]) · td(P ). (72)
Here
∫
P
(· · ·) means the image of the component in H 2m(P,Z) in (· · ·) under the natural homo-
morphism H 2m(P,Z)→ Z, and td(P ) is the Todd class of P , given in terms of Chern classes as
on [22, p. 432] by
td(P )= 1 + 1
2
c1(P )+ 112
(
c1(P )
2 + c2(P )
)+ 1
24
c1(P )c2(P )+ · · · . (73)
For 0 ∼= X ∈A, write dimX for the dimension of the support of X in P . This depends only
on the class [X] ∈ C(coh(P )), and so defines a map dim : C(coh(P )) → N. Note that for all the
weak stability conditions (τ, T ,) on A defined in [31, §4.4], τ(α) is a polynomial of degree
dimα for all α ∈ C(A).
Proposition 5.13. Let (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be weak stability conditions on A from [31, §4.4] and
({1, . . . , n},, κ) be A-data with κ({1, . . . , n}) = α ∈ C(A) and S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0.
Then dim ◦ κ ≡ dimα.
Proof. Apply (33) with (τˆ , Tˆ ,) = (δ,Dm,) from [31, Ex. 4.18]. Then there exist m,ψ,λ
in (33) with S(ψ−1({k}),, κ|ψ−1({k}), τ, δ) = 0 for k = 1, . . . ,m and S({1, . . . ,m},, λ,
δ, τ˜ ) = 0. As (δ,Dm,) dominates (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,), Eqs. (55) and (60) then imply that
δ ◦ λ≡ δ(α) and δ ◦ κ|ψ−1({k}) ≡ δ ◦ λ(k) for k = 1, . . . ,m. Together these give δ ◦ κ ≡ δ(α). But
δ(β)= tdimβ for β ∈ C(A), so dim ◦ κ ≡ dimα. 
Here is a finiteness result for A-data of dimension zero or one.
Proposition 5.14. Suppose (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are weak stability conditions on A from [31,
Ex. 4.16 or 4.17]. Let α ∈ C(A) with dimα = 0 or 1. Then there exist at most finitely many sets
of A-data ({1, . . . , n},, κ) with κ({1, . . . , n})= α and S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0.
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the examples of [31, §4.4]. Thus the strict inequalities in Definition 4.2(a),(b) cannot hold,
and S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0 unless n = 1 and κ(1) = α. Therefore there is only one set
of A-data.
Let dimα = 1, and suppose for simplicity that P is connected. If it is not, we may ap-
ply the argument below to each connected component of P . Identify H 2m(P,Z) ∼= Z. Let
(τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be defined using ample line bundles E, E˜ on P respectively. Then using
(72)–(73) we find that
τ(α) = t + chm(α)+
1
2c1(P ) chm−1(α)
c1(E) chm−1(α)
, τ˜ (α)= t + chm(α)+
1
2c1(P ) chm−1(α)
c1(E˜) chm−1(α)
, (74)
whichever of [31, Ex. 4.16 or Ex. 4.17] are used to define (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,).
Suppose ({1, . . . , n},, κ) isA-data with S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0 and κ({1, . . . , n})= α.
Then dim◦κ ≡ 1 by Proposition 5.13, forcing chj (κ(i)) = 0 for j < m − 1 and c1(E′)×
chm−1(κ(i)) > 0 for all i and ample line bundles E′ on P . Since
∑n
i=1 chm−1(κ(i)) = chm−1(α)
it is not difficult to see there are only finitely many possible choices for n and chm−1(κ(i)),
i = 1, . . . , n.
Let k, l be as in Theorem 4.6. Using (74) and τ˜ ◦ κ(k)  τ˜ (α), τ ◦ κ(k)  τ ◦ κ(i),
1  c1(E˜) chm−1(κ(k))  c1(E˜) chm−1(α), 1  c1(E) chm−1(κ(k)) and c1(E) chm−1(κ(i)) 
c1(E) chm−1(α) we deduce the first inequality of
c1(E) chm−1(α) · min
(
chm(α)+ 12c1(P ) chm−1(α),0
)
 chm
(
κ(i)
)+ 1
2
c1(P ) chm−1
(
κ(i)
)
 c1(E) chm−1(α) · max
(
chm(α)+ 12c1(P ) chm−1(α),0
)
(75)
for all i = 1, . . . , n. The second follows in the same way from τ˜ (α) τ˜ ◦ κ(l) and τ ◦ κ(i) τ ◦
κ(l). For each of the finitely many choices for n and chm−1(κ(i)), Eq. (75) shows there are only
finitely many possibilities for chm(κ(i)) in H 2m(P,Z) ∼= Z. So there are finitely many choices
for ch(κ(i)), and thus for κ(i) as (70) is injective. Hence there are only finitely many possibilities
for n,κ . 
Now suppose P is a smooth 2-dimensional K-variety, that is, a K-surface. Following
[23, p. 71], define the discriminant of X ∈ coh(P ) to be
Δ(X)= 2 rk(X)c2(X)−
(
rk(X)− 1)c1(X)2
= ch1
([X])2 − 2 ch0([X]) ch2([X]) (76)
in H 4(P,Z)∼= Z, where the second line follows from (71). More generally, if α ∈ C(coh(P )) we
write Δ(α) = ch1(α)2 − 2 ch0(α) ch2(α) in Z. We are interested in discriminants because of the
following important inequality due to Bogomolov [23, Th. 3.4.1] when charK = 0, and Langer
[34, Th. 3.3] when charK > 0.
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or 4.17] on A = coh(P ) defined using an ample line bundle E, and X ∈ A be τ -semistable.
Then Δ(X)  C rk(X)2(rk(X) − 1)2, where C = 0 if charK = 0, and C < 0 depends only on
P, charK and E if charK > 0.
Drawing on ideas from Huybrechts and Lehn [23, §4.C], we prove a finiteness result for
dimension two A-data ({1, . . . , n},, κ). It is related to Yoshioka [47, §2], who proves that for
P a smooth projective surface over C and α ∈ C(coh(P )) fixed the ample cone of P is divided
into finitely many chambers, and if (γ,G2,) is Gieseker stability with respect to an ample line
bundle E then Objαss(γ ) depends only on which chamber c1(E) lies in.
Theorem 5.16. Let P be a smooth projective surface, and A= coh(P ), K(A) as in [29, Ex. 9.1].
Suppose (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are permissible weak stability conditions on A from [31, Ex. 4.16
or 4.17], defined using ample line bundles E, E˜. Let α ∈ C(A) with dimα = 2. Then there exist
at most finitely many sets of A-data ({1, . . . , n},, κ) with κ({1, . . . , n}) = α, S({1, . . . , n},,
κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0, and Δ(κ(i))  C rk(κ(i))2(rk(κ(i)) − 1)2 for i = 1, . . . , n and C as above, and if
there are any such n, κ then Δ(α) C rk(α)2(rk(α)− 1)2.
Proof. Identifying H 4(P,Z) ∼= Z, for β ∈ C(A) with dimβ = 2 define
μ(β)= c1(β)c1(E)/ rk(β) and μ˜(β)= c1(β)c1(E˜)/ rk(β) in Q. (77)
For s ∈ [0,1] define μs(β) = (1 − s)μ(β) + sμ˜(β) in R. By computing Hilbert polynomials
with respect to E, E˜ using (71)–(73) and referring to [31, Ex.s 4.16–4.17], we can show that if
β,γ ∈ C(A) with dimβ = 2 = dimγ then μ(β) < μ(γ ) implies τ(β) < τ(γ ) and μ˜(β) < μ˜(γ )
implies τ˜ (β) < τ˜ (γ ). So we shall use μ, μ˜ as substitutes for τ , τ˜ in the proof, and μs for s ∈
[0,1] interpolate between them.
Let n,κ be as in the theorem. Then dim◦κ ≡ 2 by Proposition 5.13. If n= 1 the only possibil-
ity is κ(1)= α, so suppose n > 1. For s ∈ [0,1] and 1 i < n, consider the three (not exhaustive)
alternatives:
(a) μs ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) > μs(α) and τ ◦ κ(i) τ ◦ κ(i + 1);
(b) μs ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) < μs(α) and τ ◦ κ(i) > τ ◦ κ(i + 1); or
(c) μs ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) = μs(α).
The point of this is that as μ˜(β) < μ˜(γ ) implies τ˜ (β) < τ˜ (γ ) from above, when s = 1 parts
(a), (b) above imply Definition 4.2(a), (b), and Definition 4.2(a), (b) imply (a)–(c). Thus,
S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) = 0 and Definition 4.2 imply that one of (a)–(c) above hold for all
1 i < n when s = 1.
Similarly, when s = 0 parts (a)–(c) above are related in the same way to Definition 4.2(a), (b)
with τ in place of τ˜ . But S({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ ) = 0 by (32) as n > 1. Therefore Definition 4.2
implies that there exists 1 i < n for which neither (a) nor (b) above holds when s = 0. As one
of (a)–(c) holds for this i when s = 1, the sign of μs ◦ κ({1, . . . , i}) − μs(α) must change over
[0,1], so there exist s ∈ [0,1] and 1 i < n such that (c) holds. Choose such values s0, i0 of s, i
with s0 as large as possible. Then since one of (a)–(c) hold for all 1 i < n at s = 1, it is easy
to see that one of (a)–(c) hold for all 1 i < n at s = s0, and (c) holds for s = s0, i = i0. Also
s0 ∈ Q, as μ, μ˜ take values in Q.
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κ({1, . . . , i0}), α′′ = κ({i0 + 1, . . . , n}), n′ = i0, n′′ = n− i0, κ ′(i) = κ(i), and κ ′′(i)= κ(i + i0).
Then κ ′({1, . . . , n′}) = α′, κ ′′({1, . . . , n′′}) = α′′. As one of (a)–(c) hold for all 1  i < n at
s = s0, and (c) holds for s = s0, i = i0, it is not difficult to see that the analogues of one of (a)–(c)
for α′ and ({1, . . . , n′},, κ ′) hold for s = s0 and all 1  i < n′, and the analogues of one of
(a)–(c) for α′′ and ({1, . . . , n′′},, κ ′′) hold for s = s0 and all 1 i < n′′.
Set ξ = rk(α′)c1(α′′)− rk(α′′)c1(α′) in H 2(P,Z). Then (71), (76) yield
1
rk(α)
Δ(α) = 1
rk(α′)
Δ(α′)+ 1
rk(α′′)
Δ(α′′)− ξ
2
rk(α) rk(α′) rk(α′′)
. (78)
As s0 ∈ Q ∩ [0,1] we can write s0 = p/(p + q) for integers p,q  0 with p + q > 0. Since (c)
holds for s = s0, i = i0 we find that
(
qc1(E)+ pc1(E˜)
)
ξ = 0. (79)
But Eq ⊗ E˜p is ample, so the Hodge Index Theorem [22, Th. V.1.9] implies that ξ2  0, and thus
(78) gives
1
rk(α)
Δ(α) 1
rk(α′)
Δ(α′)+ 1
rk(α′′)
Δ(α′′). (80)
Suppose now that we know that
Δ(α′)C rk(α′)2
(
rk(α′)− 1)2 and Δ(α′′)C rk(α′′)2(rk(α′′)− 1)2. (81)
Then from (78) and rk(α′), rk(α′′) rk(α) we see that
2C rk(α)4
(
rk(α)− 1)2 − rk(α)2Δ(α) ξ2  0,
so there are only finitely many possibilities for the integer ξ2. Combining this with (79) we see
as in the proof of [23, Lem. 4.C.2] that ξ lies in a bounded, and hence finite, subset of H 2(P,Z).
Since 1  rk(α′), rk(α′′)  rk(α) there are only finitely many choices for ch0(α′) = rk(α′)
and ch0(α′′)= rk(α′′). But as c1(α′)+c1(α′′)= c1(α), rk(α′), rk(α′′) and ξ determine ch1(α′)=
c1(α′) and ch1(α′′) = c1(α′′), so there are only finitely many possibilities for these. From (76)
and (81) we see that
ch2(α′) ch1(α′)2/2 ch0(α′)− 12C ch0(α
′)
(
ch0(α′)− 1
)2
,
ch2(α′′) ch1(α′′)2/2 ch0(α′′)− 12C ch0(α
′′)
(
ch0(α′′)− 1
)2
,
so as ch2(α′) + ch2(α′′) = ch2(α) we see that once chi (α′), chi (α′′) are fixed for i = 0,1 there
are only finitely many choices for ch2(α′), ch2(α′′) in Z. Thus, given α,C there are only finitely
many possibilities for ch(α′), ch(α′′), and hence for α′, α′′ as (70) is injective.
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(∗l ) Suppose α ∈ C(A) with dimα = 2 and rk(α)  l, and ({1, . . . , n},, κ) is A-data
with κ({1, . . . , n}) = α and Δ(κ(i))  C rk(κ(i))2(rk(κ(i)) − 1)2 for i = 1, . . . , n, such
that for some s ∈ [0,1] and all 1  i < n one of (a)–(c) above holds. Then Δ(α) 
C rk(α)2(rk(α) − 1)2. Moreover, for fixed α there are only finitely many possibilities for
such n,κ .
When l = 1 this is trivial as the only possibility is n= 1 and κ(1)= α. Suppose by induction that
(∗l ) holds for l  1, and let α ∈ C(A) with rk(α) = l + 1, and n, κ be as in (∗l+1). Construct
s0 ∈ [0, s] and α′, n′, κ ′, α′′, n′′, κ ′′ as in the first part of the proof. Then rk(α′), rk(α′′) l, so
α′, n′, κ ′ and α′′, n′′, κ ′′ satisfy the conditions of (∗l ), which implies (81) holds. Combining this
with (80) and rk(α)= rk(α′)+ rk(α′′) gives Δ(α) C rk(α)2(rk(α)− 1)2, as we want.
By the first part there are only finitely many possibilities for α′, α′′. For each of these, (∗l )
shows there are only finitely many choices for n′, κ ′ and n′′, κ ′′. But these determine n, κ , so
there are only finitely many possibilities for n, κ , completing the inductive step. Thus (∗l ) holds
for all l  1. The theorem now follows from the first part of the proof, which showed that for
n,κ as in the theorem the hypotheses of (∗l ) hold with s = 1. 
Definition 5.1, Proposition 5.14 and Theorems 5.15–5.16 show the change from (τ, T ,)
to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) is globally finite, so the change from (τ˜ , T˜ ,) to (τ, T ,) is too by symmetry.
Theorem 5.9 now follows from Corollary 5.8.
6. Invariants
Given a permissible weak stability condition (τ, T ,) onA, we now consider how best to de-
fine systems of invariants Iss(· · ·) of A and (τ, T ,) which ‘count’ τ -semistable objects in class
α ∈ K(A), or more generally ‘count’ (I,, κ)-configurations (σ, ι,π) with σ({i}) τ -semistable
for all i ∈ I . Obviously there are many ways of doing this, so we need to decide what are the most
interesting, or useful, ways to define invariants. For instance, we could ask that the invariants we
choose can be calculated in examples, or are important in other areas of mathematics.
The criterion we shall use to select interesting invariants is that they should satisfy natural
identities, and the more identities the better. Of course, this is not unrelated to other criteria; for
instance, such identities are powerful tools for calculating the invariants in examples, as we shall
see, and may be a reason for the invariants to be important in other areas.
We shall divide the identities we are interested in into additive identities, for which the Iss(· · ·)
should take values in an abelian group or Q-vector space, and multiplicative identities, for which
the Iss(· · ·) should take values in a ring or Q-algebra. Here is a very general way of defining
invariants satisfying useful additive identities.
Definition 6.1. Let K,A,K(A) satisfy Assumption 3.5, and suppose Λ is a Q-vector space and
ρ : SFal(ObjA) → Λ a Q-linear map. Let (τ, T ,) be a permissible weak stability condition
on A. For all A-data (I,, κ), define invariants Iss(I,, κ, τ ) in Λ by Iss(I,, κ, τ ) = ρ ◦
σ (I )∗δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ).
Remark 6.2. Here are some ways we might choose the linear map ρ:
(a) When charK = 0 we could take ρ = ρ′ ◦ π stkObjA , for some linear ρ′ : CF(ObjA) → Λ.
This would have the advantage of making the meaning of the invariants—what they are
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Objαst(τ ) of τ -stable elements in class α, rather than the more obscure stack function
δ¯αst(τ ) of [31, §8]. In the same way, we could take ρ = ρ′ ◦ Π¯Θ,ΩObjA for some linear
ρ′ : SFal(ObjA,Θ,Ω) → Λ. Then as in the discussion before [31, Th. 8.7], we could in-
terpret Iαst (τ ) as counting ‘virtual τ -stables’ in class α, etc.
(b) As in Section 6.1 we could take ρ = ρ′ ◦ Π∗, where Π :ObjA → SpecK is the projec-
tion, Π∗ maps SFal(ObjA) → SF(SpecK) (not SF(SpecK) as Π is not representable),
and ρ′ : SF(SpecK) →Λ is linear. Then Iss(I,, κ, τ ) = ρ′([Mss(I,, κ, τ )]), so Iss(I,,
κ, τ ) depends only on the moduli space Mss(I,, κ, τ ) and not on its projection to ObjA.
(c) We could take Λ to be a Q-algebra and ρ : SFal(ObjA) → Λ to be an algebra morphism,
such as those constructed in [30, §6]. This would imply multiplicative identities on the in-
variants in Λ. In the same way, we could restrict to invariants coming from L¯paτ and take
ρ : SFindal (ObjA)→ Λ to be a Lie algebra morphism, as in [30, §6.6].
Applying ρ ◦ σ (K)∗ to (47) in Theorem 5.2 gives:
Theorem 6.3. Let Assumption 3.5 hold, (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) be permissible weak stability condi-
tions on A, and Iss(∗) be as in Definition 6.1. Suppose the change from (τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) is
globally finite, and there exists a weak stability condition (τˆ , Tˆ ,) on A dominating (τ, T ,),
(τ˜ , T˜ ,) with the change from (τˆ , Tˆ ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) locally finite. Then for all A-data
(K,,μ) the following holds in Λ, with only finitely many nonzero terms:
∑
iso.
classes
of finite
sets I
1
|I |! ·
∑
,κ,φ: (I,,κ) is A-data,
(I,,K,φ) is dominant,
=P(I,,K,φ),
κ(φ−1(k))=μ(k) fork∈K
T (I,, κ,K,φ, τ, τ˜ ) · Iss(I,, κ, τ )
= Iss(K,,μ, τ˜ ). (82)
Knowing Iss(I,, κ, τ ) for all (I,, κ) is equivalent to knowing the restriction ρ : H¯paτ → Λ.
We know from Section 5 that under mild conditions, if (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are permissi-
ble weak stability conditions on A then H¯paτ = H¯paτ˜ , as in (54), so knowing Iss(I,, κ, τ ) for
all (I,, κ) is equivalent to knowing Iss(I,, κ, τ˜ ) for all (I,, κ). Theorem 6.3 makes this
equivalence explicit.
In the same way, subsystems of the Iss(∗, τ ) are equivalent to knowing the restrictions of ρ
to H¯toτ , L¯paτ and L¯toτ . For example, knowing Iss(I,, κ, τ ) for all (I,, κ) with  a total order
is equivalent to knowing ρ : H¯toτ → Λ. If (K,) is a total order then all (I,) occurring in (82)
are total orders, corresponding to the fact that H¯toτ = H¯toτ˜ . Thus, the Iss(I,, κ, τ ) with (I,)
a total order form a closed subsystem of the system Iss(∗, τ ) under change of stability condition.
We can also define other families of invariants Isi, Ist, I bss, I bsi, I
b
st(I,, κ, τ ) in Λ by applying
ρ ◦ σ (I )∗ to the stack functions δ¯si, δ¯st, δ¯bss, δ¯ bsi, δ¯bst(I,, κ, τ ) of [31, §8], and Iαss, Iαsi , Iαst , J α(τ )
by applying ρ to δ¯αss, δ¯αsi, δ¯
α
st, ¯
α(τ ). Then the identities of [31, §8] yield many additive identities
between these families of invariants. For instance, the stack function analogue of (14) implies
that
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∑
iso. classes
of finite sets I
1
|I |! ·
∑
,κ: (I,,κ) is A-data,
κ(I )=α, τ◦κ≡τ(α)
Iss(I,, κ, τ )
·
∑
p.o.s  on I dominating 
n(I,,)N(I,). (83)
Here Iαst (τ ) is an invariant which ‘counts’ τ -stable objects in class α ∈ K(A) (though see
Remark 6.2(a) on this point). One overall moral is that all the invariants can be written in terms
of the Iss(∗, τ ), so we use Iss(∗, τ ) for preference. The other invariants will be useful for some
purposes though; for instance, from [31, Def. 8.9] we see that ρ : L¯paτ → Λ is determined by the
I bsi(I,, κ, τ ) or I bst(I,, κ, τ ) for connected (I,), so these I bsi(∗, τ ) or I bst(∗, τ ) form a closed
subsystem under change of stability condition.
In the rest of the section we study examples in which Λ is a Q-algebra and the invari-
ants satisfy additional multiplicative identities. The obvious way to do this is to arrange that
ρ : SFal(ObjA) → Λ is an algebra morphism, or ρ : SFindal (ObjA) → Λ a Lie algebra morphism,
as in the constructions of [30, §6]. But in [30, §5.1] we also define multilinear operations P(I,)
on SFal(ObjA), and in some cases we can arrange for these to commute with operations P(I,)
on Λ.
Multiplicative identities imply that the full system of invariants Iss(I,, κ, τ ) is wholly de-
termined by a smaller generating subset of invariants. For instance, if ρ is an algebra morphism
then ρ on H¯paτ or H¯toτ is determined by its value on a set of generators for H¯paτ or H¯toτ , such as
the δ¯αss(τ ) or ¯α(τ ) for H¯toτ . This reduces the amount of data needed to specify the Iss(∗, τ ), and
so simplifies the problem of computing invariants in examples. So where we can we will focus
on the invariants Iαss(τ ), J α(τ ) associated to δ¯αss(τ ), ¯α(τ ).
6.1. Multiplicative relations from disconnected (I,)
As in [31, §7.2], if (I,) is a finite poset let ≈ be the equivalence relation on I generated by
i ≈ j if i  j or j  i, and define the connected components of (I,) to be the ≈-equivalence
classes. We shall now study invariants Iss(I,, κ, τ ) that are multiplicative over disjoint unions
of connected components.
Definition 6.4. Let Assumption 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,) be a permissible weak stability condition
on A. Suppose Λ is a commutative Q-algebra and ρ′ : SF(SpecK) → Λ an algebra morphism.
As in Remark 6.2(b), define invariants Iss(I,, κ, τ ) in Λ for all A-data (I,, κ) by
Iss(I,, κ, τ )= ρ′ ◦Π∗δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ) = ρ′
([Mss(I,, κ, τ )]), (84)
with Π :ObjA→ SpecK the projection and Π∗ : SFal(ObjA)→ SF(SpecK).
There are many ways of constructing such ρ′. For example, we can take Λ = SF(SpecK)
and ρ′ = idΛ. Or for any Υ,Λ satisfying Assumption 2.10, such as Example 2.11 or others in
[28, §4.1], we can take ρ′ to be the morphism Υ ′ of Theorem 2.13. Also, using the notation of
[27, §4.4], if charK = 0 and w is any allowable multiplicative weight function on affine alge-
braic K-groups taking values in Q, then Λ = Q and ρ′ : [R] → χw(R(K)) defines an algebra
morphism. Examples of such w are given in [27, Prop. 4.16].
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conditions on A, in contrast to the identities of Sections 6.2–6.5, which require assumptions on
the groups Exti (X,Y ) for X,Y ∈A.
Proposition 6.5. Let Assumption 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,) be a permissible weak stability condition
on A, and define invariants Iss(I,, κ, τ ) as in Definition 6.4. Suppose (J,, λ), (K,,μ) are
A-data with J ∩ K = ∅. Define A-data (I,, κ) by I = J  K , κ|J = λ, κ|K = μ, and i  i′
for i, i′ ∈ I if either i, i′ ∈ J and i  i′, or i, i′ ∈ K and i  i′. Then
Iss(I,, κ, τ )= Iss(J,, λ, τ ) · Iss(K,,μ, τ). (85)
Equation (85) also holds with Iss replaced by Isi, Ist, I bss, I bsi or I bst throughout.
Proof. As in [29, §7.4] we can prove we have a 1-isomorphism:
S(I,, J )× S(I,,K) :M(I,, κ)A → M(J,, λ)A ×M(K,,μ)A.
This implies (S(I,, J ) × S(I,,K))∗(Mss(I,, κ, τ )A) =Mss(J,, λ, τ )A ×Mss(K,,
μ, τ)A, so [Mss(I,, κ, τ )A] = [Mss(J,, λ, τ )A] · [Mss(K,,μ, τ)A] in the algebra
SF(SpecK). Equation (85) then follows from (84) and ρ′ an algebra morphism. The ana-
logues for Isi, . . . , I bst can be deduced from (85) and the additive identities relating Iss(∗, τ )
and Isi, . . . , I bst(∗, τ ) that follow from the additive identities on δ¯ss, . . . , δ¯ bst(∗, τ ) in [31, §8]. 
We see from (85) that all Iss(I,, κ, τ ) are determined by the subset of Iss(I,, κ, τ ) with
(I,) connected. Equivalently, they are determined by the subset of I bsi(I,, κ, τ ) with (I,)
connected. But by [31, Def. 8.9], the Lie algebra L¯paτ is spanned by δ¯bsi(I,, κ, τ ) with (I,)
connected. Therefore (85) implies that ρ = ρ′ ◦Π∗ : H¯paτ →Λ is determined by ρ : L¯paτ → Λ.
Here is a different way to define invariants Iss(∗, τ ) satisfying (85).
Definition 6.6. Let Assumption 3.5 hold, with K of characteristic zero. Then each X ∈A may
be written X ∼=X1 ⊕· · ·⊕Xn, for X1, . . . ,Xn indecomposable inA, and unique up to order and
isomorphism. Identifying X with X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Xn, define an algebraic K-subgroup TX of Aut(X)
by
TX =
{
λ1 idX1 +λ2 idX2 +· · · + λn idXn : λ1, . . . , λn ∈ K×
}∼= (K×)n.
Then TX is a maximal torus in Aut(X), so Aut(X)/TX is a quasiprojective K-variety, and its
Euler characteristic χ(Aut(X)/TX) exists as in [27, §3.3].
Now End(X) is a finite-dimensional K-algebra. Applying the Wedderburn structure the-
orem [3, §1.3] gives an algebra isomorphism End(X)/J (End(X)) ∼= ⊕ri=1 End(Kni ), where
J (End(X)) is the Jacobson radical, a nilpotent, two-sided ideal in End(X), and n= n1+· · ·+nr .
This implies an isomorphism of varieties Aut(X)/TX ∼= Kl ×∏ni=1 GL(ni,K)/(K×)ni , where
l = dimJ (End(X)) and (K×)ni ⊆ GL(ni,K) is the subgroup of diagonal matrices. Elementary
calculation then shows that χ(Aut(X)/TX)=∏ri=1 ni !, which is nonzero.
Define Λ = Q[t], the Q-algebra of rational polynomials in t . Define a weight function
w :ObjA(K) → Λ by w([X]) = χ(Aut(X)/TX)−1tn, for n,TX as above. This is well-defined
as χ(Aut(X)/TX) = 0 from above, and is locally constructible on ObjA. One can prove that this
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i • j only if i = j , and P({1,2},•) be the bilinear operation on CF(ObjA) studied in [30, §4.8].
Then for all f,g ∈ CF(ObjA) we have
χna
(
ObjA,w · P({1,2},•)(f, g)
)= χna(ObjA,w · f ) · χna(ObjA,w · g) in Λ, (86)
using the naïve weighted Euler characteristic of [27, §4.1]. The proof is elementary: we calculate
the multiples of f ([X])g([Y ]) contributing to each side at [X ⊕ Y ] and show they are the same.
Now let (τ, T ,) be a permissible stability condition on A and define
Iss(I,, κ, τ ) = χna
(
ObjA,w · CFstk
(
σ (I )
)
δss(I,, κ, τ )
)
= χna(ObjA,w · π stkObjA ◦ σ (I )∗δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ )) (87)
for all (I,, κ). Then using CFstk(σ (I ))δss(I,, κ, τ ) = P(I,)(δκ(i)ss (τ ): i ∈ I ), (86) and
[30, Th. 4.22] we find these invariants satisfy (85).
The Iss(∗, τ ) of (87) do not come from Definition 6.4. Remark 6.2(a) applies to them, so
that invariants such as Iαst (τ ) in (83) have a clear interpretation. In fact, combining (14), (83)
and (87) yields Iαst (τ ) = χna(ObjA,w · δαst(τ )). But any τ -stable X has Aut(X) ∼= K×, so w ∼= t
on Objαst(τ ), giving Iαst (τ ) = tχna(Objαst(τ )), arguably the simplest, most obvious way to ‘count’
τ -stables.
6.2. When Exti (X,Y ) = 0 for all X,Y ∈A and i > 1
Recall that a K-linear abelian category A is called of finite type if Exti (X,Y ) is a finite-
dimensional K-vector space for all X,Y ∈ A and i  0, and Exti (X,Y ) = 0 for i  0. Then
there is a unique biadditive map χ :K0(A) × K0(A) → Z on the Grothendieck group K0(A)
known as the Euler form, satisfying
χ
([X], [Y ])=∑
i0
(−1)i dimK Exti (X,Y ) for all X,Y ∈A. (88)
We shall suppose K(A) in Assumption 3.5 is chosen such that χ factors through the projec-
tion K0(A) → K(A), and so descends to χ : K(A) × K(A) → Z. This holds for nearly all the
examples of [29, §9–§10].
Now assume Exti (X,Y ) = 0 for all X,Y ∈A and i > 1. Then (88) becomes
dimK Hom(X,Y )− dimK Ext1(X,Y ) = χ
([X], [Y ]) for all X,Y ∈A. (89)
This happens for A = coh(P ) in [29, Ex. 9.1] with P a smooth projective curve, and for A =
mod-KQ in [29, Ex. 10.5].
Supposing (89) and Assumption 2.10, [30, §6.2] defined an algebra morphism
ΦΛ ◦ΠΥ,ΛObjA : SFal(ObjA)→ A(A,Λ,χ), (90)
where A(A,Λ,χ) is an explicit algebra depending only on K(A),C(A),χ and Λ. In fact we
defined ΦΛ on the algebra SF(ObjA,Υ,Λ), but composing with the projection from SFal(ObjA)
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tilinear operations P(I,) on SFal(ObjA) of [30, §5.1] with operations P(I,) on A(A,Λ,χ).
We shall define families of invariants Iαss(τ )Λ,J α(τ )Λ
◦,Ω and Iss(I,, κ, τ )Λ, J bsi(I,,
κ, τ )Λ
◦,Ω taking values in the algebras Λ, Λ◦, Ω of Assumption 2.10, which will satisfy multi-
plicative identities when (90) is an algebra morphism. For later use we define them without extra
assumptions on Exti (X,Y ).
Definition 6.7. Let Assumptions 2.10 and 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,) be a permissible weak stability
condition. For all α ∈ C(A) and A-data (I,, κ) define
Iαss(τ )
Λ = Υ ′ ◦Π∗δ¯αss(τ ) and Iss(I,, κ, τ )Λ = Υ ′ ◦Π∗ ◦ σ (I )∗δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ) (91)
in Λ, where Υ ′ : SF(SpecK) → Λ is as in Theorem 2.13 and Π :ObjA → SpecK is the pro-
jection, so that Π∗ maps SFal(ObjA) → SF(SpecK). Now suppose (I,) is connected. Then
[31, §8] defines stack functions ¯α(τ ), δ¯bsi(I,, κ, τ ), which lie in SFindal (ObjA) by [31, Th. 8.7].
Define
Jα(τ)Λ
◦ = (− 1)Υ ′ ◦Π∗¯α(τ ) and
(92)
J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Λ
◦ = (− 1)Υ ′ ◦Π∗ ◦ σ (I )∗δ¯bsi(I,, κ, τ ).
Suppose f ∈ SFindal (ObjA), so that Πvi1 (f ) = f . Then Πvi1 is also the identity on the
projection Π¯Υ,Λ◦SpecK ◦ Π∗(f ) of f to SF(SpecK,Υ,Λ◦), since Πvi1 commutes with Π¯Υ,Λ
◦
SpecK
and Π∗. Using the explicit description [28, Prop. 6.11] of SF(SpecK,Υ,Λ◦) we now see that
Π¯
Υ,Λ◦
SpecK ◦Π∗(f )= β[[SpecK/K×]] for some β ∈Λ◦. Now Υ ′ factors via Π¯Υ,Λ
◦
SpecK, and it easily
follows that ( − 1)Υ ′ ◦ Π∗(f ) = β , so that ( − 1)Υ ′ ◦ Π∗ maps SFindal (ObjA) → Λ◦ ⊂ Λ. It
follows that Jα(τ)Λ◦ , J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Λ
◦
actually lie in Λ◦. Thus we may define
Jα(τ)Ω = π(Jα(τ)Λ◦) and J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Ω = π(J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Λ◦), (93)
where π :Λ◦ →Ω is as in Assumption 2.10.
Note that Remark 6.2(b) applies, so that
Iαss(τ )
Λ = Υ ′([Objαss(τ )]) and Iss(I,, κ, τ )Λ = Υ ′([Mss(I,, κ, τ )A]).
When (τ, T ,) is a stability condition we can also define J bst(I,, κ, τ )Λ
◦,Ω in the same way,
using δ¯bst(I,, κ, τ ) ∈ SFindal (ObjA) from [31, §8]. With the obvious notation we have J bsi(I,,
κ, τ )Λ
◦ = (− 1)I bsi(I,, κ, τ )Λ.
Theorem 6.8. Let Assumptions 2.10 and 3.5 hold and χ :K(A)×K(A) → Z be biadditive and
satisfy (89). Then for all α ∈ C(A) and A-data (I,, κ) the following hold, with only finitely
many nonzero terms:
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◦ =
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α, τ◦κ≡τ(α)

−∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i)) (−1)n−1(− 1)
n
n∏
i=1
I κ(i)ss (τ )
Λ, (94)
Iαss(τ )
Λ =
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α, τ◦κ≡τ(α)

−∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i)) (− 1)−n
n!
n∏
i=1
J κ(i)(τ )Λ
◦
, and (95)
Iss(I,, κ, τ )Λ = −
∑
i =j∈I : ij χ(κ(j),κ(i)) ·
∏
i∈I
I κ(i)ss (τ )
Λ. (96)
Suppose (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are permissible weak stability conditions on A, the change from
(τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) is globally finite, and there exists a weak stability condition (τˆ , Tˆ ,) onA
dominating (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) with the change from (τˆ , Tˆ ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) locally finite. Then
for all α ∈ C(A) the following hold, with only finitely many nonzero terms:
Iαss(τ˜ )
Λ =
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜) · −∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i))
·
n∏
i=1
I κ(i)ss (τ )
Λ, (97)
Jα(τ˜ )Λ
◦ =
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
U
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜) · −∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i))
· (− 1)1−n
n∏
i=1
J κ(i)(τ )Λ
◦
. (98)
Proof. The definition of ΦΛ in [30, §6.2] gives ΦΛ ◦ ΠΥ,ΛObjA(δ¯αss(τ )) = Iαss(τ )Λaα ,
ΦΛ ◦ ΠΥ,ΛObjA(σ (I )∗ δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ )) = Iss(I,, κ, τ )Λaκ(I) and ΦΛ ◦ Π
Υ,Λ
ObjA(
α(τ )) =
( − 1)−1Jα(τ)Λ◦aα , where aα for α ∈ C¯(A) are a Λ-basis for A(A,Λ,χ). Equations (94)–
(95) and (97)–(98) follow from (21), (23), (45) and (49) respectively, the definition [30, Def. 6.3]
of multiplication in A(A,Λ,χ), and the fact [30, Th. 6.4] that (90) is an algebra morphism.
The powers of  − 1 compensate for the factor  − 1 in (93). There are only finitely many
nonzero terms in each equation as this holds for (21), (23), (45), and (49). Equation (96)
follows from σ (I )∗δ¯ss(I,, κ, τ ) = P(I,)(δ¯κ(i)ss (τ ): i ∈ I ), the definition [30, Def. 6.3] of
P(I,) in A(A,Λ,χ), and the fact [30, Th. 6.4] that (90) intertwines the P(I,) on SFal(ObjA)
and A(A,Λ,χ). 
Equations (94)–(95) show that when (89) holds the systems of invariants Iαss(τ )Λ and Jα(τ)Λ
◦
for α ∈ C(A) are equivalent. But one can argue the Jα(τ)Λ◦ are better, since they take their
values in the smaller algebra Λ◦, and so it takes less information to describe them. Equivalently,
the Iαss(τ )Λ satisfy natural identities, that the right-hand side of (94) lies in Λ◦ for all α ∈ C(A).
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A(A,Λ,χ) is a commutative algebra, as its multiplication relations are aα  aβ = −χ(β,α)aα+β .
Now Theorem 5.4 shows that (49) may be rewritten
¯α(τ˜ )= ¯α(τ )+ sum of multiple commutators of two or more ¯κ(i)(τ ).
Projecting this to the commutative algebra A(A,Λ,χ) under the algebra morphism (90), the
multiple commutators go to zero, giving ΦΛ ◦ ΠΥ,ΛObjA(¯α(τ˜ )) = ΦΛ ◦ Π
Υ,Λ
ObjA(¯
α(τ )). So as
ΦΛ ◦ΠΥ,ΛObjA(α(τ )) = (− 1)−1Jα(τ)Λ
◦
aα we deduce:
Corollary 6.9. In Theorem 6.8, if χ is symmetric then Jα(τ˜ )Λ◦ = Jα(τ)Λ◦ and Jα(τ˜ )Ω =
Jα(τ)Ω for all α ∈ C(A).
We compute the invariants of Definition 6.7 explicitly when A= mod-KQ.
Example 6.10. Let Q= (Q0,Q1, b, e) be a quiver. That is, Q0 is a finite set of vertices, Q1 is a
finite set of arrows, and b, e :Q1 → Q0 are maps giving the beginning and end of each arrow. Fix
an algebraically closed field K, and takeA to be the abelian category mod-KQ of representations
of Q. Objects X = (Xv,ρa) ∈ mod-KQ comprise of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces Xv for
all v ∈Q0 and linear maps ρa :Xb(a) →Xe(a) for all a ∈Q1.
Define data K(A),FA satisfying Assumption 3.5 as in [29, Ex. 10.5]. Then K(A) = ZQ0 ,
with elements of K(A) written as maps Q0 → Z, and [(Xv,ρa)] = α in K(A) if dimK Xv =
α(v) for all v ∈ Q0. It is well known that Extm(X,Y ) is zero for all X,Y ∈A and m  2, and
(89) holds with χ given by
χ(α,β) =
∑
v∈Q0
α(v)β(v)−
∑
a∈Q1
α
(
b(a)
)
β
(
e(a)
)
for α,β ∈ ZQ0 .
As in the proof of [29, Th. 10.11], for α ∈ C(A) there is a 1-isomorphism
ObjαA ∼=
[
K
∑
a∈Q1 α(b(a))α(e(a))
/ ∏
v∈Q0
GL
(
α(v),K
)]
. (99)
Now suppose Assumption 2.10 holds with this K. Then Theorem 2.13 defines an algebra
morphism Υ ′ : SF(SpecK) →Λ. Noting that∏v∈Q0 GL(α(v),K) is a special algebraic K-group
and using Theorem 2.13, Υ ([Kn])= n and a formula for Υ ([GL(m,K)]) in [28, Lem. 4.5], we
deduce from (99) that
Υ ′
([
ObjαA
])= 
∑
a∈Q1 α(b(a))α(e(a))−
∑
v∈Q0 α(v)(α(v)−1)/2∏
v∈Q0
∏α(v)
k=1 (k − 1)
. (100)
Let (τ, T ,) be any weak stability condition on A, such as the slope stability condi-
tions of [29, Ex. 4.14]. Then (τ, T ,) is permissible by [29, Cor. 4.13]. Define invariants
Iαss(τ )
Λ, Iss(I,, κ, τ )Λ as in (91). One possibility for (τ, T ,) is the trivial stability condition
(0, {0},). Since every object is 0-semistable we have Objαss(0)= ObjαA(K), and thus Iαss(τ )Λ =
Υ ′([Objα ]), which is given by (100). Applying Theorem 6.8 with (0, {0},) in place ofA
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using (60), from (97) and (100) we deduce that for all α ∈ C(A) we have
∑
A-data
({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α,
τ◦κ({1,...,i})>τ(α),
1i<n
(−1)n−1 ·
[ ∏
1i<jn

∑
a∈Q1 κ(j)(b(a))κ(i)(e(a))−
∑
v∈Q0 κ(j)(v)κ(i)(v)
]
·
[
n∏
i=1

∑
a∈Q1 κ(i)(b(a))κ(i)(e(a))−
∑
v∈Q0 κ(i)(v)(κ(i)(v)−1)/2∏
v∈Q0
∏κ(i)(v)
k=1 (k − 1)
]
= Iαss(τ )Λ. (101)
Combining this with (94), (96) gives expressions for Jα(τ)Λ◦ , Iss(I,, κ, τ )Λ. It might be in-
teresting rewrite this formula for Jα(τ)Λ◦ so that every term lies in Λ◦. Then projecting to Ω
would give a formula for Jα(τ)Ω . This would, for instance, enable easier calculation of Euler
characteristics of quiver moduli spaces in the case Objαss(τ )= Objαst(τ ).
We can relate Example 6.10 to results of Reineke [38]. Take K = C, let (τ, T ,) be a
slope stability condition on A= mod-CQ as in [31, Ex. 4.14], and let α ∈ C(A) be ‘coprime,’
which essentially means that Objαst(τ ) = Objαss(τ ), that is, τ -stability and τ -semistability coin-
cide in class α. Regarding Objαss(τ ) as an open C-substack of ObjA we have a 1-isomorphism
Objαss(τ ) ∼=Mαss(τ )× [SpecC/C×], where Mαss(τ ) is a nonsingular complex projective variety.
Here the factor [SpecC/C×] arises as IsoC(X) ∼= C× for all X ∈ Objαst(τ ) = Objαss(τ ), and we
can split the stabilizers off as a product with [SpecC/C×]. Since Υ ([C×]) = − 1, we see that
Υ
([Mαss(τ )])= (− 1)Υ ′([Mαss(τ )× [SpecC/C×]])= (− 1)Iαss(τ )Λ. (102)
Equations (101) and (102) thus give an explicit expression for Υ ([Mαss(τ )]).
Now in [38, Cor. 6.8], Reineke gives a formula for the Poincaré polynomial P(Mαss(τ ); z), as
in Example 2.11. Putting  = z2 in (101) and (102), careful comparison shows that our formula
agrees with Reineke’s. We have reproved Reineke’s result by quite different methods, and also
extended it: Reineke restricts to K = C, to slope functions, to Poincaré polynomials, and to co-
prime α, but Example 6.10 holds for algebraically closed K, arbitrary weak stability conditions,
any motivic invariant Υ satisfying Assumption 2.10 (such as virtual Hodge polynomials), and
all α ∈ C(A). In particular, we can now interpret Reineke’s formula for non-coprime α.
6.3. Counting vector bundles on smooth curves
In two seminal papers which have been elaborated on by many other authors since, Harder and
Narasimhan [21] and Atiyah and Bott [1] found recursive formulae for the Poincaré polynomials
of moduli spaces of semistable vector bundles with fixed rank and determinant over a smooth
curve P of genus g. We will now recast this in our own framework, using the ideas of Section 2.4.
Let K be an algebraically closed field, P a smooth projective curve over K with genus g, and
take A = coh(P ) with data K(A),FA satisfying Assumption 3.5 as in [29, Ex. 9.1]. Identify
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in K(A) = Z2, and then
C(A)= {(n, d) ∈ Z2: n 0, and d > 0 if n= 0}. (103)
Also Exti (X,Y ) = 0 for all X,Y ∈ A and i > 1, so (89) holds, and using the Riemann–Roch
Theorem we find that χ :K(A)×K(A) → Z2 is given by
χ
(
(n1, d1), (n2, d2)
)= n1d2 − d1n2 − (g − 1)n1n2. (104)
There is an ample line bundle E on P with [E] = (1,1) in K(A), such that if X ∈ A with
[X] = (n, d) in K(A) then the Hilbert polynomial of X with respect to E is pX(t) = nt +
d + n(1 − g). Let (γ,G1,) be the Gieseker stability condition on A = coh(P ) defined in
[31, Ex. 4.16] using this E; since dimP = 1 this coincides with μ-stability in [31, Ex. 4.17]. It is
permissible by [31, Th. 4.20]. Let (δ,D1,) be the purity weak stability condition on A defined
in [31, Ex. 4.18], so that X ∈A is δ-semistable if and only if it is pure. It is not permissible.
As (δ,D1,) dominates (γ,G1,), Theorem 5.11 applies with (γ,G1,), (δ,D1,) in
place of (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,). We shall rewrite (57) with α = (n, d) for n > 0 and d ∈ Z. For n,κ
as in (57), replace n by k and write κ(i) = (ni, di) for i = 1, . . . , k, and use (103). Since n > 0
we have δ(α)= t , and from [31, Ex. 4.18] we see that δ ◦κ(i) is t if ni > 0 and 1 if ni = 0, so the
condition τ˜ ◦κ ≡ τ˜ (α) in (57) is equivalent to ni > 0 for all i. Then γ ◦κ(i) = t +di/ni +1−g,
so τ ◦ κ(1) > · · · > τ ◦ κ(n) in (57) is equivalent to d1/n1 > d2/n2 > · · · > dk/nk . Putting all
this together, Theorem 5.11 gives
n∑
k=1
∑
n1,...,nk>0:
n1+···+nk=n
∑
d1,...,dk∈Z: d1+···+dk=d,
d1/n1>···>dk/nk
δ¯(n1,d1)ss (γ ) ∗ δ¯(n2,d2)ss (γ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯(nk,dk)ss (γ )
= δ¯(n,d)ss (δ), (105)
which holds as an infinite sum in LSF(ObjA) converging as in Definition 2.16.
We shall show that (105) is strongly convergent. To do this we will need some dimension
calculations. Suppose α ∈ C(A) and [X] ∈ Objαss(γ ). Then the Zariski tangent space to ObjαA at
[X] is Ext1(X,X), and IsoK(X) = Aut(X) which is open in Hom(X,X). Since Ext2(X,X) = 0
and Objαss(γ ) is open in ObjαA(K) we see by deformation theory (see for instance [23, §2.A,
§4.5]) that the dimension of Objαss(γ ) near X is dim Ext1(X,X) − dim Hom(X,X), which is
−χ(α,α) by (89). As this is independent of [X] we see that dim Objαss(γ ) = dim Objαss(δ) =
−χ(α,α) provided Objαss(γ ),Objαss(δ) = ∅. Therefore
δ¯αss(γ ) ∈ SF(ObjA)−χ(α,α) and δ¯αss(δ) ∈ LSF(ObjA)−χ(α,α). (106)
Lemma 6.11. In the situation above, suppose a, b ∈ Z, α,β ∈ C(A) and f ∈ SF(ObjA)a
and g ∈ SF(ObjA)b are supported on ObjαA(K) and ObjβA(K) respectively. Then f ∗ g ∈
SF(ObjA)a+b−χ(β,α).
Proof. Clearly f ⊗ g ∈ SF(ObjA×ObjA)a+b . Now [30, Cor. 5.15] gives explicit expressions
for f ⊗ g and f ∗ g, involving vector spaces E0m, E1m isomorphic to Hom(Y,X) and Ext1(Y,X)
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that dimE1m − dimE0m = −χ(β,α). The lemma then easily follows from [30, Cor. 5.15]. 
If (ni, di) ∈ C(A) for i = 1, . . . , k with n = n1 + · · · + nk and d = d1 + · · · + dk then using
(104), (106), induction on k and biadditivity of χ we see that
δ¯(n1,d1)ss (γ ) ∗ δ¯(n2,d2)ss (γ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯(nk,dk)ss (γ ) ∈ΛN, where
N = −
k∑
i=1
χ
(
(ni, di), (ni, di)
)− ∑
1i<jk
χ
(
(nj , dj ), (ni, di)
)
= −χ((n, d), (n, d))+ ∑
1i<jk
χ
(
(ni, di), (nj , dj )
)
= (g − 1)n2 − (g − 1)
∑
1i<jk
ninj +
∑
1i<jk
(nidj − dinj )
max
(
0, (g − 1))n2 + ∑
1i<jk
(nidj − dinj ). (107)
For ni, di as in (105) we have d1/n1 > · · · > dk/nk , which implies that all terms nidj − dinj in
the bottom line of (107) are negative. Using this we prove:
Proposition 6.12. Equation (105) is strongly convergent, in the sense of Definition 2.16. Hence
δ¯
(n,d)
ss (δ) ∈ ESF(ObjA) for all n > 0 and d ∈ Z.
Proof. We already know (105) is convergent. To prove it is strongly convergent, it is enough
to show that for each m ∈ Z there are only finitely many choices of k and ni , di in (105) with
N > m in (107). Let k, ni , di be some such choice. As nidj − dinj < 0 for all 1  i < j  k
from above, we see from (107) that for all 1 i < j  k we have
m− max(0, (g − 1))n2 < nidj − dinj < 0. (108)
Clearly there are only finitely many choices for k and n1, . . . , nk . For each such choice (108)
shows there are only finitely many possibilities for the integers nidj − dinj for 1  i < j  k.
But these and d1 + · · · + dk = d determine d1, . . . , dk , so there are only finitely many choices
for d1, . . . , dk . This proves (105) is strongly convergent. The final part follows as ESF(ObjA) is
closed under strongly convergent limits, from Definition 2.16. 
If d > 0, so that (0, d) ∈ C(A), it is easy to show that every [X] ∈ ObjA(K) is γ - and
δ-semistable, so that Obj(0,d)ss (γ ) = Obj(0,d)ss (δ) = Obj(0,d)A (K). Therefore δ¯(0,d)ss (δ) = δ¯(0,d)ss (γ ) ∈
SF(ObjA), as (γ,G1,) is permissible. Together with Proposition 6.12 this shows δ¯αss(δ) ∈
ESF(ObjA) for all α ∈ C(A).
Definition 6.13. Let Assumption 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,) be a weak stability condition onA. Gen-
eralizing Definition 3.15, we call (τ, T ,) essentially permissible if (i) A is τ -artinian and (ii)
δ¯αss(τ ) ∈ ESF(ObjA) for all α ∈ C(A). Clearly, (τ, T ,) permissible implies (τ, T ,) essen-
tially permissible.
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[31, Lem. 4.19], and (ii) holds as above. Thus (δ,D1,) is essentially permissible, but not per-
missible.
Suppose Assumptions 2.17 and 3.5 hold and (τ, T ,) is an essentially permissible weak
stability condition onA. For α ∈ C(A), define invariants Iαss(τ )Λ in Λ by Iαss(τ )Λ =ΠΛ(δ¯αss(τ )),
where ΠΛ is as in Definition 2.22. If (τ, T ,) is permissible then δ¯αss(τ ) ∈ SF(ObjA), and so
the Iαss(τ )Λ agree with those defined in (91), as ΠΛ coincides with Υ ′ ◦ Π∗ on SF(ObjA) by
Definition 2.22.
Combining Propositions 2.23 and 6.12 shows that applying ΠΛ to (105) yields a conver-
gent identity in Λ. Since (89) holds we are in the situation of Section 6.2, and as δ¯(ni ,di )ss (γ ) ∈
SF(ObjA) and ΠΛ coincides with Υ ′ ◦Π∗ on SF(ObjA), as in the proof of (97) we can rewrite
ΠΛ(δ¯
(n1,d1)
ss (γ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯(nk,dk)ss (γ )) as a power of  times the product of the ΠΛ(δ¯(ni ,di )ss (γ )). This
proves:
Corollary 6.14. Suppose Assumption 2.17 holds, A= coh(P ) for P a smooth projective curve
over K of genus g, and (γ,G1,), (δ,D1,) are as above. Let Iαss(γ )Λ, Iαss(δ)Λ be as in Defin-
ition 6.13. Then for all n > 0 and d ∈ Z we have
n∑
k=1
∑
n1,...,nk>0:
n1+···+nk=n
∑
d1,...,dk∈Z: d1+···+dk=d,
d1/n1>···>dk/nk

∑
1i<jn(nidj−dinj+(g−1)ninj ) ·
k∏
i=1
I (ni ,di )ss (γ )
Λ
= I (n,d)ss (δ)Λ, (109)
which holds as an infinite convergent sum in Λ, as in Definition 2.20.
In the same way, (62) implies the inverse identity to (105). Proposition 6.12 and (106) im-
ply that δ¯αss(δ) ∈ ESF(ObjA)−χ(α,α) for all α ∈ C(A), and using this and a similar argument to
Proposition 6.12 we can show this inverse identity is strongly convergent. Applying ΠΛ as above
thus shows:
Proposition 6.15. In Corollary 6.14, for n > 0 and d ∈ Z we have
n∑
k=1
∑
n1,...,nk>0:
n1+···+nk=n
∑
d1,...,dk∈Z: d1+···+dk=d,
(d1+···+di )/(n1+···+ni )>d/n,1i<k
(−1)k−1
∑
1i<jn(nidj−dinj+(g−1)ninj )
·
k∏
i=1
I (ni ,di )ss (δ)
Λ = I (n,d)ss (γ )Λ, (110)
which holds as an infinite convergent sum in Λ, as in Definition 2.20.
We shall give an explicit expression for I (n,d)ss (δ)Λ, using the following notation. For C as
above, write Jac(C) for the Jacobian of C, an abelian variety parametrizing degree 0 line bun-
dles on C which is topologically a torus T 2g when K = C. For m  0 write C(m) for the mth
symmetric power of C, which is a nonsingular projective K-variety of dimension m. Then
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I (n,d)ss (δ)
Λ = Υ ([Jac(C)])
− 1
∑
m2,...,mn0
(n
2−1)(g−1)−∑na=2 ama n∏
a=2
Υ
([
C(ma)
])
. (111)
When Υ , Λ are virtual Poincaré series as in Example 2.18 this simplifies to
I (n,d)ss (δ)
Λ = (z+ 1)
2g(z3 + 1)2g · · · (z2n−1 + 1)2g
(z2 − 1)2(z4 − 1)2 · · · (z2n−2 − 1)2(z2n − 1) . (112)
Here (111) converges in Λ, and the rational functions in , z in (111)–(112) are interpreted as
elements of Λ by writing them as power series in −1, z−1.
Equation (111) may be deduced from Behrend and Dhillon [2, §6], who using important
results of Bifet, Ghione and Letizia [5] and Bialynicki-Birula [4] perform essentially the same
calculation, except that they fix the determinants of their vector bundles; allowing determinants
to vary gives our extra factor Υ ([Jac(C)]). Equation (112) comes from (111) using the following
Poincaré polynomial formulae, the second due to MacDonald:
P
(
Jac(C); z)= (1 + z)2g and ∞∑
m=0
P
(
S(m)C; z)tm = (1 + tz)2g
(1 − t)(1 − tz2) .
Substituting (111) or (112) into (110) then gives an explicit expression for I (n,d)ss (γ )Λ which
‘counts’ semistable vector bundles in class (n, d).
We now explain how the above relates to work by other authors. Let n  1 and d ∈ Z be
coprime, and fix a line bundle L over P of degree d . Then there exists a moduli space Ng,n,d
of semistable rank n vector bundles over P with determinant L, which is a smooth projective
K-variety, so its Poincaré polynomial P(Ng,n,d ; z) is well-defined. By counting semistable bun-
dles over finite fields Fp and applying Deligne’s solution of the Weil conjectures, Harder and
Narasimhan [21] proved results on Betti numbers of Ng,n,d , that were strengthened by Desale
and Ramanan [15] to a recursive formula for P(Ng,n,d ; z), when K is an algebraic closure of Fp .
These relate to our invariants for Υ , Λ as in Example 2.18 by
I (n,d)ss (γ )
Λ = (1 + z)
2g
z2 − 1 P(Ng,n,d ; z),
where (1 + z)2g compensates for us not fixing determinants, and (z2 − 1)−1 for the stabilizer
groups K× of points in Ng,n,d , which appear in our stack framework but not in the moduli
schemes context. Then Desale and Ramanan’s recursive formula is equivalent to (109) above,
with (112) substituted in for I (n,d)ss (δ)Λ.
Atiyah and Bott [1] also derive recursive formulae for P(Ng,n,d ; z) when K = C, by com-
pletely different methods involving the topology of infinite-dimensional spaces. Their formula is
equivalent to (109), but in a surprising way. As they explain on [1, p. 596], their formula is an
infinite sum in positive powers of z. When n,d are coprime Ng,n,d is a nonsingular projective
K-variety of dimension (g − 1)(n2 − 1), and so Poincaré duality implies that
P(Ng,n,d ; z)= z2(g−1)(n2−1)P
(Ng,n,d ; z−1). (113)
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then the Atiyah–Bott formulae again become equivalent to (109) above, with  = z2 and (112)
substituted in for I (n,d)ss (δ)Λ.
This suggests an interesting explanation for why we are dealing with infinite series in negative
powers of  and z. If V is a smooth C-variety of dimension d then we have (compactly-supported)
cohomology groups Hk(V,C) and Hkcs(V ,C) for 0 k  2d , with Hkcs(V ,C) ∼= H 2d−k(V ,C)∗
by Poincaré duality. If F is a smooth C-stack of pure dimension d we also have cohomology
groups Hk(F,C) for all k  0, which can be nonzero for k > 2d .
There may be a notion of compactly-supported cohomology Hkcs(F,C) of stacks with
Hkcs(F,C)
∼=H 2d−k(F,C)∗ for F smooth of pure dimension d , which could be nonzero for inte-
gers k  2d , and in particular for negative k. Compactly-supported cohomology is the right kind
for our purposes, as it behaves in a motivic way and is used to define virtual Poincaré polynomi-
als. So we can think of the negative powers of , z in our formulae as measuring some kind of
compactly-supported cohomology of stacks which exists in negative dimensions.
6.4. Counting sheaves on surfaces P with K−1P nef
Let K be an algebraically closed field and P a smooth projective surface over K. Take A=
coh(P ) with data K(A), FA satisfying Assumption 3.5 as in [29, Ex. 9.1]. Then Exti (X,Y ) = 0
for all i > 2 and X,Y ∈A, so from (88) there is a biadditive χ : K(A) × K(A) → Z such that
for all X,Y ∈A we have
dimK Hom(X,Y )− dimK Ext1(X,Y )+ dimK Ext2(X,Y ) = χ
([X], [Y ]). (114)
Also, by Serre duality, writing KP for the canonical bundle of P we have
Ext2(X,Y ) ∼= Hom(Y,X ⊗KP )∗ for all X,Y ∈A. (115)
Let (γ,G2,) be the Gieseker stability condition on A defined in [31, Ex. 4.16] using an ample
line bundle E on P . It is permissible by [31, Th. 4.20]. Let (δ,D2,) be the purity weak stability
condition on A defined in [31, Ex. 4.18].
First we consider how much of Section 6.3 can be generalized to the surface case. Unfortu-
nately the answer is very little. The next example shows Proposition 6.12 does not generalize to
KP2; a similar argument works for all surfaces P .
Example 6.17. Let P = KP2. Computations with Chern classes show we may identify K(A)
with {(a, b, c) ∈ Q3: a, b, c− 12b ∈ Z} so that [E] = (rk(E), c1(E), c2(E)− 12c1(E)2) for E ∈A.
Then χ is given explicitly by
χ
(
(a1, b1, c1), (a2, b2, c2)
)= a1a2 + 32 (a1b2 − b1a2)− b1b2 + a1c2 + c1a2. (116)
Suppose Vn ∈ A is a rank 2 vector bundle with [Vn] = (2,0,0) in C(A), such that Vn ⊗
O(−n) has a section s vanishing transversely at finitely many points for some n 1. Calculation
with Chern classes show there must be n2 such points x1, . . . , xn2 , and as [O(n)] = (1, n, 1n2)2
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sequences
0 →O(n) s−→ Vn → Xn → 0 and 0 → Xn →O(−n)→
n2⊕
i=1
Oxi .
Here O(n) ⊂ Vn is the γ Harder–Narasimhan filtration of Vn, so Vn is γ -unstable. Clearly Xn
is determined up to isomorphism by x1, . . . , xn2 . We shall describe the family of such vector
bundles Vn.
We have Hom(Xn,O(n)) ∼= Hom(O(−n),O(n)) ∼= H 0(O(2n)) ∼= K2n2+3n+1, and
Ext2(Xn,O(n))∗ ∼= Hom(O(n),Xn ⊗O(−3)) ⊆ Hom(O(n),O(−n − 3)) ∼= H 0(O(−2n − 3))
= 0 by (115), so Ext2(Xn,O(n)) = 0. As χ([Xn], [O(n)]) = n2 + 3n + 1 by (116) we see that
Ext1(Xn,O(n)) ∼= Kn2 . One can show Ext1(Xn,O(n)) is the direct sum of a copy of K located
at each xi , and the extension of O(n) by Xn corresponding to an element of Ext1(Xn,O(n)) is
a vector bundle Vn if and only if the components in each of these n2 copies of K are nonzero.
We also find that Aut(Vn) ∼= K×  Hom(Xn,O(n)), so that dim Aut(Vn) = 2n2 + 3n + 2, and
the family of all such vector bundles Vn has dimension 3n2 − 1, that is, 2n2 parameters for the
choice of x1, . . . , xn2 in KP2, plus n2 − 1 for the extensions P(Ext1(Xn,O(n))).
Thus the family of all such points [Vn] is a K-substack of Obj(2,0,0)ss (δ) ⊂ Obj(2,0,0)A , the pure
sheaves in class (2,0,0), with dimension n2 − 3n− 3, that is, the naïve dimension 3n2 − 1 of the
family minus the dimension 2n2 + 3n + 2 of the stabilizer groups. Since n2 − 3n − 3 → ∞ as
n→ ∞ we have dim Obj(2,0,0)ss (δ) = ∞. This implies that δ¯(2,0,0)ss (δ) /∈ ESF(ObjA), so (δ,D2,)
is not essentially permissible in the sense of Definition 6.13.
Because of this, for surfaces the invariants Iαss(δ)Λ counting pure sheaves on P are undefined,
and the analogues of (109)–(112) do not make sense. The example also shows that it will not
help to work with vector bundles rather than pure sheaves, as the K-substack of ObjA of vector
bundles in class (2,0,0) on KP2 has dimension ∞ and is not essentially permissible either. So
we cannot hope to define invariants counting all vector bundles in class α on a surface P in any
meaningful sense.
However, note that if P is a ruled surface with ruling π :P → C, Yoshioka [46] computes
the Betti numbers of moduli spaces of stable rank 2 coherent sheaves on P in a similar way to
Harder and Narasimhan for curves. His method involves counting over finite fields the number
of sheaves in class α on P whose restriction to generic fibres of π is semistable. By analogy with
Section 6.3, the author expects that semistability on generic fibres of π comes from an essentially
permissible stability condition (ζ,Z,) on coh(P ), and one could hope to prove an analogue of
Theorem 6.16 evaluating the invariants Iαss(ζ )Λ.
In the rest of the section we will show that if the anticanonical bundle K−1P of P is numerically
effective (nef ) then the invariants Iαss(γ )Λ of (91) transform according to (97) under change of
Gieseker stability condition, even though (90) is not an algebra morphism. The basic idea is that
for K−1P nef we use (115) to force Ext2(X,Y ) = 0 for X,Y satisfying some conditions, so that
(114) reduces to (89) for these X, Y .
The classification of algebraic surfaces, described for instance in Iskovskikh and Shafarevich
[24], determines the possible surfaces P with K−1P nef very explicitly. As K−1P is nef either (a)
Kn admits no sections for all n > 0, or (b) Kn is trivial for some n > 0. In case (a) P hasP P
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Pezzo surface (or a Fano 2-fold), and is KP2, or KP1 ×KP1, or the blow-up of KP2 in d points,
1 d  9. In case (b), P has Kodaira dimension 0, and is a K3 surface, an Enriques surface, an
abelian surface, or a bielliptic surface.
The next three results show how we will use K−1P nef.
Lemma 6.18. In the situation above, with K−1P nef, for all 0 ∼= W ∈ coh(P ) we have
γ ([W ]) γ ([W ⊗K−1P ]) in G2.
Proof. Using Chern classes and the Riemann–Roch Theorem as in Section 5.6 we compute the
Hilbert polynomials of W and W ⊗K−1P with respect to E as
pW(t)=
(
1
2
rk(W)c1(E)2
)
t2 +
(
c1(W)c1(E)+ 12 rk(W)c1(E)
(
c1(KP )− c1(E)
))
t
+
(
1
12
rk(W)
(
c1(KP )
2 − 2c2(T P )
)+ 1
2
c1(W)c1(T P )+ 12c1(W)
2 − c2(W)
)
,
p
W⊗K−1P (t)= pW(t)−
(
rk(W)c1(E)c1(KP )
)
t −
(
c1(W)c1(KP )− 12 rk(W)c1(KP )
2
)
.
As E is ample and K−1P nef we can show that c1(E)c1(KP )  0 with equality if and only if
c1(KP ) = 0. Also rk(W)  0, and if rk(W) = 0 then c1(W)c1(KP )  0 as K−1P is nef. Using
this we can show that p
W⊗K−1P (t) − pW(t) has smaller degree than pW(t), and has positive
leading coefficient if it is nonzero. Since γ ([W ]), γ ([W ⊗K−1P ]) are these Hilbert polynomials
divided by their leading coefficients, it follows that γ ([W ]) γ ([W ⊗ K−1P ]) in the total order
‘’ on G2 defined in [31, §4.4]. 
Proposition 6.19. In the situation above, with K−1P nef, suppose X,Y ∈ coh(P ) are γ -semistable
with γ ([X]) < γ ([Y ]). Then Ext2(X,Y ) = 0.
Proof. By (115) it is enough to show that Hom(Y,X ⊗ KP ) = 0. Suppose for a contradiction
that φ :Y → X⊗KP is a nonzero morphism inA, and let W ∈A be the image of φ. Then W ∼= 0
is a quotient object of Y , so γ ([Y ])  γ ([W ]) as Y is γ -semistable. Also W is a subobject of
X⊗KP , so W ⊗K−1P is a subobject of X, giving γ ([W ⊗K−1P ]) γ ([X]) as X is γ -semistable.
Putting this together with Lemma 6.18 gives γ ([Y ])  γ ([W ])  γ ([W ⊗ K−1P ])  γ ([X]),
which contradicts γ ([X]) < γ ([Y ]). 
Proposition 6.20. In the situation above with K−1P nef, let Assumption 2.10 hold, and define
Iαss(γ )
Λ ∈ Λ for α ∈ C(A) by Iαss(γ )Λ = Υ ′ ◦Π∗δ¯αss(γ ), as in (91). Suppose ({1, . . . , n},, κ) is
A-data with γ ◦ κ(1) > · · ·> γ ◦ κ(n). Then
Υ ′ ◦Π∗
(
δ¯κ(1)ss (γ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(n)ss (γ )
)= −∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i)) n∏
i=1
I κ(i)ss (τ )
Λ. (117)
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γ ◦ κ(n) give Ext2(Yj , Yi) = 0 for 1  i < j  n. Let [Xi] lie in the support of δ¯κ(1)ss (γ ) ∗
· · · ∗ δ¯κ(i)ss (γ ). Using exact sequences and induction on i we can show that Ext2(Yj ,Xi) = 0
whenever 1  i < j  n. For example, when i = 2 there is an exact sequence 0 → Y1 →
X2 → Y2 → 0 for [Y1], [Y2] in the supports of δ¯κ(1)ss (γ ), δ¯κ(2)ss (γ ). This induces an exact sequence
· · · → Ext2(Yj , Y1) → Ext2(Yj ,X2) → Ext2(Yj , Y2) → 0. As Ext2(Yj , Y1) = Ext2(Yj , Y2) = 0
from above this gives Ext2(Yj ,X2) = 0. More generally Ext2(Yj ,Xi) is built from terms
Ext2(Yj , Ya)= 0 for a = 1, . . . , i, and so is zero.
Apply [30, Cor. 5.15] with f = δ¯κ(1)ss (γ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(j−1)ss (γ ) and g = δ¯κ(j)ss (γ ). This gives ex-
pressions for f ⊗ g and f ∗ g, involving vector spaces E0m, E1m isomorphic to Hom(Yj ,Xj−1),
Ext1(Yj ,Xj−1) for ([Xj−1], [Yj ]) in the support of f ⊗g. As Ext2(Yj ,Xj−1)= 0 and [Xj−1] =
κ({1, . . . , j −1}), [Yj ] = κ(j) in C(A) for such X,Y we see from (114) that dimE1m−dimE0m =
−∑j−1i=1 χ(κ(j), κ(i)). Hence
Υ ′ ◦Π∗
(
δ¯κ(1)ss (γ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(j)ss (γ )
)
= −
∑j−1
i=1 χ(κ(j),κ(i))Υ ′ ◦Π∗
(
δ¯κ(1)ss (γ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(j−1)ss (γ )
)
Υ ′ ◦Π∗
(
δ¯
κ(j)
ss (γ )
)
,
by the proof of [30, Th. 6.1]. Equation (117) follows by induction on j . 
We can now prove our main result on invariants counting sheaves on surfaces. First we give a
sketch of why it is true, which may be more helpful than the actual proof. In the situation of the
theorem, suppose (γ˜ ,G2,) dominates (γ,G2,). Then Theorem 5.11 applies, and (57) writes
δ¯αss(γ˜ ) as a sum of δ¯
κ(1)
ss (γ ) ∗ · · · ∗ δ¯κ(n)ss (γ ) with γ ◦ κ(1) > · · ·> γ ◦ κ(n). So applying Υ ′ ◦Π∗
and using Proposition 6.20 writes Iαss(γ˜ )Λ as a sum of ···
∏
i I
κ(i)
ss (γ )
Λ
, a special case of (118)
and an analogue of (109).
We then invert these identities in Λ to write the Iαss(γ )Λ in terms of the I
β
ss(γ˜ )
Λ
. Exchanging
γ, γ˜ proves another special case of (118), when (γ,G2,) dominates (γ˜ ,G2,), an analogue
of (110). It is important that this inversion is done in Λ rather than trying to apply Υ ′ ◦ Π∗ to
(62), as in (62) we do not have γ ◦ κ(1) > · · ·> γ ◦ κ(n) and so cannot use Proposition 6.20.
For the general case, suppose we could find a permissible weak stability condition (γˆ ,G2,)
dominating both (γ,G2,) and (γ˜ ,G2,). Then the two special cases above allow us to write
Iαss(γ˜ )
Λ in terms of the Iβss(γˆ )Λ and Iβss(γˆ )Λ in terms of the I κ(i)ss (γ )Λ, and substituting one in
the other yields (118).
The problem in proving Theorem 6.21 is that we have no suitable (γˆ ,G2,). The purity weak
stability condition (δ,D2,) will not do as it is not permissible, nor even essentially permissible,
so the Iβss(δ)Λ are undefined. So instead we introduce a 1-parameter family of stability conditions
(γs,G2,) for s ∈ [0,1] with γ0 = γ and γ1 = γ˜ , in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 5.16.
There are finitely many ‘walls’ in [0,1] where the expression for δ¯αss(γs) in terms of the δ¯βss(γ )
changes. Jumping onto a wall s from a nearby point s′ is like transforming to a dominant weak
stability condition, so we can use the ideas above.
Theorem 6.21. Suppose K is an algebraically closed field and P a smooth projective surface
over K with K−1P numerically effective. Take A = coh(P ) with data K(A),FA satisfying As-
sumption 3.5 as in [29, Ex. 9.1], with biadditive χ :K(A) × K(A) → Z satisfying (114) for all
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line bundles E, E˜ on P as in [31, Ex. 4.16]. Suppose Assumption 2.10 holds, and define invari-
ants Iαss(γ )
Λ
, Iαss(γ˜ )
Λ for α ∈ C(A) as in (91). Then for all α ∈ C(A) the following holds, with
only finitely many nonzero terms:
Iαss(γ˜ )
Λ =
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, γ, γ˜ ) · −∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i))
·
n∏
i=1
I κ(i)ss (γ )
Λ. (118)
Proof. For X ∈ coh(P ) define the joint Hilbert polynomial qX with respect to E, E˜ by
qX(k, l)=
dimP∑
i=0
(−1)i dimK Hi
(
P,X ⊗Ek ⊗ E˜l) for k, l ∈ Z.
As for conventional Hilbert polynomials, one can show that
qX(k, l)=
dimP∑
a,b=0
ca,bk
alb/a!b! for ca,b ∈ Z,
where ca,b = 0 if a + b > dimX and ca,b > 0 if a + b = dimX. Also qX is additive in [X] ∈
K(A), so there is a unique group homomorphism Π
E,E˜
:K(A) → Q[t, u] with Π
E,E˜
: [X] →
qX(t, u) for all X ∈ coh(P ).
Define γs : C(A) → G2 by γs(α) = L−1α,sΠE,E˜((1 − s)t, st) for each s ∈ [0,1], where Lα,s is
the leading coefficient of Π
E,E˜
((1 − s)t, st), which is a polynomial in t with positive leading
coefficient. Then γ0 = γ and γ1 = γ˜ , and the proof in [31, §4.4] shows that (γs,G2,) is a
stability condition on A. As qX(t,0), qX(0, t) are the Hilbert polynomials of X with respect to
E, E˜ respectively, we see that γ0 = γ and γ1 = γ˜ , so the γs for s ∈ [0,1] interpolate between
γ and γ˜ . When s = p/(p + q) for integers p,q  0 with p + q > 0 it is equivalent (after
rescaling t) to Gieseker stability with respect to the ample line bundle Eq ⊗E˜p . Thus (γs,G2,)
is permissible for all s ∈ [0,1] ∩ Q by [31, Th. 4.20].
Each α ∈ C(A) has a Hilbert polynomial pα(t) = adtd/d! + · · · + a0 with respect to E, with
ai ∈ Z and ad > 0, where d = dimα. We shall prove (118) by induction on ad . Here is our
inductive hypothesis, for r  1:
(∗r ) Suppose that for all α ∈ C(A) whose Hilbert polynomial pα(t) = adtd/d! + · · · + a0 with
respect to E has 0 < ad  r , Eq. (118) holds with γs, γs′ in place of γ, γ˜ , with only finitely
many nonzero terms, for all s, s′ ∈ [0,1] ∩ Q.
From Corollary 5.8 and Theorems 5.2 and 5.9 we see that (45) holds in SF(ObjA) with γs , γs′
for s, s′ ∈ [0,1] ∩ Q in place of τ , τ˜ with finitely many nonzero terms. This implies there are
only finitely many nonzero terms in (118) with γs , γs′ in place of γ , γ˜ , proving part of (∗r ).
Let α, d , ad , s, s′ be as in (∗r ), and n,κ as in (45) or (118) with S({1, . . . , n},, κ,
γs, γs′) = 0. Then the Hilbert polynomials pκ(i)(t) are also of the form ai td/d! + · · · + ai ford 0
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∑n
i=1 aid = ad  r , which forces n  r . In particular, when
r = 1 the only nonzero terms in (45) and (118) are n = 1 and κ(1) = α. Thus (45) reduces to
δ¯αss(γs′)= δ¯αss(γs), so Iαss(γs′)Λ = Iαss(γs)Λ, which is (118). This proves (∗1), giving the first step.
Suppose by induction that (∗r ) holds for some r  1, and let α ∈ C(A) with pα(t) =
adt
d/d! + · · · + a0 and ad = r + 1. Using the methods of Section 5.6 we can show that there are
only finitely many sets of A-data ({1, . . . , n},, κ) with κ({1, . . . , n}) = α, such that for some
s, s′ ∈ [0,1] ∩ Q we have S({1, . . . , n},, κ, γs, γs′) = 0 and δ¯κ(i)ss (γs) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n.
Let U be the finite set of all such pairs (n, κ). Let V be the finite set of elements of C(A) of
the form κ(i) or κ({1, . . . , i}) or κ({i, . . . , n}) for (n, κ) ∈ U and 1 i  n. Let W be the set of
w ∈ [0,1] such that for some v, v′ ∈ V we have γw(v) = γw(v′) but γs(v) = γs(v′) for generic
s ∈ [0,1]. In fact γw(v)= γw(v′) is equivalent to aw+b = 0 for a, b ∈ Z, so there is at most one
w for each pair v, v′, which is rational. Therefore W is a finite subset of [0,1] ∩ Q.
The point of this is that in (118) with γs, γs′ in place of γ, γ˜ only (n, κ) in U can give nonzero
terms, and the S({1, . . . , n},, κ, γs, γs′) depend only on whether or not γs(v)  γs(v′) and
γs′(v)  γs′(v′) hold for pairs v, v′ in V , by Definition 4.2. But these inequalities only change
when s or s′ pass through a point of W . Thus, we have a finite set of ‘walls’ W such that
S({1, . . . , n},, κ, γs, γs′) is locally constant for s, s′ ∈ [0,1] \ W , for all n,κ that could con-
tribute nonzero terms in (118).
Order the elements of W ∪ {0,1} as 0 = w0 < w1 < · · · < wk−1 < wk = 1. We divide the
remainder of the proof into three steps:
Step 1. Show (118) holds with γs, γs′ in place of γ, γ˜ when s′ = wi and s ∈ (wi−1,wi) ∩ Q or
s ∈ (wi,wi+1)∩ Q.
Step 2. Show (118) holds with γs, γs′ in place of γ, γ˜ when s = wi and s′ ∈ (wi−1,wi) ∩ Q or
s′ ∈ (wi,wi+1)∩ Q.
Step 3. Show (118) holds with γs, γs′ in place of γ, γ˜ for any s, s′ ∈ [0,1] ∩ Q.
Step 1. Since s′ ∈ W and no elements of W lie between s and s′, we see by definition of W
that γs(v)  γs(v′) implies γs′(v)  γs′(v′) for all pairs v, v′ in V . If (n, κ) ∈ U we see using
the proof of (55) that S({1, . . . , n},, κ, γs, γs′) is 1 if γs′ ◦ κ ≡ γs′(α) and γs ◦ κ(1) > · · · >
γs ◦ κ(n) and zero otherwise. Applying Υ ′ ◦ Π∗ to (45) with γs, γs′ in place of τ, τ˜ and using
Proposition 6.20 then gives (118) with γs, γs′ in place of γ, γ˜ .
Step 2. For s, s′ as in Step 2, in Step 1 we proved (118) with γs′ , γs in place of γ , γ˜ . The only
term on the right with n= 1 is Iαss(γs′)Λ, so we may rewrite it as
Iαss(γs′)
Λ = Iαss(γs)Λ −
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
n2, κ({1,...,n})=α
S
({1, . . . , n},, κ, γs′ , γs) · −∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i))
·
n∏
i=1
I κ(i)ss (γs′)
Λ.
For n,κ on the right hand side we have Hilbert polynomials pκ(i) = aid td/d! + · · · + ai0 for
i = 1, . . . , n which sum to pα , so ∑ni=1 ai = ad = r + 1 by choice of α. As n  2 and ai  1d d
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expressions for I κ(i)ss (γs′)Λ in terms of the I
β
ss(γs)
Λ
. Substituting these into the right hand side
above gives an expression for Iαss(γs′)Λ in terms of the I
β
ss(γs)
Λ and powers of . But this is
exactly (118) with γs, γs′ in place of γ, γ˜ , since (118) with γ, γ˜ exchanged is the combinatorial
inverse of (118) by properties of the transformation coefficients S(· · ·).
Step 3. Let s, s′ ∈ [0,1] ∩ Q, and suppose for simplicity that s′ < s. Then there exist unique
1 i  j  k with wi−1  s′ <wi and wj−1 < s  wj . Choose xi, . . . , xj in ([0,1] ∩ Q) \ W
with s′  xi < wi < xi+1 < wi+2 < · · · < wj−1 < xj  s, where we take xi = s′ if wi−1 < s′
and xi > s′ if wi−1 = s′, and xj = s if s < wj and xj < s if s =wj .
Then we write Iαss(γs′)Λ in terms of the I
β
ss(γs)
Λ by 2(j − i + 1) substitutions, as follows.
For the first substitution, if xi < s′ then s′ = wi−1, and Step 2 writes Iαss(γs′)Λ in terms of the
I
β
ss(γxi ), where either β = α or pβ(t)= bdtd/d! + · · · + b0 with 0 < bd  r , so that (∗r ) applies
with β in place of α. If xi = s′ then Iαss(γs′)Λ = Iαss(γxi )Λ and the first substitution is trivial.
For substitution number 2k for k = 1, . . . , j − i we have already written Iαss(γs′)Λ in terms of
I
β
ss(γxi+k−1)
Λ for β = α or β to which (∗r ) applies. We then use Step 1 for β = α and (∗r ) other-
wise to write Iβss(γxi+k−1)Λ in terms of the I
β ′
ss (γwi+k−1)
Λ for β ′ = α or β ′ to which (∗r ) applies,
and substitute this into the previous expression to write Iαss(γs′)Λ in terms of these I
β ′
ss (γwi+k−1)
Λ
.
For substitution number 2k + 1 for k = 1, . . . , j − i we use Step 2 for β ′ = α and (∗r ) otherwise
to write these Iβ
′
ss (γwi+k−1)
Λ in terms of Iβ
′′
ss (γxi+k )
Λ for β ′′ = α or β ′′ to which (∗r ) applies.
Finally, for substitution number 2(j − i + 1) we use Step 1 and (∗r ) if xj < s and do nothing
if xj = s.
As all we are doing at each stage is substituting in finitely many copies of (118) with different
values for α,γ, γ˜ , by repeated use of (33) we see that the expressions we get for Iαss(γs′)Λ in
terms of Iβss(γt )Λ for t = xi,wi, xi+1, . . . , xj , s respectively are just (118) with γt , γs′ in place
of γ , γ˜ . So at the last substitution we prove (118) with γs , γs′ in place of γ , γ˜ , as we want. The
case s < s′ is similar, and s = s′ is trivial.
In Step 3 we have proved (∗r+1) supposing (∗r ). Thus by induction (∗r ) holds for all r  1.
The theorem follows by setting s = 0 and s′ = 1. 
An interpretation of the theorem will be proposed after Problem 7.3 below. When P is a ruled
surface with K−1P nef, Yoshioka [47, Cor. 3.3] proves a result related to Theorem 6.21, a wall-
crossing formula for Poincaré polynomials of moduli spaces Objαss(γ ). It is valid only when γ ,
γ˜ are in the interiors of chambers separated by a single wall, in contrast to (118) which holds for
arbitrary γ , γ˜ .
We now define invariants J¯ α(γ )Λ related to the Jα(γ )Λ◦ of (93).
Definition 6.22. In the situation above, motivated by (94) define invariants J¯ α(γ )Λ ∈ Λ for all
α ∈ C(A) by
J¯ α(γ )Λ =
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):

−∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i)) (−1)n−1(− 1)
n
n∏
i=1
I κ(i)ss (γ )
Λ. (119)κ({1,...,n})=α,γ ◦κ≡γ (α)
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deduce an analogue of (95):
Iαss(τ )
Λ =
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α, τ◦κ≡τ(α)

−∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i)) (− 1)−n
n!
n∏
i=1
J¯ κ(i)(τ )Λ. (120)
There are finitely many nonzero terms in both equations, as for (21) and (23).
If (89) held in A= coh(P ) then Eq. (94) of Theorem 6.8 would give J¯ α(γ )Λ = Jα(γ )Λ◦ , so
that J¯ α(γ )Λ ∈ Λ◦. We can prove this in a special case, but as (89) does not hold, in general it is
likely that Jα(γ )Λ◦ = J¯ α(γ )Λ /∈ Λ◦. Thus we do not define invariants J¯ α(γ )Ω , as projecting to
Ω may not be possible.
Proposition 6.23. In the situation above, suppose K−1P is ample and α ∈ C(coh(P )) with
dimα > 0. Then J¯ α(γ )Λ = Jα(γ )Λ◦ and lies in Λ◦.
Proof. If K−1P is ample and 0 ∼=W ∈ coh(P ) with dimW > 0, so that rk(W) = 0 or c1(W) = 0,
the proof of Lemma 6.18 also shows that γ ([W ]) < γ ([W ⊗K−1P ]) in G2. Then we can modify
Proposition 6.19 to show that if X,Y ∈ coh(P ) are γ -semistable with dimX,dimY > 0 and
γ ([X]) = γ ([Y ]) then Ext2(X,Y ) = 0, and Proposition 6.20 to show that if ({1, . . . , n},, κ) is
A-data with κ({1, . . . , n})= α and γ ◦ κ ≡ γ (α) and dimκ(i) > 0 then (117) holds. So applying
Υ ′ ◦Π∗ to (21) gives (94), and the proposition follows. 
Combining (118)–(120) and the definition (31) of the coefficients U(· · ·) we see that the
J¯ α(γ )Λ transform according to (98) under change of Gieseker stability condition. Then the proof
of Corollary 6.9 shows that J¯ α(γ )Λ is independent of γ if χ is symmetric. Now using Chern
classes and the Riemann–Roch theorem as in Hartshorne [22, App. A] we find that for all X,Y ∈
A we have
χ
([X], [Y ])− χ([Y ], [X])= (rk(X)c1(Y )− rk(Y )c1(X))c1(KP ).
Thus χ is symmetric if c1(KP ) = 0 in H 2(P,Q) or H 2(P,Ql ), though not necessarily in
H 2(P,Z). This holds if KnP is trivial for some n > 0. So from the classification of surfaces
[24] we deduce:
Theorem 6.24. In the situation of Theorem 6.21, for all α ∈ C(A) we have
J¯ α(γ˜ )Λ =
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
U
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ ) · −∑1i<jn χ(κ(j),κ(i))
· (− 1)1−n
n∏
i=1
J¯ κ(i)(γ )Λ, (121)
with only finitely many nonzero terms. If c1(KP ) = 0 then the J¯ α(γ )Λ are independent of the
choice of Gieseker stability condition (γ,G2,) on A = coh(P ), that is, independent of the
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or a bielliptic surface.
Yoshioka [47, Rem. 3.2] proves a related result, that if P is a K3 or abelian surface for which
the Bogomolov–Gieseker inequality holds and (γ,G2,) is a suitably generic Gieseker stability
condition on coh(P ), certain weighted counts of γ -semistable sheaves in class α over finite fields
are independent of γ .
We now propose a conjectural means to compute many of the invariants J¯ α(γ )Λ when
c1(KP ) = 0, motivated by ideas of Bridgeland [9–11]. It involves the extension of our whole
programme to triangulated categories, and the bounded derived category Db(coh(P )) of co-
herent sheaves on P . This extension will be discussed in Section 7. Suppose for the moment
that:
• There is a good notion of permissible stability condition τ on Db(coh(P )), based on
Bridgeland stability [9], which includes the extension of Gieseker stability on coh(P ) to
Db(coh(P )), perhaps as a limit. These stability conditions form a moduli space, with a topol-
ogy. Write Stab(P ) for the connected component of the moduli space including Gieseker
stability.
• One can define invariants Jˆ α(τ )Λ ∈ Λ ‘counting’ τ -semistable objects in class α ∈ K(A).
They transform according to a generalization of (121) under change of stability conditions,
at least for ‘nearby’ stability conditions. When τ is the extension of γ to Db(coh(P )) and
α ∈ C(A) we have Jˆ α(τ )Λ = J¯ α(γ )Λ.
• When c1(KP ) = 0 the Jˆ α(τ )Λ are independent of choice of τ in the connected component
Stab(P ).
• The whole framework is preserved by autoequivalences Φ :Db(coh(P )) → Db(coh(P )) of
the derived category. Write Aut+(Db(coh(P ))) for the group of autoequivalences preserving
the connected component Stab(P ).
Let c1(P ) = 0, τ ∈ Stab(P ) and Φ ∈ Aut+(Db(coh(P ))). Then for α in K(A) we have
Jˆ α(τ )Λ = Jˆ Φ∗(α)(Φ∗(τ ))Λ = Jˆ Φ∗(α)(τ )Λ, so the Jˆ α(τ )Λ are unchanged by the action of Φ∗
on K(A). This suggests the following:
Conjecture 6.25. Let Assumption 2.10 hold and P be a smooth projective surface over K with
c1(KP ) = 0, and define A = coh(P ),K(A) and invariants J¯ α(γ )Λ as above. Then there exist
Jˆ α ∈Λ for α ∈ K(A) satisfying:
(a) If α ∈ C(A) then J¯ α(γ )Λ = Jˆ α .
(b) If Φ ∈ Aut+(Db(coh(P ))) then Jˆ Φ∗(α) = Jˆ α for all α ∈K(A).
This conjecture has recently been proved by Yukinobu Toda [41], motivated by an earlier
version of this paper.
The conjecture, now Toda’s theorem, could be applied in the following way. We first com-
pute the invariants J¯ α(γ )Λ for some small subset S of α ∈ C(A) for which the moduli spaces
Objαss(γ ) can be explicitly understood. For example, if rk(α) = 1 and χ(α,α) = χ(O,O) − n
for n ∈ Z one can show that Objαss(γ ) is empty if n < 0 and otherwise is 1-isomorphic to
Jac(P ) × Hilbn(P ) × [SpecK/K×], where Jac(P ) is the Jacobian variety of line bundles L on
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for n < 0 and
J¯ α(γ )Λ = (− 1)Υ ′([Objαss(γ )])= Υ ([Jac(P )])Υ ([Hilbn(P )]) for n 0.
This gives Jˆ α for α ∈ S, so (b) determines Jˆ α for α ∈ Aut+(Db(coh(P ))) · S, and then (a)
gives J¯ α(γ )Λ for α ∈ (Aut+(Db(coh(P ))) ·S)∩C(A). Thus, provided we understand the action
of Aut+(Db(coh(P ))) on K(A) reasonably well, we can compute the invariants J¯ α(γ )Λ on a
much larger subset of C(A), perhaps even the whole of it.
Let P be an algebraic K3 surface over C. Using his notion of stability condition on triangu-
lated categories [9], Bridgeland [10] (surveyed in [11, §6]) parametrizes a connected component
Stab(P ) of the moduli space of stability conditions on Db(coh(P )). Bridgeland’s definition does
not include the extension of Gieseker stability on coh(P ) to Db(coh(P )), but can probably be
generalized so that it does, perhaps following Gorodentscev et al. [19].
Using results of Orlov [37] on autoequivalences of Db(coh(P )), Bridgeland [10, Conj. 1.2]
conjecturally describes Aut+(Db(coh(P ))). His description implies that Aut+(Db(coh(P ))) acts
on H ∗(P,Z) as a certain index 2 subgroup of the group of automorphisms of H ∗(P,Z) pre-
serving the Mukai form and the subspace H 2,0(P ) ⊂ H 2(P,Z) ⊗Z C. Combining this with
Conjecture 6.25 should make an effective tool for conjecturally computing invariants J¯ α(γ )Λ
when P is a complex algebraic K3 surface, which might lead to new formulae for Poincaré and
Hodge polynomials for moduli spaces of γ -semistable sheaves on P .
To support Conjecture 6.25 we note some results of Yoshioka [48]. Let P be an abelian sur-
face, α ∈ C(A) primitive with χ(α,α)−2 and (γ,G2,) a Gieseker stability condition with
Objαst(γ ) = Objαss(γ ), so that Objαss(γ ) ∼=Mαss(γ ) × [SpecK/K×] for a nonsingular projective
symplectic variety Mαss(γ ) of dimension 2 − χ(α,α). Then [48, Th. 0.1] shows Mαss(γ ) is de-
formation equivalent to Jac(P )×Hilb−χ(α,α)/2(P ). If instead P is a K3 surface then [48, Th. 8.1]
shows Mαss(γ ) is deformation equivalent to Hilb1−χ(α,α)/2(P ).
Now if our choice of Υ in Assumption 2.10 is unchanged by deformations of smooth pro-
jective K-varieties, which holds for virtual Poincaré polynomials and virtual Hodge polynomials
when K = C, these results allow us to evaluate J¯ α(γ )Λ for most primitive α ∈ C(A). The answer
depends only on P and χ(α,α), and so is invariant under Aut+(Db(coh(P ))) as in Conjec-
ture 6.25(b).
We quote Bridgeland [11, §6]:
‘As a final remark in this section note that Borcherds’ work on modular forms [7] allows one
to write down product expansions for holomorphic functions on Stab(P ) that are invariant
under the group Aut(Db(coh(P ))). It would be interesting to connect these formulae with
counting invariants for stable objects in Db(coh(P )).’
If Conjecture 6.25 and the reasoning behind it are correct, then the Jˆ α we propose are invari-
ants ‘counting’ τ -semistable objects in class α, which are independent of choice of τ . Following
Bridgeland’s suggestion, the author wonders if the Jˆ α can be combined in a generating func-
tion on Stab(P ) to give one of Borcherds’ automorphic forms of weight k  1. One might try
something like:
f (τ)=
∑
Jˆ αZ(α)−k, (122)
α∈K(A)\{0}
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then f : Stab(P )→ Λ⊗Q C is a holomorphic function. See [32] for results on how to encode the
invariants of this paper into holomorphic generating functions on complex manifolds of stability
conditions.
Donaldson invariants are invariants of smooth 4-manifolds P described in Donaldson and
Kronheimer [16], which when P is a Kähler surface effectively ‘count’ stable rank 2 holomor-
phic vector bundles in class α on P . When b2+(P ) > 1 these invariants depend only on P as
a smooth 4-manifold, and so are unchanged under deformations of P . When b2+(P ) = 1 they
depend on a little more: they are defined using a metric g on P , which determines a splitting
H 2(P,R) =H2+ ⊕H2−, and the invariants depend on this splitting and have wall-crossing be-
haviour when H2− ∩H 2(P,Z) = {0}.
If K−1P is nef but not trivial then H 2,0(P ) = 0, so b2+(P ) = 1, and H2+ = 〈[ω]〉 is spanned by
the cohomology class of the Kähler form ω. This depends on the ample line bundle E used to em-
bed P into projective space, and so on the stability condition (γ,G2,). Thus, the wall-crossing
behaviour for Donaldson invariants when b2+(P ) = 1 is directly analogous to the transformation
laws (118), (121) for our invariants under change of (γ,G2,). When KP is trivial we have
b2+(P ) = 3, so Donaldson invariants are independent of H2±; this is analogous to J¯ α(γ )Λ being
independent of γ in this case.
The author wonders whether there exist invariants related to Donaldson invariants and similar
to Iαss(γ )
Λ, J¯ α(γ )Λ above, for which the analogues of Theorems 6.21 and 6.24 hold, but which
are independent of deformations of P which do not change K(coh(P )). When K = C this means
not changing H 1,1(P ) ∩ H 2(P,Q) in H 2(P,C). We discuss a similar question for Calabi–Yau
3-folds and Donaldson–Thomas invariants in Conjecture 6.30 below.
6.5. Invariants of Calabi–Yau 3-folds
We now prove that when A = coh(P ) for P a Calabi–Yau 3-fold the invariants Jα(τ)Ω ,
J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Ω of (93) have special properties. Suppose Assumptions 2.10 and 3.5 hold, and
χ¯ :K(A)×K(A) → Z is biadditive and satisfies
(
dimK Hom(X,Y )− dimK Ext1(X,Y )
)− (dimK Hom(Y,X)− dimK Ext1(Y,X))
= χ¯([X], [Y ]) for all X,Y ∈A. (123)
We showed in [30, §6.6] using Serre duality that this holds if A= coh(P ) for P a Calabi–Yau
3-fold. Also, (89) implies (123) with χ¯(α,β) = χ(α,β) − χ(β,α), so (123) is a weakening of
(89), and thus holds for A= coh(P ) with P a smooth projective curve and for A= mod-KQ, as
in Section 6.2.
Under these assumptions, in [30, §6.6] we defined a Lie algebra morphism
ΨΩ ◦ Π¯Θ,ΩObjA : SFindal (ObjA)→ Cind
(
A,Ω, 1
2
χ¯
)
, (124)
where Cind(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ) is an explicit Lie algebra contained in an explicit algebra C(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ).
Now Cind(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ) is an Ω-module with Ω-basis cα for α ∈ C(A), and comparing Defini-
tion 6.7 with [30, Def. 6.10] shows that
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(
δ¯bsi(I,, κ, τ )
)= J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Ωcκ(I) and
(125)
ΨΩ ◦ Π¯Θ,ΩObjA
(
¯α(τ )
)= Jα(τ)Ωcα.
We use this to prove multiplicative identities on the J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Ω .
Theorem 6.26. Let Assumptions 2.10 and 3.5 hold, χ¯ :K(A) × K(A) → Z be biadditive and
satisfy (123), and (τ, T ,) be a permissible weak stability condition on A. Suppose (I,, κ),
(J,, λ) are A-data with (I,), (J,) connected and I ∩ J = ∅. Define K = I  J and
μ :K → C(A) by μ|I = κ and μ|J = λ. Then∑
p.o.s  on K: (K,) connected,
|I=,|J=, and
i∈I, j∈J implies ji
J bsi(K,,μ, τ)
Ω −
∑
p.o.s  on K: (K,) connected,
|I=,|J=, and
i∈I, j∈J implies ij
J bsi(K,,μ, τ)
Ω
= χ¯(κ(I ), λ(J ))J bsi(I,, κ, τ )ΩJ bsi(J,, λ, τ )Ω. (126)
Proof. As (124) is a Lie algebra morphism, by (126) we have
ΨΩ ◦ Π¯Θ,ΩObjA
([
δ¯ bsi(I,, κ, τ ), δ¯ bsi(J,, λ, τ )
])= J bsi(I,, κ, τ )ΩJ bsi(J,, λ, τ )Ω[cκ(I), cλ(J )].
Also [cκ(I), cλ(J )] = χ¯ (κ(I ), λ(J ))cκ(I)+λ(J ) by definition of Cind(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ). The multiplica-
tive relations between the δ¯bsi(I,, κ, τ ) in H¯paτ are given explicitly in [31, §7.1 & §8]. Using
these we can write [δ¯ bsi(I,, κ, τ ), δ¯bsi(J,, λ, τ )] as a linear combination of δ¯bsi(K,,μ, τ)
over different . Combining all this and (126) gives (126), but without the conditions (K,)
connected. However, as (I,), (J,) are connected the only possibility for  with (K,) dis-
connected is given by a  b if and only if a, b ∈ I with a  b or a, b ∈ J with a  b. As this
appears in both sums with opposite signs, the terms in disconnected (K,) cancel out, so we
may restrict to connected (K,) in (126). 
Next we discuss how the invariants depend on (τ, T ,). The J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Λ
◦
and J bsi(I,,
κ, τ )Ω satisfy additive transformation laws similar to (82), which may be deduced from (82) and
identities in [31, §8]. The Jα(τ)Ω satisfy a multiplicative transformation law, (129) below. To
deduce it we need some facts about multiplication in C(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ).
Suppose α1, . . . , αn ∈ C(A), so that cα1, . . . , cαn ∈ Cind(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ). Then using the multipli-
cation relations in [30, Def. 6.10] we can compute cα1 cα2  · · ·cαn in the algebra C(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ).
This is rather complicated, but we will only need to know the component in Cind(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ), that
is, the coefficient of cα1+···+αn in this sum. Calculation shows this is given by:
cα1  · · ·  cαn
= terms in c[I,κ], |I | > 1,
+
[
1
2n−1
∑
connected, simply-connected digraphs Γ :
vertices {1,...,n}, edge i•→j• implies i<j
∏
edges
i•→j•
χ¯ (αi, αj )
]
cα1+···+αn . (127)in Γ
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Since (49) can be regarded as an identity in the Lie algebra SFindal (ObjA) by Theorem 5.4, we
can apply the Lie algebra morphism (124) to (49) to get an identity writing Jα(τ˜ )Ω in terms of
the J κ(i)(τ )Ω . This is expressed as a sum over all A-data ({1, . . . , n},, κ) followed by a sum
over digraphs Γ with vertices {1, . . . , n}. To simplify this formula we define some new notation.
Definition 6.27. Suppose Condition 4.1 holds for (τ, T ,) and (τ˜ , T˜ ,), and let Γ be a
connected, simply-connected digraph with finite vertex set I , and κ : I → C(A). Define
V (I,Γ, κ, τ, τ˜ ) ∈ Q by
V (I,Γ, κ, τ, τ˜ )= 1
2|I |−1|I |!
∑
total orders  on I :
edge i•→j• in Γ implies ij
U(I,, κ, τ, τ˜ ). (128)
With this we prove a transformation law for the Jα(τ)Ω .
Theorem 6.28. Let Assumptions 2.10 and 3.5 hold and χ¯ :K(A)×K(A) → Z be biadditive and
satisfy (123). Suppose (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) are permissible weak stability conditions on A, the
change from (τ, T ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,) is globally finite, and there exists a weak stability condition
(τˆ , Tˆ ,) on A dominating (τ, T ,), (τ˜ , T˜ ,) with the change from (τˆ , Tˆ ,) to (τ˜ , T˜ ,)
locally finite. Then for all α ∈ C(A) the following holds in Ω , with only finitely many nonzero
terms:
Jα(τ˜ )Ω =
∑
iso.
classes
of finite
sets I
∑
κ : I→C(A):
κ(I )=α
∑
connected,
simply-connected
digraphs Γ,
vertices I
V (I,Γ, κ, τ, τ˜ ) ·
∏
edges i•→j• in Γ
χ¯
(
κ(i), κ(j)
)
·
∏
i∈I
J κ(i)(τ )Ω. (129)
Proof. Theorem 5.2 implies that (49) holds, with only finitely many nonzero terms. Theorem 5.4
shows (49) can be rewritten as a Lie algebra identity, a linear combination of multiple commuta-
tors in SFindal (ObjA). So applying the Lie algebra morphism (124) yields a Lie algebra identity in
Cind(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ), which by (126) writes Jα(τ˜ )Ωcα as a linear combination of multiple commu-
tators of J κ(i)(τ )Ωcκ(i). But Cind(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ) is a Lie subalgebra of the algebra C(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ), so
we can regard this as an identity in C(A,Ω, 12 χ¯ ), avoiding the need to rewrite (49) in terms of
multiple commutators. This proves:
Jα(τ˜ )Ωcα =
∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
U
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜)
[
n∏
i=1
J κ(i)(τ )Ω
]
cκ(1)  · · ·  cκ(n).
Equating coefficients of cα on both sides of this equation, and noting that the coefficient in
cκ(1)  · · ·  cκ(n) is given by (127), yields:
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∑
A-data ({1,...,n},,κ):
κ({1,...,n})=α
∑
connected, simply-connected digraphs Γ :
vertices {1,...,n}, edge i•→j• implies i<j
1
2n−1
U
({1, . . . , n},, κ, τ, τ˜ )
·
∏
edges i•→j• in Γ
χ¯
(
κ(i), κ(j)
) n∏
i=1
J κ(i)(τ )Ω. (130)
We claim that substituting (128) into (129) gives a sum equivalent to (130). For substituting
(128) into (129) gives sums over I , κ , Γ , and total orders  on I . The relationship with (130)
is that having chosen I , Γ , , there is a unique isomorphism (I,) ∼= ({1, . . . , n},), where
n = |I |. So identifying I with {1, . . . , n} relates the sums over Γ ,  in (128)–(129) to the sums
over n, Γ in (130). But this is not a 1–1 correspondence: rather, to each choice of n,Γ in (130)
there are |I |! choices of I,Γ, in the substitution of (128) in (129), as there are |I |! total orders
 on I . This is cancelled by the factor 1/|I |! in (128). All the other terms in (128)–(129) and
(130) immediately agree. 
Remark 6.29. The author can prove that in Definition 6.27, if Γ˜ is a directed graph obtained
from Γ by reversing the directions of k edges in Γ then V (I, Γ˜ , κ, τ, τ˜ )= (−1)kV (I,Γ, κ, τ, τ˜ ).
Since χ¯ is antisymmetric, replacing Γ by Γ˜ also multiplies the product
∏
i•→j• in Γ χ¯(κ(i), κ(j))
in (129) by (−1)k .
Thus the product of terms on the right-hand side of (129) is actually independent of the orien-
tation of Γ , and depends only on the underlying undirected graph. As there are 2|I |−1 orientations
on this graph, we could omit the factor 1/2|I |−1 in (128) and write (129) as a sum over undirected
graphs rather than digraphs.
Equation (129) will play an important rôle in a sequel [32]. Neglecting issues to do with con-
vergence of infinite sums, we encode the invariants Jα(τ)Ω in holomorphic generating functions
on the complex manifold of stability conditions. Because the Jα(τ)Ω satisfy the multiplicative
transformation law (129), these generating functions satisfy a nonlinear p.d.e., which can be
interpreted as the flatness of a connection over the complex manifold of stability conditions.
In the remainder of the section we discuss how our results should relate to other proposed
invariants of Calabi–Yau 3-folds, and the whole Mirror Symmetry picture. Motivated by Don-
aldson and Thomas [17, p. 33–34], Thomas [40] defines invariants DT α(τ) ‘counting’ τ -stable
coherent sheaves in class α ∈ C(coh(P )) on a Calabi–Yau 3-fold P , which are now known as
Donaldson–Thomas invariants. We compare these with our invariants Jα(τ)Ω above, which also
‘count’ τ -semistable coherent sheaves in class α on P :
• The main good property of Donaldson–Thomas invariants DT α(τ) is that they are un-
changed under deformations of the complex structure of P . Thomas achieves this by using
a virtual moduli cycle to cut the moduli schemes down to the expected dimension (zero) and
then counting points.
In contrast, our invariants Jα(τ)Ω are not expected to be unchanged under deformations
of P . This is because rather than using virtual moduli cycles we just take a motivic invariant,
such as an Euler characteristic, of the moduli scheme as it stands. This is quite a crude thing
to do.
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Objαst(τ ), that is, τ -semistability and τ -stability coincide. This is because strictly τ -semi-
stable objects would give singular points of the moduli space which the virtual moduli cycle
technology is presently unable to cope with.
In contrast, our invariants Jα(τ)Ω are defined for all α ∈ C(A). Moreover, a great deal of
the work in this paper and [27–31] is really about how to deal with strictly τ -semistables—
for instance, α(τ ), ¯α(τ ) coincide with δαss(τ ), δ¯αss(τ ) except over strictly τ -semistables, and
much of [27,28,30] concerns how best to include stabilizer groups when forming invariants
of subsets of stacks, and this is not relevant for τ -stable objects as they all have stabilizer
group K×.
• The transformation laws for Donaldson–Thomas invariants under change of stability condi-
tion are not known. In contrast, our invariants Jα(τ)Ω transform according to (129).
• Donaldson–Thomas invariants are defined uniquely and take values in Z. In contrast, our
invariants depend on a choice of motivic invariant Θ in Assumption 2.10, with values in a
Q-algebra Ω . As in [28, Ex. 6.3], possibilities for Θ include the Euler characteristic χ , and
the sum of the virtual Betti numbers.
• Donaldson and Thomas worked hard to produce invariants whose behaviour under defor-
mation of P is understood. In contrast, we have worked hard to produce invariants whose
behaviour under change of weak stability condition (τ, T ,) is understood.
We would now like to conjecture that there exist invariants ‘counting’ τ -semistable coherent
sheaves on P which combine the good features of both Donaldson–Thomas invariants and our
own.
Conjecture 6.30. Fix K = C, let P be a Calabi–Yau 3-fold, and define A = coh(P ), FA
and K(A) as in [29, §9.1]. Let (τ, T ,) be a permissible stability condition of Gieseker
type on A, as in [31, §4.4]. Then there should exist extended Donaldson–Thomas invariants
D¯T
α
(τ ) ∈ Q defined for all α ∈ C(A), which should be unchanged under deformations of P ,
and should transform according to (129) under change of stability condition. If α ∈ C(A) with
Objαss(τ ) = Objαst(τ ), so that the Donaldson–Thomas invariant DT α(τ) is defined as in [40], we
have D¯T α(τ )=DT α(τ) ∈ Z.
There may also exist more complicated systems of invariants analogous to the Iss(I,, κ, τ )
or J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Ω above, which take values in Q, are unchanged under deformations of P , and
transform in the appropriate way under change of stability condition.
I believe that proving this conjecture is feasible, although difficult, and that proving it will
probably involve an extension to virtual moduli cycle technology. I have plans to attempt this in
the next few years, in collaboration with others.
The invariants of Conjecture 6.30 should be defined using 0-dimensional virtual moduli cy-
cles, which are basically finite sets of points with integer multiplicities. The only information in
them independent of choices is the number of points [X], counted with multiplicity and weighted
by the correct function of the stabilizer group Aut(X), probably χ(Aut(X)/TX)−1, where TX is
a maximal torus in Aut(X). This is why we say the invariants should take values in Q, in contrast
to the rest of the section where our invariants take values in more general algebras Λ,Λ◦,Ω .
Now under the Homological Mirror Symmetry programme of Kontsevich [33], (semi)stable
coherent sheaves on P are supposed to be mirror to special Lagrangian 3-folds (SL 3-folds) in
the mirror Calabi–Yau 3-fold M . So we expect invariants counting (semi)stable (complexes of)
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invariants count anything meaningful in String Theory.
Motivated by a detailed study [26] of the singularities of SL m-folds, in [25] I made a con-
jecture that there should exist interesting invariants Kα(J ) of M that ‘count’ SL homology
3-spheres in a given class α ∈ H3(M,Z). I expected these invariants to be independent of the
choice of Kähler form on M , and to transform according to some wall-crossing formulae under
deformation of complex structure J , but at the time I could only determine these transformation
laws in the simplest cases. I can now expand this conjecture to specify these transformation laws.
Conjecture 6.31. Let (M,J,ω,Ω) be an (almost) Calabi–Yau 3-fold, with compact 6-mani-
fold M , complex structure J , Kähler form ω and holomorphic volume form Ω . Then there
should exist invariants Kα(J ) ∈ Q for α ∈ H3(M,Z) which ‘count’ special Lagrangian ho-
mology 3-spheres N in M with [N ] = α, and probably other kinds of immersed or singular SL
3-folds as well. These invariants Kα(J ) are independent of the Kähler form ω and of complex
rescalings of Ω , and so depend only on the complex structure J .
The holomorphic volume form Ω determines a stability condition τ of Bridgeland type [9] on
the derived Fukaya category Db(F (M,ω)) of the symplectic manifold (M,ω), a triangulated
category, and SL 3-folds N whose Floer homology is unobstructed correspond to τ -semistable
objects in Db(F (M,ω)). Thus, the Kα(J ) are invariants counting τ -semistable objects in class
α in H3(M,Z) = K(Db(F (M,ω))). Under deformation of complex structure of M , the Kα(J )
transform according to the triangulated category extension of (129).
If P is a mirror Calabi–Yau 3-fold to M , then the Kα(J ) should be equal to invariants count-
ing τ˜ -semistable objects in the derived category Db(coh(P )) of coherent sheaves on P , with
respect to a stability condition τ˜ on Db(coh(P )) of Bridgeland type. These invariants are a
triangulated category version of the extended Donaldson–Thomas invariants D¯T α(τ ) of Con-
jecture 6.30, and coincide with them if τ˜ is induced by Gieseker stability on coh(P ).
There may also exist more complicated systems of invariants analogous to the Iss(I,, κ, τ )
or J bsi(I,, κ, τ )Ω above, that count configurations of SL 3-folds, take values in Q, are indepen-
dent of ω, and transform in the appropriate way under change of complex structure. This set-up
may generalize to (almost) Calabi–Yau m-folds for all m 2.
The extension of our programme to triangulated categories will be discussed at length in
Section 7, so we will say no more about it here. I expect Conjecture 6.31 to be extremely difficult
to prove, much more so than Conjecture 6.30, even just the part concerning the definition of
Kα(J ), independence of ω, and transformation laws under deformation of J . This is because
we cannot use the machinery of algebraic geometry, and instead need to know a lot about the
singular behaviour of SL 3-folds, which is at the moment only partially understood.
In fact clarifying Conjecture 6.31 was the beginning of this whole project, which eventually
grew to [27–31] and this paper, and may continue to expand. I wanted to know more about
the proposed invariants Kα(J ), in particular their transformation laws under change of J , so I
decided to study the mirror problem of counting semistable coherent sheaves on Calabi–Yau 3-
folds using algebraic geometry. I did not realize at the time how large an undertaking this would
be.
The necessity of introducing, and counting, configurations in order to understand transforma-
tion laws under change of stability condition came directly out of my work [26, §9] on creation
of new SL m-folds by multiple connected sums under deformation of the underlying Calabi–Yau
m-fold.
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play an important part in a chapter of the Mirror Symmetry story that has not yet been understood.
They should encode a lot about the structure of the ‘stringy Kähler moduli space,’ teach us about
branes and Π -stability in String Theory, and perhaps have other applications.
Note that Conjecture 6.31 has predictive power for the kind of wall-crossing phenomena in
special Lagrangian geometry considered in [26, §9]. For example, we can consider a smooth
family of Calabi–Yau 3-folds Mt : t ∈ (−, ) with compact nonsingular SL homology 3-spheres
N1, N2 in M0 of the same phase, intersecting transversely in a single point. Then [26, Th. 9.7]
gives necessary and sufficient criteria for the existence of a connected sum SL 3-fold N1 #N2 in
Mt for small t > 0 or t < 0.
Using Conjecture 6.31 and a little geometric and algebraic intuition, we can make predictions
for the number of SL 3-folds in Mt of the general form a1N1 #a2N2 for a1, a2 > 0. This is not
at all clear using the techniques of [26], as for a1 > 1 the connected sum ‘necks’ might occur at
any point in N1, and we might have to consider branching or covering phenomena over N1 too.
7. Questions for further research
We have already discussed a number of research problems in Sections 6.3–6.5, in particular
Conjectures 6.25, 6.30 and 6.31. We now pose some more, and in the process sketch out how the
author would like to see the subject develop in future. Perhaps the most important is:
Problem 7.1. Develop an extension of the work of [29–31] and this paper from abelian categories
to triangulated categories, and apply it to derived categories Db(A) when A is a category of
quiver representations mod-KQ,mod-KQ/I or coherent sheaves coh(P ).
Here are some issues and difficulties involved in this:
• Defining configurations in triangulated categories T . This looks straightforward: in De-
finition 3.2 we replace the exact sequences (8) by distinguished triangles. This involves
introducing a third family of morphisms ∂(L,J ) :σ(L) → σ(J )[1] in T , so that a con-
figuration is a quadruple (σ, ι,π, ∂), and we must add some extra axioms involving the
∂(L,J ). For example, a ({1, . . . , n},)-configuration will be equivalent to a distinguished
n-dimensional hypersimplex in T , [18, p. 260-1].
• Constructing moduli stacks of objects and configurations in T . This seems difficult, and
neither triangulated categories nor Artin stacks may be the right frameworks. Toën [42–44]
works instead with dg-categories [43], a richer structure from which one can often recover
the triangulated categories we are interested in as the homotopy category. When T is a dg-
category Toën and Vaquié [44] construct moduli ∞-stacks and D−-stacks of objects in T ,
some of which can be truncated to Artin stacks.
For our applications we may not need the moduli ‘stack’ of all objects in T , but only those
which could be τ -semistable for some stability condition τ , or appear in the heart of some
t-structure. So we can probably restrict to X ∈ T with Exti (X,X)= 0 for i < 0, which may
improve the problem.
• Non-representable morphisms. For abelian categories σ (I ) :M(I,)A → ObjA is a repre-
sentable 1-morphism, but in the triangulated category case this will no longer hold. This is
because for abelian categories the automorphism group of an exact sequence injects into the
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triangulated categories.
Because of this, the multiplication ∗ and operations P(I,) on CF(ObjA), SF(ObjA) in
[30] cannot be defined in the triangulated category case. We can still work with the spaces
SF(ObjA), though, as they do not require representability.
• Non-Cartesian squares. In [29, Th. 7.10] we proved some commutative diagrams of
1-morphisms of configuration moduli stacks are Cartesian. In the triangulated category case
the corresponding diagrams may be commutative, but not Cartesian. So the multiplication ∗
on CF,SF(ObjA) may no longer be associative, which spoils most of [30,31] and this paper.
The reason is the ‘nonfunctoriality of the cone’ in triangulated categories, discussed by
Gelfand and Manin [18, p. 245]. If φ :X → Y is a morphism in an abelian category A, the
kernel and cokernel of φ are determined up to canonical isomorphism. But in a triangulated
category T the cone on φ is determined up to isomorphism, but not canonically. This means
that the triangulated category versions of operations on configurations such as substitution
[29, Def. 5.7] will be defined up to isomorphism, but not canonically, which will invalidate
the proof of [29, Th. 7.10].
I expect the right solution is to change the definition of triangulated category, perhaps fol-
lowing Neeman [36] or Bondal and Kapranov [6]. Neeman’s proposal includes as data a
category S of triangles in T , but the morphisms in S are different from morphisms of trian-
gles in T , which restores the functoriality of the cone. If in defining configurations we took
the distinguished triangles to be objects in S , and their morphisms to include morphisms in
S , I hope the relevant squares will be Cartesian.
In the dg-category approach of Toën and Vaquié [44] this problem may not occur. In par-
ticular, Toën [42] defines derived Hall algebras for certain dg-categories T , which are
associative. This is an analogue of associativity ∗ on SF(ObjA), and suggests that the pro-
gramme ought to work.
• Defining stability conditions on triangulated categories. Here we can use Bridgeland’s won-
derful paper [9], and its extension by Gorodentscev et al. [19], which combines Bridgeland’s
idea with Rudakov’s definition for abelian categories [39]. Since our stability conditions are
based on [39], the modifications for our framework are straightforward.
• Invariants and changing stability conditions. Given a triangulated category T and a Bridge-
land stability condition τ on T , there is a t-structure on T whose heart is an abelian category
A, and τ determines a slope function μ on A, and X ∈ T is τ -semistable if and only if
X = Y [n] for some μ-semistable Y ∈ A and n ∈ Z. Here A is not unique, but two A,A′
coming from T , τ are related by tilting. Thus invariants counting τ -semistable objects in T
are essentially the same as invariants counting μ-semistable objects in A, which we have
studied in this paper.
We can also reduce changing stability conditions in triangulated categories to the abelian cat-
egory case, in the following way. Let τ , τ˜ be stability conditions on T which are ‘sufficiently
close’ in some sense. Then the author expects that we can find a third stability condition τˆ
on T and two t-structures on T with hearts A1, A2, such that the first t-structure is compat-
ible with τ , τˆ , which arise from slope functions μ1, μˆ1 on A1, and the second t-structure is
compatible with τˆ , τ˜ , which arise from slope functions μˆ2, μ˜2 on A2.
As both t-structures are compatible with τˆ , A1, A2 are related by tilting, and μˆ1-semistable
objects in A1 are essentially the same as μˆ2-semistable objects in A2. Thus transforming
between invariants counting τ - and τ˜ -semistable objects in T is equivalent to transforming
between invariants counting μ1- and μˆ1-semistable objects in the abelian category A1, and
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category A2, which we already know how to do.
Because of this reduction to the abelian category case, the author is confident that there
should be a well-behaved theory of invariants counting τ -semistable objects in triangulated
categories, despite all the problems described above.
In Section 6.4 we proposed that invariants counting γ -semistable sheaves on a K3 surface
should be combined in a holomorphic generating function (122). This had a simple form because
for K3 surfaces the invariants J¯ α(γ ) and conjectured invariants Jˆ α were independent of the
choice of weak stability condition. Our next problem concerns the ‘right’ way to form generating
functions when the invariants are not independent of weak stability condition.
Problem 7.2. (a) Let A, K(A), FA be one of the examples defined using quivers in [29,
Ex.s 10.5–10.9], such as A = mod-KQ. Let c, r :K(A) → R be group homomorphisms with
r(α) > 0 for all α ∈ C(A). Define a slope function μ :C(A) → R by μ(α) = c(α)/r(α).
Then (μ,R,) is a permissible stability condition by [31, Ex. 4.14]. Define Z :K(A) → C by
Z(α) = −c(α)+ ir(α). Then Z determines μ, and the family of Z arising from slope functions
μ in this way is an open subset U in the complex vector space Hom(K(A),C).
Form invariants Iss(I,, κ,μ) or Iαss(μ)Λ or Jα(μ)Λ
◦
or Jα(μ)Ω counting μ-semistable ob-
jects or configurations in A, as in Section 6. Find natural ways to combine these invariants
in generating functions F :U → V , where V is C,Λ ⊗Q C,Λ◦ ⊗Q C or Ω ⊗Q C, and F(Z)
depends on Z and the values of the invariants for the stability condition (μ,R,) depending
on Z. Is F holomorphic? If it is defined by an infinite sum, does it converge? Note that the
Iss(I,, κ,μ), . . . change discontinuously with μ and Z according to the transformation laws
(82), (97), (98) or (129). Can we make F continuous under these changes?
(b) Let T be a triangulated category and Stab(T ) the moduli space of Bridgeland stability
conditions [9] on T . Each τ ∈ Stab(T ) has an associated central charge Z :K(A) → C, and the
map τ → Z induces a map Stab(T ) → Hom(K(T ),C) which is a local diffeomorphism, and
gives Stab(T ) the structure of a complex manifold. When T = Db(A) for A as in (a), each
μ,Z in (a) determines a unique τ ∈ Stab(T ) with the same Z, such that X ∈ A ⊂ Db(A) is
μ-semistable in A if and only if it is τ -semistable in T .
Suppose we can solve Problem 7.1 and have a good theory of invariants Iαss(τ ), . . . counting τ -
semistable objects in T , for τ ∈ Stab(T ). As in (a), try to encode these in holomorphic generating
functions F : Stab(T )→ V . Can we make F continuous when the Iαss(τ ) change discontinuously
with τ?
(c) Now let T = Db(coh(P )) for P a Calabi–Yau 3-fold. Can we form holomorphic gener-
ating functions F on Stab(T ) encoding derived category versions of the Jα(τ) of Section 6.5,
or the D¯T α(τ ) of Conjecture 6.30? If so, does F encode some structure on Stab(T ) important
in String Theory and Mirror Symmetry; for instance, can we recover the stringy Kähler mod-
uli space, the subset of Stab(T ) corresponding to complex structures on the mirror Calabi–Yau
3-fold, from F ?
In a sequel [32], we present the author’s attempt at solving this problem. Rather than a sin-
gle generating function F , we define a family of generating functions Fα for all α ∈ C(A), or
α ∈ K(T ) \ {0} in the triangulated case. For example, the invariants Jα(τ)Ω of Section 6.5 are
encoded in maps Fα :U or Stab(T )→ Ω ⊗Q C of the form
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∑
n1, α1,...,αn∈C(A) or K(T )\{0}:
α1+···+αn=α,Z(αk) =0 all k
Fn
(
Z(α1), . . . ,Z(αn)
) n∏
i=1
Jαi (μ)Ω
·
[
1
2n−1
∑
connected, simply-connected digraphs Γ :
vertices {1,...,n}, edge i•→j• implies i<j
∏
edges
i•→j•
in Γ
χ¯(αi, αj )
]
, (131)
where Fn : (C×)n → C are some functions to be determined, and C× = C \ {0}.
Supposing that the Jα(τ)Ω transform according to (129), and neglecting issues to do with
convergence of infinite sums, in [32] we show that there is an essentially unique family of func-
tions Fn such that (131) yields Fα which are both continuous and holomorphic. These Fn are
special functions of polylogarithm type, and are holomorphic at (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ (C×)n except
along the real hypersurfaces arg(zk)= arg(zk+1) for 1 k < n, where Fn is discontinuous.
The point is that as we cross a real hypersurface in U or Stab(T ) where arg(Z(β)) =
arg(Z(γ )) for some β,γ ∈ C(A) or K(T ) \ {0}, both the invariants Jαi (μ)Ω and the functions
Fn(Z(α1), . . . ,Z(αn)) in (131) can jump discontinuously. We arrange that these jumps exactly
cancel out, so that Fα remains continuous. Very surprisingly, it turns out that with these choices
of functions Fn the Fα satisfy the p.d.e.
dFα(Z) = −
∑
β,γ∈C(A) or K(T )\{0}: α=β+γ
χ¯(β, γ )Fβ(Z)Fγ (Z)
d(Z(β))
Z(β)
, (132)
which can be interpreted as the flatness of an infinite-dimensional connection over U or Stab(T ).
This still leaves many questions unanswered, for example, mathematical questions on the con-
vergence of the infinite sums (131) and (132), and physical questions on the interpretation of
(131) and (132) in String Theory.
Here is our final problem.
Problem 7.3. Redo [28–31] and this paper using instead of Artin stacks some other kind of
stack, which at points [X] includes the data Exti (X,X) for i > 1 as part of its structure. In this
framework try to generalize results in [30,31] and this paper which work when Exti (X,Y ) = 0
for all i > 1 and X,Y ∈A to the general case, in particular the morphisms to explicit algebras
in [30, §6].
Some good candidates for the appropriate notion of stack are the D-stacks of Toën and Vezzosi
[45] and the dg-stacks of Ciocan-Fontanine and Kapranov [13, §5]. Both of these papers explain
relevant ideas in derived algebraic geometry.
The motivation behind this problem is that in constructing the algebra morphism ΦΛ in
[29, §6.2], if we could include the groups Exti (X,X) for i > 1 appropriately then ΦΛ would
be an algebra morphism without assuming Exti (X,Y ) = 0 for all X, Y and i > 1. So we must
work with a kind of stack including the data Exti (X,X) for i > 1, and new ‘derived stack func-
tion’ spaces SFder(ObjA).
There is a cost to this, though: the author expects Theorem 5.2 to fail for the spaces
SFder(ObjA), since in the proof of Theorem 5.11, the 1-morphism σ ({1, . . . , n}) is a 1-iso-
morphism of Artin stacks with a substack of ObjA, but it is probably not a 1-isomorphism of
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change of stability condition will not work in SFder(ObjA) in general.
However, in the situation of Section 6.4 when A = coh(P ) for K−1P nef, the author expects
that at least Eq. (45) of Theorem 5.2 should hold in some suitable class of spaces SFder(ObjA),
as Section 6.4 works precisely by forcing Exti (X,Y ) = 0 for i > 1 and the relevant X,Y . Then
we could interpret Theorem 6.21 as saying that we have an algebra morphism SFder(ObjA) →
A(A,Λ,χ), and the invariants Iαss(γ ) encode the restriction of this to a derived version H¯to,derγ
of H¯toγ , which is independent of stability condition (γ,G2,). This would clear up a mystery
about Theorem 6.21, that is, why we have invariants with multiplicative transformation laws but
no underlying (Lie) algebra morphism.
8. Note added in proof
Between the appearance of this article on the archive and its journal publication, Yukinobu
Toda proved Conjecture 6.25 above [41].
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